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strenuous 


"~Education Summary, July 1, 
1979. 
Some wish to live within he sound 
Of church and chapel bell 
I want to run a rescue sho 
Within a yard of hell. 
t. 
---"'''-STUDD 









He presses three normative conceptions upon the minds of his 
readers-:--the uniqueness of Christ1s personality, the completeness 
of his work, and the finality and perfection of his revelation. The 
Colossians sought a true idea of God--in Christ dwells all the 
fullness of the Godhead bodily, of creation--Christ is the creator 
of all created being" including the angelic orders; of history--all 
things are from Christ and unto Christ; of redemption--believers 
in Christ are all buried with him in baptism, and rise with him to 
walk in newness of life; of atonement--Jesus Christ has by the 
blood of the cross secured the sinner1s peace. They sought a 
philosophy--in Christ are all the treasures of wisdom and knowledge 
hidden; a higher Iife--it "is hidden with Christ in Qod. 1I They 
sought initiation into the mysteries of God--Christ is, the open 
secretof the universe. They desired to "Obtain perfection--man is 
compl':fe in Christ. -


do 
A. 
you 
B. any 
C. Paul had never seen the Col. 
but as he wrote to them his 
salutation will 
whom he 
will 
II. Is the Col. Greeting Our Description 
Col.L:1-2 Paul, an apostle of Jesus 
A. Colossee 
1. Small town on southern bank 
Lycus River, Phyrigia, Turkey 
2. Interior Asia minor, 100 miles 
Ephusus Laodicaa. 10 miles away. 
Hieropolis, 12 miles 
3. aIdes of these 3 cities 
4. All in ruins, Col. on a mountain 
above the other two 
5. Head of a gorge where two streams 
unite 
6. On a great highway 
B. 
9. 
2. 
No record of church s establish~ 
ment 
3. Prison 
4:18 my bonds. Grace be 
4. Troubled church 
a) Heresy not known - Gnostics? 
b) Emphasis on circumcision, 
dietary laws, holy days 
c) Cloud over Jesus 
III. Now the Salutation 
A. Paul 
1. He claims authorship 
2. Used various terms to describe 
himself: Prisoner, servant, 
apostle 
3. Was he ever there? 
Acts 18:23 "Went over all the co. of Gal & 
Phry. 
4. Name immediately arrest 
attention 
Be 
L 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
Indominable will 
Roman Citizen 
Well educated 
One sent 
Authorized 
Clothes with 
endured 
sender 
Cites his credentials 
who know him not 
Thus commends the of 
Epaphras 
Shows Paul thinks he is 
engaged to the uttermost in 
work of Christ-pedal to the 
e will of God - not man 
Jesus Christ - as he 
never uses name Jesus alone in 
Epistle 
9. Will of God 
a) Not self appointed 
b) Not man appointed 
10. Assertion of divine authority 
Declaration of independence of 
all human and earthing 
Lowly disclaimer of 
D. 
Ex 29:31 
Ps 65-4 
MI 5:17 
j 
brother ~ 
4. The brother not our brother 
in the 
Dedicated 
Set apart 
Not as much excellency of 
char~cter as set apart to God 
f) Consecrated to service 
g) Holiness not just to persons 
"See the flesh in a. holy place 
Holy temple 
Holy water 
h) Root idea not excellency 
of character but dedication 
set apart 
i) Moral purity results from 
this separation 
2. 
20 
the crown of 
with 
character 
e We do well if we can 
all 
in a person 
3. Christ 
- from same womb 
As close as limbs joined in 
a body 
c) Incorporate 
d) Saints show union with God 
Brethren show union with 
4. At Colosse /4 
a) Least important church to 
which Paul wrote 
b) We all are somewhere 
c) Importance only because 
of letter 
d) In Christ - most important 
In Colosse - lesser power 
Brethren 
IV. Conclusion 
A. Grace 
,Free and 
2.Given God to man what can 
not achieve themselves 
3.155x in NT-if heard NT you heard 
it 
4.Essence of God's 
in Christ 
5. Grace is the sum of all God's 
blessings bestowed through 
Christ (Wesley) 
B. Peace 
1. 100 x NT 
2. Part of every letter 
3. Calm tranquility of a soul that 
looked to the Lord with 
confidence 
4. Wholeness 
5. Soundness 
C. In God our Father 
• Only instance in salutation 
where God's name alone stands 
2. Not with Christ 
Shm,fs s 
sinner 
4. Lord Jesus Christ 
MMS - see RV 
interest 
some 
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? 
1. Brenda 
2. Brenda 
3. He jests at scars who never (I wound -
Shakespeare. 
II we E. ? . 

is more 
is strong not to • Most women 
about as satfsfied after casual, perfunctory sex as they do 
a sneeze. 
"Where All 

· 79-80 

Habit 
Never underestimate the pull that 
habit can exert. Consider the New 
York truck driver who was €In his 
way to a c;:ertain address and €In 
arriving at the street Qbserved 
that it was marked "One Way" 
against him. 
So he went Qne more blQck,dr-
cledaround, came intQ the street 
from the Qther end. NQt until he 
was within a few yards €If his des-
tinatiQndid he realize that hewas 
€In fQot! That is the PQwer Qfh~bit. 
m 
WOIJ to r mother's si de f Dad was warned and "nnu"TI 
we hit m. Rebellion started when I resisted and resented 
father's authari ty--when i 
I 
grievances 
ce confrontation. Police were usual 
sought to confront po Ii ce, we would fal them • They 
would be armed, we would wa around wi weapons exposed to 
we were armed as they were. We were 
es It care we Ii ved or it d 
we 
Ii 
training fad . We had access to all mi . 
di dn It know how to use them. T brought it to us the 
United States Army. We coufd pus wrong button and blow 
ourselve~ up. We the I. We 
I t was soon to 
at 





I. are the words about 
but it saIl 
He a message Paul about 
Colosse. We want to know: 
A. Who was the 
B. What did he 
c. If he came to see what 
message would he 
Who is 
A. lovliness. Mr. 
B. Learn 3 things about him. 
1. Our 
a) to 
b) We see Paul's humility in 
classifying Epaphras with 
himself . 
) Alone called "fellow servant." 
2. Faithful minister 
ar~>For"you';>~;;;:;t~ or you. 
b) Paul appointed him. 
c) Preached in Paul's stead. 
3. l,gU1~~~UI~lruLe,-i1;LtJL~,§,£!ri t . 
a) Only mention of Spirit in Col. 
b) Faithful ministers are glad to 
speak well of people. 
c) Less pleasing report mentioned 
later - not in the greetings. 
c@ 
Declared to Paul the results 
IV. What message did he 
A. First the triad. 
1. Note he - he'd not been 
there. but the came to him 
2. But earlier assured them of 
thanks and prayers. 
Tense of thanksgiving shows 
a constantly reocurring them~ 
gr~-ru-~or those for whom we 
can ever be thankful. 
b) He will express thanks for 
1- matters that are of great 
concern for him. 
B. First of triad -Jesus -~~~~<-~~~.~~"~. 
f:-Means commitment to. 
2. Means tr;§I=:in~' al1Q1l:tex: '. person<i"z;t 
Jesus 
3. A~£h2£~q, resting in Jesus 
4. As anchor sinks into floor of 
sea and holds the ship 
5. It is Christ centered 
6. ~Their deeds inspired by Christ 
D. 
~el. 
GosEel instrument throu~b 
k~owledge conve~d. 
Came to you - personally. 
Came to all the world -
evangelistic. 
Br!:~~_~ .. ~~1t ~_t.Q ~a~±.~· 
a) Fruit bearing. 
of the 
which 
b) Ever attends its deepening 
influence. 
Knowledge not imparted or 
an end to satisfy our 
curiosity, but given with a 
practiced ~ntent to liye a 
if ,,lif;-Pie"'iSing toGod. 
Jru;""~,uttJ - t.tJ'h1~ ~\t ~p""eitdb\1 
C €A( €fJl( ,btu!' ~tMf.i) Q. q t"lJati 
sunshine. 
j Divine power you grow. 
T. Roosevelt: a man who 
has stolen a boxcar - him 
an education with knowledge 
alone - he'll be able to steal 
the whole railroad." 
1) Need wisdom and spiritual 
understanding. (v.9) 
m) Growth and power of gospel 
continuous. 
v. Let's now send our message -
What would the messenger from this 
congregation convey to the Christ? 
Are we like Col.? 
Memorial Service - Helen Bowers - 2-9-96 
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if 
\. 
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\ 
if' 
(S~ .. o t'J>..'P-, a~p~"l_ 
ot;m~h' ",t. 
\, 
l 
.-'~""iVYlO-..::.rvh~r.P"C'J.'i;~,,<x::t.i:f1P'bICt:jtt)':'~ "-"-----~ --
mt}usurement - which is true 
COMMUNISM-13 
Communism is terror - godless, 
brutal terror over the minds, souls 
and bodies of men and women. It 
will fail because it lacks moral 
strength - a flickering candle 
before the power of God. J 
EDGAR HOOVER, Moody 
Monthly, 3-69. 
enough - is no excuse for 
neitecting the arduous task of 
car!'lfully analyzing what can be 
measured. A computer does not 
substitute for judgment any more 
than . a pencil substitutes for 
literacy. But writing ability without 
a pencil is no particular advantage. 
-ROBERT S McNAMARA, The 
Essence of Security: Reflections in 
Office (Harper & Row). 
Page 224 --------------------~ 
JOHN NEWMAN of Louisville offers an addition, 
the verse of all, to the indices of growing old that 
appeared here last week: ilMy glasses are perfect/My 
dentures are fine/My hearing aid functions/but I do 
miss my mind." 

~;t'the'~h~;~hes i~'dsl~rIts:'w9r~h¥ them~iOf"th~O 
ichurch working togetWir to accompli~h tbis.U~aUy In 
leach group there is qne man wOO bas the abiHty"to le~d 
. and then leave it up to him, e~Ql,lly if he is all ..... "',,"' .... ,"' .. 
! A ccording to custom he i s t~e leader and. the·y Jl\st~ • 
. get put of that "rut" . . ~. . 
By way of illustration, the dw~m9...s of power in our 
city produce far more electrict"tyt an I individually can 
use. The supply at the powerhouse abundantly exceeds 
my personal needs. I receive in my house that abundant 
supply according to the wiring and the installations that 
I have placed in my house. I may have thousands of 
watts at my disposal, but if I have plaGedonly a twenty-
five-watt electric bulb in the house, the light which I 
receive in my house will be of twenty-five-watt intensity 
not according to the abundant supply,of the powerhouse, 
but according to the installations which I have fixed in 
my dwelling. Similarly, ii our spiritual life and 
ministry God· can do exceeding abundantly above all that 
we ask or think in our church and in our ministry. But 

Paul indicates that benevolence can indeed lac 
compassiOlj. And his insight IS con lrmed by contem-
porary psychology. What looks like generosity may be 
an attempt to ease one's sense of gUilt. Or a man may 
give to benevolent causes out of conformity to community! 
pressures. "CharityH is not necessarily an act of love. 
"A More Excellent Way" - By Chester A. Pennington 
A Meditation on First Corinthians 13 Page 25 
\. 
Condensed from CHRISTIAN HERALD 
Not really. For to indulge ourselves. today without thought of 
others is to squander our. tomorrows....:..~d thus dissipate one 
o£opr mos,t p~ecious bequests . 
How to enjoy regularity even during 
the middle and later years of your life 
Irue Facts 
Ablut Irregularity 
October. 
injury is a mutilation to a segment 
of myself. We cannot escape each 
other. No man can escape other 
men. 
Your soap perfumes the air I 
breathe; your automobile fumes con-
taminate it. Your morning smile-
even to me as a stranger""':lifts my 
spirit; your muttered cursing in the 
subway 'vexes me. You are not an 
island; aild you do not, cannot, live 
alone on Qne. 
Simply because a man holds a 
kind of deed to his body, he has no 
right to outrage it, to abuse it, to risk 
it uselessly, to destroy it. "Do you 
not know that your body is a temple 
of the Holy Spirit withiriyou, which 
you have fr.omGod?" says the New 
Testament. "You are not your own" 
(ICofi'l1thiani6:!9), .. ~' . 
. , Ea~h~ofus'is,asQ~i::d prQ~uct, nur~ 
'tured b)(,th(! Wl101e family of man, 
.1ovedbyp~rents,atidgrandparents,. 
taught .. hy, teachers and clergy, pro-
tected by poJi!,emen and soldiers and 
judges~enco:uragsdby uniyersities, . 
inspin:;oby artistsari.d ppets. None" 
of v~., sprang forth unten&:d, un ... 
h~eded,' a tandom.by-product of 
sQmeindifferent mating process. 
Each of Us contains the cumulated .. 
. investnient of thousands of . years, 
:lIlO is the product ofa rtlultitudeOf 
• hopes. We have no fight to squander 
. this long-term inheritance withovt 
consultation ofthefuture. ....' 
In,s()me U.S. Aimyunits during 
WorldWar~I, itwasa punishable. 
offense for a soldier to become so 
sunburn~d thathe was· incapable of· 
duty. The purpose, was quite dear: . 
says, his vu.>~u"oo 
if he wants to drop out of 
high school, when this may provide 
his future wife and children with a 
life of need and the rest of us with 
welfare bills and social problems? 
I know a manin hislate 30S who 
ten years ago drank so heavily that 
his friends warned him he was en-
dangering his health. He replied 
that he was harming only himself, 
and invited his friends fo mind their 
own business. Today, married and 
afflicted with cirrhosis of the liver; 
he has'difficulty keeping a job, and 
is uninsurable. During his carefree, 
unmarried, drinking years, he was 
steadily damaging a girl he was .not 
to meet for adeast five years; he was 
harming children yet unborn. 
T<l:,say that. we're. minding our 
own business iSOhen:anexcuse to 
AN EASIER WAY to break the 
habit, control your appetite, 
Try the pleasant tasting lozenge 
Nikohan. It's medicated wfth a 
tested smoking' deterrent that 
isfy your tobacco hunger-reduces 
desire to smoke, and eat! 
Scientific journal reports 
doctor's plan helps 4 out of 5 
In a controlled test, reported in a 
tific journal, the Nikoban Plan, 
. bya doctor, helped 4 out of 5 smo~!ers 
cut down on their smoking. Some 
ally stopped completely~and 
not gain weight. Many doctors have 
recommending Nikoban. for years! 
using Nikoban today. Cherry or 
Flavor. Nikoban sure beats smoking! 
218 \ "IT'S MY UFE, [SN'T IT?" 
be selfish-to indulge ourselves,-or haven't I? I'm. not harming anyone 
t.o.?vQid living up to our promise. else, am I?" Then she became preg~ 
We say that we don't want to inter- nant, had an abortion, and dropped 
fere, or to be interfered with,' but out of college. She liyes at home now, 
what we really mean is that we don't miserable and ridden with guilt. 
want to get involved or to admit She cannot confide in her parents, 
that we, too, must leave a bequest to and they are bewildered at the 
mankind as inlid to us. change in her. 
But we must. It's tempting to live Quite obviously her "right to be 
in the shade of the treeS our fathers herself" is harming others-and 
planted-but we must plant our probably will continue to do so. She 
own, not only for ourselves, hut for fears that her college affair will not 
our sons. That's our business. only affect her sexual relationship 
Some of us believe that an indul- with the still-unknown man she will 
genceis harmless if no one knows, marry one day, but harm other re~ 
"What harm could there be in a di.§- lationships with him as well. There cr<¢t;.lIS£thea~ted affajr?" a t:ISStllS~ is a secret scar on her future, which 
young execut;iYF ~ Sl:' 61:& me . may. wet! affect those whqwiIl share /"MY :;x,;t;t~~~{~;;;,B/6 t~giri it with her-even her children. She 
," I ". • 'II . 'I "'d'" . '. ... 't'. '. " 
".:\Von tgel;efQ9~eftalf)'Ul'(o ve. >.;' . '. ". numanacts-i 
. 1 •• I{e,w;.ls rigbtUiswi~:1tjIey#':' s~~ehow, 
kne~\niYe;neien/$iJsP¢cted;./;j~dl:fr~.···: s '(;)·1l;l{~9lJ\'1,;(:ntl1j1(i:n,qe.,()tli,(:rs~ 
:partn,eii; w*e,' ql!airn,tt¥¢r~~'e;p1/e 
/e/.Jil:a~e:RfJilhtn:vqlv¢(L/J311~st'lmeh:Q}V' ','. 
even ., after theil-flair was(ermir)l;;IteaaiJQUt 
ilJ a <fpost, ciyilizedfa~hiQIl' s0nte 6f ,.s~nt~a"at I ".~" I ,.~~~~" 
I, him. ~iJ.s missi.Ilg.·J.;:Je 11ked'himseJ,f •·· .. ·~~iUfuHy., ~V' "~U"'L>J;:;'" 
, {less; He was.lesse£a hqsbandtd nlS the ,gue~t· jJ"'l·"!~~"',~., 
wife,. He.fQundhe·had4ifliculty·~· at his young ... '.' ',' . rum, the, 
looking hi~cruldren in the ey>:,~n< hosts;a'jdso£tly,'''Please. NO.tUl my 
,silent, secret ways, the ·Hg~theatted; house: I suppose yo:qrprivate.attF ' 
di,streelaffairha.dtaipt~dhiswllOle tudes af'e )"Qur busines~,but. when: 
relationship with his fa,mil¥ ••. ,' you, air them here, they become 
i \ N9t 'long.ag9, I l~;arned, \\Thy lone • JJliOe.· I ... h;ave to tell you'that '1. dis\", 
of my brightest studentsno'1onger ,agree ;and disapprove. If J didn't. 
attendeddasses.A pretty girl;: do~e speak:out,no\v, you.,-and the chlk 
to .~f, parent$'jshehad, like maQY drenhere,.·anH the other,gOests-" 
other Y()'\Jngp¢rS9JlS" pecO.,me siri- 'mighdhink thatm¥ silence is tacit' 
oUSlYiivvolved)n :fseJf-di~c6v(!ry/tc,' approvaL.1 hope you und~rsti1n~J.."< 
SneJ:legandatiri.g;:i youngmarrieq ':I'he dirinercoJ}tinuedquietly; ati4: " 
Slle told diSaPproving :sI,a~v th.e gu~st • left early, I iealize,~thefiii: '. , 
'~I ll~ye!atigbttofit1d:;1\l1.'y'self, that.a ~an's<.persenar opin,ops ;ale:} 
- Herb Caen in Sa'n Ffll..flCisco Chronicle 
FROM the FaURiver~Ma~s.,Hel'aldNews: "The Lynch VFW Postwill 
conduct·<;I paper drive Sunday; Bundles of residents should be tied and 
left on thesi'de oIthe street." . 
REAL-ESTATE ad in the Aiken, S.C., Standal'dand Review~' "Unusual 
home with fireplace, carpeted living room-dining f90m combimition~and 
fully equipped kitchen which Can be dosed off with shudders." 
NOTICE ina LOlldoncoffeebar: "The management is not responsible 
for any propriety left on the premises." -The Guardian. Manches~er 
FROM the Sherman County, Ore.~ Journal: 'iThe Legion Auxiliary met 
on Tuesday. The principal business was that of arranging pippies for the 
annualpoopy sale." 
FROM· the New Haven Register: "Damage seemed negligible except for 
a bent venetian blond." 
q{ptoSCratch. The Seychelle Isles in theIndian Ocean are overrun with 
exotic bugs, as Noel Goward discovered when he stayed there)n a small 
hotel. WhcJ} he checked out, scratching assiduously,. the manager asked, 
"May I post a sign reading 'Noel <;oward Slept fiere'?" "Certainly," re-
plied Noel,."if you'll add one word;.....fitfully." 
--Herb Caen.in San Francisco' Chronicle 

, 
A. It Promotes 
1. lst he gave to God, and 
'Tn'TAFt he was pfcyiRG them • 
........ "'iT .. " good for an opener to someone 
neverseenl 
& 
up 
gives us the clues to 
What do we hope for? Victory I 
security f rest, happiness, answers f 
lowship c 
.we 51 
2 If to 
3, 
0, ) 
.) 
I since 
C .) IJ .. ",,,,, .. ,+ 
4. Gospel is a reproductive organism a t whosJ 
seed is itself. 
5. Gospel fruit bearing (middle is like a tree 
keeps bearing fruit - not like corn that dies 
to its roots. 
6, 1st in ned; 
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I would rather have mY~-~ 
ignorance than. another ma'll's \5 
knowledge, because I have go 
so much more of it. - MARK . 
TWAIN. 
~® 
If a chemist or physicist sat down 
and read the scientific Jam;nals in his 
fiIl1\d as his full-time job, at the end of a 
y~ar he wouldb~ three months behind in 
his reading. - ALB~RT T 
KAP~USINSKI, "What Are New 
B~sinessmen Reading?" Jnl of Business 
Education, 4-:6~_ 
The supply of vani'l1a h~d 
: given o"1rt: Interested parents X i stood by to see how the 
i seven-ye.a~-old. would. ha~dle . . 
i sueh a CrIslS.Wlthoutfhnchmg, 
! he' ordered two strawberry 
: cones.and-h.~t:lded one.'tG'histittli i brother.'· . 
\ "Here you are," he said 
\ briskly: "Pink vanilla." . 
. i 

I. 
II. 
A. 
B. 
A. 
1 3 
s 
s 
you? 
1. 
1Je,r-l}ttflufaJpr.
'
f(f;/:I()f 'lfr 
Thoabsepthe stl..l1· had 
time to pray for them. 
Thes. 1:3 
J~,!t?it,1t(a~;n .•.••. ~~.4,q .....•. th~~e. .•.. j",.lii 
a .• ~~il.ati?:nshiP .. bet~een . 
t.,tfig,~ .... ·~e:\n:)teei to i tand 
qJ:.il,~flit·,0f· .it •• 
3. He knew their rep~tation 
and what was the petit-
ions offered? 
Fullness 0 
s, 
means of 
our apprehension of the 
i~$>tl?ument.() f operation. 
The{~$:$'i'temp10y$ those 
f~~lil!,$;~~~~,~f.which he 
h~sefia:owea: and he ex-
pec{t.lii:u~to '\l.se." 
(Scroggie) 
5 . Kt}Qwledge - ,im}29i+t~.dand 
and " gCl,iIl@d·.· fora, }2urpose 
to;tellyou how to live. 
6 . "W~tl,~«e,a p¢tssion to 
kIl·Q)\'i~.~~fmngfor the 
sa~~'·e'~~~6Wing ... when we 
thi~~0'U~'E?os~essing of 
i tilii!su'peri or, it 1 ead s 
toprid.e ." Harrison 
C. 
(a 
b) 
(c) It's moral excel-
(d) If filled, you will 
have completion, 
maturity. 
(e) Spiritual understand-
ing: 
(1) Critical judge-
ment to distin-
guish between 
truth & false-
hood. 
E. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
Our individual duty. 
God wants each of us 
uctive. 
~,td"'S 
Pr. t te:nse - ClQ,Otinu-
~rowf~~Q7mj::r;~ 
Divine power helps you 
reach high ideals the 
the Word teaches. 
Se.rvice is repaid by 
strength. 
3 
- Keller card 
of coward-
Ne 
revenge. 
nor 
No retal 
insult. 
(e) PerseveranGe 
(f) Li,lQ:¥ .a;llHl dog on 
c:Loth~lP ,... didn It 
mlbacs one. 
and 
(a) Opposite of w:t:ath 
and revenge 
(b) Can take it. 
(c) ~aKe' a6wrr·blankets 
4. W±:",=~~.~B'c2i 
(a) Do all above with 
joy. 
(b) Don't endure with 
G 
1 
2. 4 
(3 ) 
(4 ) 
(5 ) 
oy 
He suffer~ 
do~ne : 
to be 
Meet, qualified, 
entitled. 
An instant act 
aorest tense, 
one instant act. 
Inheritance of 
saint in light. 
Coin to fil 
hO'!;lse"t:;mfPI,,) 
¥ ~'iwi "tl 
"'~_~_'$.-=_~""*Iio 
Blessedness 
awaits. 
Delivered us from 
power of darkness 
and translated us 
(J,.) Rescue 
(2) Liberate us out 
( Rom. 14: 1 7 ) 
5 Kingdom of Son 
not of angels. 
(6) Idea of exod~s 
as moved whole 
nation of 
people. 
(c) In wl}Plli\j~~ bave 
red~min:ioI1. 4, 
(1) Redemption -
release brought 
about by payment 
of a price. 
(2) Emancipation 
(3) Set slave free 
by paying ran-
som. 
SSg 
Pardon 
Rd CIC 
, TN - 10/6 
Woodland Hills Cordova. TN ~ 1 
- 7/41 
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HUMAN MIND-Growth 
... life however 
short a mind is bereft of 
endor, the passio s 
the memories sparse, 
unlit 
itself is 
A man acquire a pancreas, 
kidney, heart, bone marrow 
lung, but he will succumb to 
if his mind is without a 
horizon .... The . growth of the 
human mind if still adventure, in 
many ways the highest adventure 
on earth. - NORMAN COUSINS, 
quoted by DAVID POLING, 
Christian Herald, 10-69: 
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CoL 
songs 
about every 
of Jesus 
Who -
D. 
II 
da;tltness. 
2. 
3. In whom 
4. Even the O(I.D~_$l;~" sin -
sin & sins 
5. 
(Eph. 5:2), .~.~~~ 
: 10), ~==:~'~~1~6~ 3:25), ,J 
a price, 
that hath t;leen me has seen 
Jesus was very form or 
Jesus God 
H~lf 
Gr,eeks;in a legal eontract 
would write adeseription of 
the pa:rties ia'\I'Ulved so there 
wouJ:dbe no d""otibt as to the 
in;volvement. 
w'~;t;mus~~,;'$l~a',;;jJg't'liil'x,i~'@~" '~od I s 
(Matthew 5:44-45), 
5:1 
is over 
commences 
created for Him 
G'onsent 
b) The man 
household is His 
c) He's 
in 
rs 
Hebrews 1 3 
Acts 17:28 
f $ L~ll 
g. 
h. a 
L He is the 
and the sustainer 
of all creation. 
j. a cosmos 
supreme 
in 
b) makes its home in Him 
tor 
duty 
c) Made peace through the blood 
of His cross 
d) HOl;)bsdying nlcolt'iInItmy 
sp,iritto" the great perhaps • " . 
c. Words of G. Thomas 
l. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
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14 
must see culmination in his Son. Jesus, the one man 
changed the world unlike an~~thEJ' calls every hum. an who has hea. rd 
his name to make a decisio It has been said that all the armies that 
have ever fought, all the kin s that have ever reigned, all t~hP ia-
ments that. have ever sat, and all the nations that have ever ruled h ve 
not had the impact on the world that this one solitary man . od 
iT'('"~,,t'" ",.,]1" "" to model his life and ministrY and therebym()deL 
cross of 
by sin. When Jesus wason 
I His "deathbed," He reached intohea¥en and. took· 
the hand. of God and re.acheddown to earth-and. 
took my hand, and over His cross, mankind was 
reconciled to God. ThaLishow.P,auLdep!ctssal-
vatiQn in Colossians 1:20 whenhesaysthat-Jes-us 
made peace between man and. God ~threughthe 
blogd of His .cross," We should put more empha-
sis on this blood in our teaching and in our lives. 
T ook ~t "omp of th., nl1rn,,:,:;><:. of thp hloorl ()f 
in 
arms your are strapped 
dpwn, and you are killed for the crime that the 
qther individual committed against you and your 
family. Someone exclaims, "That is unbelievable! 
I.have never heard of love like that!" Yes, you 
have! Have you heard of a world which turned its 
b<Jck on its Creator? Have you heard about man-
kind which shook its fist of rebellion in the face 
df Almighty God and was sentenced to death for 
it? Just before the execution was completed, God 
took your cross, walked up a hill, suffered, and 
, died for the crimes which were committed against 
Him. Is that not the most beautiful story of love 
and compassion that you ever heard? That is the 
story of our redemption. 

L 
D. False teachers 
1. Includes the 
2. Jesus had 
3. Goes 
II. See His relationship to diety, creation, 
church. 
A. Diety 
1. Image--exact representation, full 
revelation; likeness, manifestation, 
nature perfectly revealed. 
2 Cor. 6:3-8 
2. Exact representation--See Heb.l:3. 
3. Nature can't reveal the temple of 
God. Jesus can, therefore he is 
God. 
4. 2 Cor. 4: 6 
2 Cor. 3: 15 
5. First born 
a) Place, status, first rank. 
4. In -
John 1:3 
1:10 
see 
to 
5. Goal achievement, mind to be 
filled, meditation (John 1: 10). 
6. Serve Him constantly giving 
varies. 
7. He was planned, all things 
produced. 
8. Says all things twice for emphasis. 
9. All things held together, unifying 
God revealed, he's fully one of 
power. 
10. Principles sustained, chaser. 
C. Relation to body. 
1. Head 
a) Sovereign source of life seen 
in Corinthians. 
:24 
2. 
3. 
4, head, no the head. 
5. Born-tomb-the womb, 
6. Held together as atomic particles 
move about. 
7. In, thru, by. 
Purpose - all things preeminence. 
1. Only here ~v 
2. Christ is all and in all. fI 
3. Not one of man emanated, 
4. Only way to God '{John f4:6 
5. If Jesus Christ is not Lord of all 
He cannot be Lord at all! 
6. Not an emanation (John 14:6). 
7. Only way to heaven. w-~~~--, 
8. Purpose all things preeminence 
( Col. 3: 11) . utt;/re H\~J¥R 
9. Stress he is only head. 
10. "All things" twice said. 


2. 
False 
Includes 
Jesus had 
Heb. 1:3 expresses 
rank. 
, but 
Nature reveal God. 
God. 
c) and waves 
John 1: 3, all made Him. 
d) All exists for, in, throu gh He 
planned, produced, pleasure for Him. 
e) Holds together--atomic--moving 
particles--He held together. 
3. Relation to church--body 
a) Every Christian a member 
b) Head--source, origin, ruler, 
originator, Eph. 5:25-30 
c) Only head, no believer is 
d) Born--tomb, the womb 
4. Purpose--All things preeminence 
used only here 
Col. 3: 11, Christ is all and in all 
Not one of many emanations 
Only way to God - John 14: 6 
Not one 
Jesus 
He cannot 
on 
, Creator, Head 
all 






i 
I have received the replacement copy of "Power for Today". It ar-
rived at the end oT the first week of Feb. Since each book covers a 2-
month period, this means that well over one-half of that 2-month period 
had elapsed bef~e I received_the current book. 
20th Century did not mention a l-issue extension to ml' subscript-
ionj ,even tho the ti!!!!, had'J;)een paid for, and the issue n~t delivered, thru 
_,.,1 '"lEt aul t of mine----- and !. think, this would have been fair and a gOOd-Will"",· 
. 'to.'fiJiIs ure on your part! ' ' , , ' .', ",' (>iiA~""'" 1:1 so , 'I am constrained to ask for an explanation of the contribut::' 
: .L'OY by Lyn Rose, santa Ana, Calif. (Page54). "The same Jesus who was with .God 
....~ 'in the beginning and who created everything there is •••••• " YES' "The Word 
.. \~ was with God •••• "---~tbe'9innin9with Gen.I, we're told that ~ creat'~ 
, {',- every thing 11 Later we are told that we are "sons and heirs with Jesus. How 
." many times are we shown Jesus' love of, and obedianceto God? Even Jesu,. d1C1f 
not know "the hour and the day" whieh is ahead ofus-----" ••• only Ood knoW-
eth •••• '. "because GOD is the Creator' ' 
Do you care to comment on that? 
! 






mately same 
the populatIon of 
tripled. 
IS 
as it was in 1830 though 
wofldhas moreihan 
.. 3 milion villages in the world are without a 
single Christian to share the Gospel with them. 
• 2000 tribes are without one word of scripture 
for their languages have never been written 
down . 
.. Churches of Christ have under 600 fully sup-
ported missionary families serving outside the 
U. S. 
• 94% of all Gospel preachers in the world minister 
to 9% whose mother tongue is English. 6% 
minister to the other 91 % of the world's people. 
• 96% of all church funds are used in bringing the 
Gospel to the 9% who speak English. 4% is used 
for the other 91 %. 
• American members of the Church of Christ give 
7 cents per week toward world evangelism out-
side their own area. 
• American Communists spend 38% of their gross 
income for their cause." 
-Ken Dye 
One morning, after. he had 
failed to make a payment his 
piano, he WaS waiting gloomily 
for the men to arrive to 
repossess the instrument. WIth a 
hj;!avy heart, he sat down, to 
play. Bent over the keyboard, he 
could hear nothing but the 
music, which he played with 
rareinspiratipn. When he finish-
ed at last and looked up, he was 
startlj;!d to find that. he had all 
audience - thI'ee IpoviIlgmen 
who were seated onthe floor. 
They· said nothing and .made 
no movement toward the piano. 
Instead, they dug into their 
pockets, pooled together enough 
money for the paymen,t, placed 
it on the piano and walked out, 
empty-handed. 

L 
Greek 
4, Dwell--to , to take 
5, He is to us to . He 
changes us from enmity to friendship. He 
does it with the submission He feels and 
the harmony He shares with God. It is 
complete. It embraces all things, be it 
heaven or earth, but still it is not uni-
ver salism (see Matthew 25: 46). There is 
no disorder, but it is all permanent 
harmony. 

II. God" 
A. \"Vhat does he 
B. What does he 
C. What does he 
to 
Col. 1:19-23 
III. First the Father sees all fullness dwelling 
in Jesus. 
v.19 
A. Jesus not a sketch of God, but the 
fullness. IlJdr"JU 
1. Fay DerolI~ wanted a "false smile" 
of her house. ~ G'!,J) ~ It. 
2. Jesus is everything--nothing is 
left out. Nothing lacking in diety. 
3. Dwell--to be at home permanently. 
God is "down home" in Christ, 
permanent resident. 
4. Many times the Father was 
"pleased" with Jesus. 
5, 
7. 
8. 
9. 
to Jesus, 
been at home 
Note the 
AND to the 
IV. As Son, He sees Jesus 
able to: 
A. Make peace through the blood of his 
cross .. 
v.20 
1 John 1: 7 "But if we walk in the light .. II 
1. What Jesus has done for church 
gives Him the right to head it. 
2. Glory in the cross. 
3. Blood is one all sufficient atone-
ment which brings men peace with 
God. 
Isa. 53:6 
1 Pet. 2:24 
2 Cor. 5:21 
4. Christ is agent and end. 
3 
6. No one person can do 
Jesus. 
task recon-
B. even 
. Jesus 
9:12 
9:23 
9. He gives 
B. The reconciliation of all things to 
Himself: to change from enmity to 
friendship. 
v.20-21 
1. Nature of Christ's work to bring 
reconcilation--means was by death 
on cross. All things heaven and 
earth. 
2. God took the initiative in my 
reconciliation, to bring submission 
and harmony. 
3. Other religions search for God. 
Christian religion--God searches 
for us. 
Ps. 12:4 
out of God think the same way. 
6. Body of his flesh-double express-
ion. 
a) Ghnostion said Jesus suffered 
only in appearance. 
b) Paul says "not so" - in flesh 
too. 
c) Christian Science parrots the 
same thing. 
d) Jesus humanity suffered and 
died! 
e) Jesus suffered the sinner's 
punishment. 
Matt. 27: 46 "And about the ninth hour Jesus 
cried ... " 
2 Thess. 1: 9 "Who shall be punished ... " 
us 
2 Cor. 5: 
our 
as God sees 
us. 
2. Unblamable 
a) Once we were separated and we 
were the ones who did it--not 
God! 
b) Do you feel you are without 
blemish? Are or these failures? 
Yet because Jesus was without 
blemish God so sees us. 
2 Cor. 5: 21 "We might be made righteousness 
of God in him." 
1 In. 4:17 "As he is so are we in this world" 
c) We are perfect in the perfection 
of Christ. 
d) Free from accusation--one whom 
no blame or fault could be 
brought. 
3, 
Jer. 31:34 
Ps. 103:12 
v.23 
7: 
a clean sweep. 
We are not an accused 
at the throne, but one who is 
free; living sensitive to sin, 
daily purify self and avoid 
careless living. 
g) No only condemned--my daily 
faitures dealt with in Jesus. 
h) Unchargeable as long as in 
Christ. 
"if ye continue in the faith." 
D. He sees me continuing in the faith-
don It be moved from core of gospel. 
1. My salvation is conditional--
exercised faith. 
truth . 
. Ground 
3, 
possess. 
b) Building rests first on found-
ation, the afterward on co-
hesive security by which it 
stands via its own mass. 
E. Facts of Gospel 
1. Heard 
a) Universally proclaimed. 
b) They heard first the pure 
gospel--stay with it. 
2. Preached 
a) Past tense--accomplished fact. 
b) Heralding of good news to 
those who originally did not 
know it. 
4. 







s 
3 
L 
we must you 
bat." No one else can 
alone two 
pitcher and catcher. 
Col. 1: 21 II And you. II 
A. Before anything else please see you 
individually are responsible in spite 
of cheers and jeers that come. 
L You are there for a purpose. 
2. You want to score. 
3. What you achieve will help others. 
4. Thus seriously you accept your 
assignmen t • 
B. You haven't always been big league 
as you had trouble with two 
graduating pitches. 
L You were sometimes "alienated." 
12 
18 
4. Enemies. as led you to 
being an enemy. 
a) Became hostile. 
b) Note progression. 
1) Religious estrangement. 
2) Psychological--hostile mind. 
3) Moral - evil deeds. 
5. Came about first by thoughts--
mind. 
a) Process of understanding--read 
and heard wrong thing. 
b) It develops into deeds. 
6. Evil works. 
a) Evil deeds conform estrangement. 
from God. 
· So you a 
1. He--the Lord 
you how he 
2 
what God wanted 
now--you are 
3 removes every obstacle to our 
salvation. 
4. Only divinity could do this and 
give you forgiveness and peace. 
5. God's not willing that any should 
perish--His love leads Him to want 
you to be with Him. 
6. How can a sinless God take 
residence in a sinful man? only as 
he forgives him! 
D. The Process of Reconciliation 
1. It's now. 
2. It's in the body of his flesh 
through death. 
a) Jesus here in the flesh as he 
entered humanity. 
Rom. 
Rom. 8: 
E The 
1. To you. 
a) A petition at court to a monarch 
b) Now--in this life. acceptable to 
God. 
A; ~/'- c) Dignity afforded another person. 
, '~. d) :!ese~~ tF~ ~~;~.~J 
2 Cor. 4:14 w~~ .il~'~, J;if.«b.tlAiII"t~ ~-ul ta$~) ~ace IS pdssible through his 
blood (1-4) cross (26) death 
(22). 
2. Now comes a triple three-base hit. 
a)· Holy 
1) Sanctified to God. 
2) Set aside to Him, 
3) First condition to be met--
holiness. 
home run, 
the 
1) U!lswervJng, conti~, 
2) Trusth--reality. 
3) No rounds for com lacency. 
4) MaIntain a place or locality. 
b) Grounded--~er dislodg.ed. 
1) Firm with us. 
2) Built on foundation. -G 
3) E~e 
4) Stable, steadfast 
--c) Settled--established, firm. 
1) Inward strength. 
2) Banded into the firm rock. 
3) S..e.a.ted. resU'ul. sati.§fied, 
updoubting. 
4. 
Rom. :9-10 
Branson, MO - 8/08 

II. 
eo 1 2 
B. movement is J?ast 
not the usual order. 
because of assertion of 
. Yet perhaps as a child you 
always wanted to be baptized. 
r:t_}>'tfl ~;Iv Exceptions to the above attitude. 
t1jlle/~C . . Enemies IfcHvd, fIt,~"'/e ~f:t( 1. Just no mi~le ground - either 
lf~~lH~' for <Yr against 
fir-it> ItJ.wJe 2. Lukewarm - spew out;! 
~ tfEJ. In your mittd- WiekedWorks 5~ve¥ p ~~l. Hostility affects the mind 
j. ~~ }",;,);.Thoughts, disposition, atti~ude 
~f)V\ ~off)rv changes ~ A Hi'JiJr&¥ .4c1I.tJy} 
Z.JJ}~nt;.it} 3. Not so much open and gross sin, 
-f~"'~~ I~!e but rather state of heart which 
3.eC-DC()t;/Esi came from deliberate aPPOS.ition ~ ~JtIlYJ to God I. . ... 1~ 
4. Mtl't~..- ,f'PC(t;t; otUAUJlUr¢"~'f 
!j. ~~l.:g.c;,fs be'JMVOt~ 
III. y.at 
A. 
Verse 26 
3:8 
Romans 
B. 
the mind 
I see it not so much 
in time. but your 
attention grapper 
2. We use for 
''''c"''l!i;,~'''~''''''' ·'f·n'tllre. 
J)-" '(\I:'.- ~ f \! You were recenciled ~~t ~ a) Our reconciliation depends on 
b.. ~ God's good pleasure - thus ~eo~.~~ you see grace abound M~'" "":"'-b) Reconcile - to change (from S,~'S (J:;;tH} enmity to friendship) 
c) Important because the 
impentit~nt a ._fpr~~ting 
punishme 01\ 2 hi YDii~ ;;7'!;(  
Matthew 25:46 fTtt,J 71qtt~ .~ 
d) Reconcilla ~ n meant - the 
blood of the cross, body of 
His flesh 
e) Human nature of Christ 
essential to His work of 
reconciliation 
f His 
mercy in 
, not from 
folk. but Christ 
could pay it ( 
Sinner for whom Christ died is 
invested to the eye of God 
with all the sacredness and the 
of Christ s substitution-
with all the 
of which these 
i) He who accomplishes the 
reconciliation is' God himself. 
j) A~tually the offended one is 
seeking the reconciliation 
k) Impossible for God to be 
indifferent toward sin though 
He loves the sinner for whom 
Christ died. 
1) Church doesn't do it, but 
flesh of Jesus does 
m) Reconcilaition is through 
death - the fundamental axiom 
of the gospel 
n) It is at the price of Christ's 
blood 
Jude 24 
Pride 
ect at court 
18 (Sacrifice 
4. Also Jude 
ect) 
5. 
Him that is 
Positive; 
Entirely consecrated 
Separate to service of God. 
definite consecration, moral 
purity - if this not yours 
you would not enjoy Heaven! 
2 • ;\fn:baa~bl~ 
a) W it;Q0\l.t;"Q,;6~~§,40>;;;;:,;,J!J?;;4,~f3i igu r e-
mefit 'le-Mpk.o;cutr/lt£ tt{P ilemt¢J 
b)~g,~~. 
c) 
bIn're~ro,va1:>le ,:"j:y,cli9.ial, t .. !i!rrn" 
a) lliWciso&l:oilit;y o,f an 
aceusa tion .. ~I\ce. fV'(>"1 ~c.cut;~l;(tNJ 
No, cbarge tbat can stand 
Unghargabl;e,flQaccusa t ions. 
no .. ·b.lame • .l.bJ it ~r ~,t{) 
James 1 4 
the test of 
- noces.sa.ry if you want to 
to Heaven 
Nichol at Red 
U;L4;..I,!IlfJ'·L~; is nty off 
3. Continue - to <1.t .a 
4. state or attitude 
5. ~an must: submit to God and stay 
there 
6. It is cQ;:Ja.~:j"tiQn~l 
7. Betwixt pas4Landfultcu'lre 
little while in between 
is this 
8. EndUl:'e to··t:eheilldtob'& ;aaved 
Matthew 24: l3 
9. 'fagot 
adhe.r.e 
thepl:'o;S;Me t . We must 
to tlle process .• 
. !_.:..--< 
~rust no 
salvacion 
2. Y ieldeve1l.\'iy,!th4ng! t0i G'od and 
r emaia ·in!;tha'ti!;;at·t"ii;.tude 
Romans 6: 13 I L _ . II\~ 'Npt~nt~ftJ ~£diq}' Yl(!A)t¥ CJrv'f}H..CO~IJI'l) I' . 
I. 7b b~ dJ~)PdCj8J 
that Christ has done 
our 
salvation 
9 Here is and 
faith, not content 
faith 
of 
of 
slabs at 
1. S:t;'g~le-
2. Se:eurelY' grounded; 
3. S1;eg.dfq.~t ,- built~ up so as to 
~orrespond to foundation 
. 4·CR~ti'~«e"AIl~h1~~ eJ~ 
.,,*etJ,'1llfti;;. ;-~~:lij 
1. @re11'l:'t;e'l!tt :hindranee to gospel's 
sp;read is lukewarmness of 
members 
2. Don't let it happen to you 
~";fJ;~~,e;';~f~;{t:~,·G,~~~i,",~1:~;"~' 
1. Itf cr:riginaue:Gt in the gospel 
2. Presented only if you continue 
3. Rope learned from gospel 
7. 
A, Heard 
B, 
To every creature 
Our believe. live 
it it. 
3 96 
) 

is a 
by those who have 
been caught in the clutches of sin. However, God 
has freed His children of this terrible fate. 
. . 
more 
paY!L1QQ...m~!:1:dg!'Jlis"~hislle~' story, 
applied to the deceitful nature of sin, becomes a 
powerful commentary. A person "pays too much 
for his whistle" when he buys into the relative 
morality that our society espouses. He "pays too , 
much for his whistle" whe!t~b~~~P\1..nmaterjaL . 
possession before his devotio~G24._He "pays 
toomuchfoinIs~-~whep he believes a 
sinfu:tl(~styl;' is the best and happiestlliestyJe _ 
We do not hav..e to be deceived into buying Satan's 
bill ofi~;-ds, for we have His Word to guide us. 
< ••• ~- --~,----."""'-'----

s 
L 
2. he 
3. 
II 
I Pet. . .not as or 
doer but Chr. II 
Matt. 5: 10-12 
4, Secondly he was because the 
Acts 22: 21 
5. Third cause - the church. 
6. Lit. feeling up in his ~~he leftover 
part of Christ's suffering. 
7. Affliction--pressures fo li;fe. 
-- -~-.--~~--~?'~ 
8. Christ's sufferings are over; we suffer 
because we stand for the truth. 
9. Jesus feels it. 
<.-=""~.===-==~-
Acts 9: 4 Why persecute me? 
2 ~1: 5 Real suffering--our 
'-:::---- consolation. 
10. He must be faithful to ,his c~lling 
(1 Cor. 4: 2) . RU-t't-l:ve) . $f4~)2,1dt: 
~.fz~utf 
12. 
13 between 
14. 
- 28 
15. 
16, Whom - Jesus, 
17. Preach--announce herald, 
18. Warned positive truths--taught Christ. 
19. Wisdom is right use of knowledge. 
20. Perfect- complete, mature. 
21. Encouragement--to comfort--lIwith heart." 
22. Endearment - knit together, peace made, 
no troublemaker. 
23. Enrichment. 
24. Enlightenment- full assurance of under-
standing. 
25. Understanding let to place together. 
26. Intercession - agony, exert energy. 
27. Spirit assests via word. 

The s 
of us who one we 
admire. 
A. It is Jesus first 
B. It's Paul we 
L He I s the 
needs. 
of alL 
admiration. 
every church 
2. He s the one after whom we may 
model our 
II. Since Paul was not known at Col. he 
to speak about himself. 
A. Paul the Minister. 
1. Strange 
suffering." 
a) Emphasis on 
b) Personally satisfied and at 
rest with himself. 
c) Are we happy as Christians? 
d) Note the NOW! 
e) Chains did not stop his 
rejoicing. 
2. Minister - one who serves. 
3. Several times so used, minister of: 
a) Gospel Ephesians 3:7 
b) God 2 Corinthians 6:4 
c) Christ 2 Corinthians 11:23 
d) New Covenant 2 Corinthians 3:6 
B 
us do. 
all 
left some 
When we suffer we feel Christ 
it with us. 
Suffer for entire 
5. Won't have to carry this minister 
on a silver 
6. Hear the of the chains 
of the 
Made 
God. 
1-
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
to the Dispensation of 
Means entrusted with great 
responsibilites. the economy. 
Like the management of a great 
estate, Stewardship! 
Ambassadors present credentials 
on arrival from his chief of 
state. 
Paul entrusted by God with wealth 
to distribute to others. 
For you - Gospel is world wide, 
but he has you individually in 
mind.· 
you know 
• Manifested mys 
unveiled when 
20 X in New Testament 
wonderful that once 
was hidden. 
c At times referred to: 
Wisdom of God 1 Cor. 2 7 
Resurrection of 
1 Cor. 15:51 
Church as Pride 
Incarnation 
Eph. 5:22 
CoL 2: 2 
Lawlessness 2 Thes. 2:7 
d) F.B. Myers' illustration 
1) It's like a man who comes 
home after years of absence, 
sits at his mother's table 
as a stranger. 
2) She does not recognize him. 
3) Then he reveals himself and 
she delights in it. 
4) Lastly he tells her of his 
remarkable prosperity and the 
wealth he has brought to her. 
with Jews. 
2 
aside 
set 
it. 
5 Can read Koran and not know 
who wrote it ~ not so with 
Christ. 
f Christ in you. 
A possession 
2) A prospect ~ of 
3) Live with hope in your 
heart 
4) We know who Christ was in 
the past and believe he 
will so be in the future. 
D. In preaching we 
1. Admonish 
2. Awaken non-Christian 
needs. 
3. Dangerous not to receive Christ 
4. Double danger to backslide 
5. Sin and its results are certain. 
6. Apply salt to stop corruption. 
1. Warn the indifferent, careless. 
presumptuous, scoffer -
Franklin F. Whestle 
In we 
1. Win converts ~ 
2, Teach Babes in Christ 
Isaiah 30 21 is way, walk ye in it. 
3. Trusth is inexhaustable 
4. Refresh the jaded 
5. Follow the 
6. man gospel is for all. 
few 
7. of Gospel ~ rich. 
respectable, outcast. 
8. Note individual application 
Judges 3:20 "I have a message from God unto 
thee." 
9. We still live and die alone - so 
individually I accept Gospel. 
10. Teach wisdom. 
F. Present every man perfect in Christ 
Jesus. 
1. Want to go to Heaven and take as 
many as I can. 
2. Know no man I do not want to be 
saved. 
3. Perfect - mature, ripe,(not 
sinless) growing from conversion 
til now. 
5. man. 
in Chris 6. All realized 
7. Present in God s presence. 
end of man's existence -
• full grown. 
8. 
G. Where unto I labor -
1. Wearisome toil 
2. Strive - intense s 
as an athlete 
3. 
4. As he worked Christ was 
him. 
5. we be: 
in 
Psalms 103:21 "Ministers of His that do His 
Pleasure ll 
6. God gave him the energy. 
Granny White c/c 
H-iX6 0 11, TN ( Be) 
Neely's Bend Be - 9/19/04 
? 
to on our 
It want to be loved of 
compl He wanted be loved 
. But love has a 
is free to be 
is . Because we are free 
! of us have 
steamroller of the sel 
others. 
pg.71 
(~fRiir~» 
Old is not better. Old can e
apostolic criterion is not whether something 
is old or new. The criterion is whether it is 
truthful--truthful in the sense of true to the 
apostolic testimony to God's revelation, the 
truth personally incarnate in Jesus Christ. 
There was a great suspicion of novelty in the 
first five centuries (of the church). 
NOw, modernity has turned that around and 
said the opposite; If anything is old we reject 
it. Novelty has become a criterion for truth. 
So there is as great a phobic response to any-
thing antiquarian in modern consciousness as 
there was a resistance to novelty in classical 
Christian consciousness ... 
-over-
1 
to a 1 
--Os sand 
No God But God 
1 
of 
Seels, eds 
. 56 
Rick Warren did some research a while back~f 
among five hundred people who were not attend-
ing church at the time. What he learned is 
important to all of us who care a bout reaching 
lost people with the gospel. 
Warren's survey revealed four reasons why un-
churched people don't attend. (1) Sermons are 
boring, and irrelevant to their lives. (2) The 
members are unfriendly to visitors. (3) Churches 
seem more interested in your money than in you 
as a person. (4) They want quality child care 
if they go to church. 
IN SEARCH OF WONDER Anderson 
Page 85 





* * * * 4 * * * * * * * * * * * .'w 
A rllan, l'In'i1'lI!n"'I".'l, 
sta.taQ. salary WCl.lIf3;:hVli1,;LJ.j!.l:DJ~~"~,.,,,,,, ""L"" 
~nd ~¢nditions. 
onlythp$e fe.ithfulm.emoors 
'Fhi{ae~ccy.tiv~;viascpnvinced that no 
consider giving less than theminimun th$ 
adV(i~;t't:t~ment,;he eta ted that he would ~y 
ten times what the new em.pl~3ree ha,(t given 
year. Wou;ld you havo ae~eptod the ic;-? 





A DADDY PItA YS FOR HIS BOY 
Co!. 2:3 In him are hid n 1 f1 .... ~ t... i 
1. V. 4 Judge the Poor. - recY ,,')IJt "7_1 
2. Save children of need)'..- ~ZN\7 i.tA e~ 
3. V. 5 ...f.Iw thee a'i"Iong as sun endu res. 
4. V. 6 Rain upon the mown gr~ - P. R. - Refresh , 
5. V. 10 Kings bring presents for~ _I.LA/Free 
Uncivilized J,.~ ¥!,~r,- Can't 
Distant 1',..1- stop it 
Opu lent Necessaq 
6. V. 12 Deliver the needy, poor, Drops 
no helper. 
v. 13 Spare the poor - save needy (or kill enemy) 
V. 14 From deceit I violence, precious 
7. V. 15 Prayer and Praise. 
8. V. 16 Corn, fruit, flourish, efficient. 
V. 19 AMEN 
72nd Psalm 
(a) (;ooa news broadcast. 
(b) less I ikely of success. 
(c) Small multiply. 
(d) One seed takes root. 
(e) Protected from atrack. 
I!!· Dogs & loneli~ 20 Speeding 66-110 
Forgives our trash baskets 
I Peanut .,utl., - ttowe cooked moo! -! Special prayer for (Preacher) Dad 
l~~~;~;;~~1~~~~~~~t .~._.~ .... _~._~ .. ~. 
, 
\ 


3. 
are 
etc. 
4. Treasures of wisdom & knowledge. 
a.) Note all; not some 
b.) They do not 
sought I like 
but must be 
a hi dden treasure. 
III. 
A. 
L 
2. Use not 
3. Can be deceived by plausible 
language. 
4. Satan spoils by beguiling, 
2 Cor 11:3 IIBut I fear, lest by any means, as 
5. He d not if he could not deceive. 

t;<"-' , 
FRESHMENVALlJES 
The current crop of college 
freshmen is more materialistic 
than any other entering Class in 
recent years. 
Nearly . two-thirds of the 
289,814 stu'dents responding to 
the 14th annual survey of "The 
American Freshman" said 
"being very wen off financially" 
is a . very important goal, the 
, report said. 
By co~parison, only 43.5 per 
cent in' aSim.itar sUJ:!vey ia 1967 
considered that a very impor-
tantgbal. 
The freshmen survey, sup-
~rt~_d inp~r.t p~ ~ grant JrQJIl 
the National Ihsbtute of Educa-
tioniq. W:~iP~.g~~~,~~.~~ 
by Alexander W ASWl';~~ ... ~ 
UnivAl"~jty .of·Y81~WrJli~ at;;¥>s 
An.g~~~ iRc()-opkra~iQn witl\ .tpe 
A,\",a~it:'.~. ,GnwncJl, . "'~ ~~ ~"i' . .. ., •.•.•. ~r;, .. ":",l' 
.~FJY;.·I~ . p.er .' t '}PJ. . 
re~~~g.·· fresl;lmen s,~1~ .. ;3n 
~)ll~,~»t ·rea,spIl.f9T .. ~eclm~g 
=~:l=~~W:~I\~!;;b:~~~ 
·to f.'ho.:ra,pAF1..... '. • . , ",'~t!'!~~,-~ x, ,t, "_c',\.:",'J I,"· .~< 
AU&tin,sa\,4,<':·1:~j !nPre~~il}g 
~ll~itJ'i.A>li§@r;Jlf.~ ;~lio been 
~cCQllJP1lnied ~~: Jnc~ea~ed ~t~:­
dent interest. J~ . po'\YeranQ 
s,tatus."Al,ldthe" ~eport, foynd 
that "more students today. th~ 
ever before express an interest; 
in 'obtaining recognition from 
colleagues' - 52.2 per cent, up 
from 50.3 per cent last year and 
39.0 per cent in 1974." 
Students appear to be increas-
ingly dependent on federal 
financial aid. Nealry on:~third 
of all freshmen,compared to 
21. 7 per cent last year, are I10W 
receiving Basic Educational 
Opportunity Grants. Reliance on 
federally guaranteed student 
loans rose from lOA to 13.2 per 
cent. 
The percentage favoring 
legalization of abortion felHrom 56.', percent in 19178 to 53.7 in 
191t. . > 
:SUpptw,tJor the legalization of 
ntiqi~atileeiinedfFom 49;5.m 
Ul'~ ~tO percellt. 
,>;Enfollmentofblack freshmen 
was htAh:eri1l i 197fl ithan .iflaDY 
pr~i.g,wyear; tipfr'om"8;l'per 
cent~() ~.2(per cent. 1'1>tal 
oowrity"eptoUments -. blacks, 
OhiC'anosjPuerto RicaRI,_ 
America:n Ind~ns "'- \ .was' . up 
from 11.9 to13::flper.cent. 
Since 196(), w.<JmeA's inlerest 
in four careers traditionally 
domina,tea;by meli'T+engineer-
ing; law~ medicine and bUsiness 
- has. more than ~q1iadr,_ed~ 
fromS,!) to 25.9 per cent.~UPI. 
_____ Page317 
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CONSTANT V ALVES IN A CHANGING WORLD ~ 
E,\ W\HI{ . 
Lou 
almost half 
of our nation's be-
lieves business business 
'- executives have lower stan-
dards of and ethics than 
"'''CI,,",',~ in oo,n,o."'=., 
Ethic,S may seem to vary 
dependmg upon the situation. As 
Mark Twain once remarked 
"An ethical man is a Christia~ 
holding four aces." And then 
there was this sign on a Scottish 
golf course: "Members will 
refrain from picking up lost 
balls until they have stopped 
rolling. " 
When it comes to economics 
and ethics, the waters often are 
quite muddy, 
One reason is the sheer 
complexity of modern life and 
this is true not only in the United 
States but on a worldwide basis. 
Nearly every decision that is 
made by government or busi-
ness benefits one group of 
people, but adversely affects 
another group to some degree. 
In this day of an interdepen-
dent global economy, there are 
no simple answers, and every 
decision has pros and cons that 
must be carefully weighed. 
A leading wit once said "Man 
is the only animal that iaughs, 
then he 
that has 
add that he is the 
create 
that 
off in 
directions. 
Our decisions must be able to 
withstand the ""U"'F.11 
view. Open 
test, the events of 
triggered a n"'~'>L"·"'" 
ment. There is one 
ient that is needed to 
fortify that enlightenment 
and that is courage. 
One little-known story about 
Abraham Lincoln illustrates 
this .. The battle of Gettysburg 
had Just been fought. Lincoln 
sensed an opportunity to end the 
Civil War by driving hard 
against Lee's forces as they 
retreated. A swift, daring attack 
might do it. As commander-in-
chief of the army, he ordered 
G~neral Meade to pursue. A 
fnendly note in the President's 
handwriting accompanied the 
instructions, and I quote: 
"The order I enclose is not of 
record. If you succeed, you need 
not publish the order. If you fail 
publish it. Then, if you succeed' 
you will have all the credit of th~ 
movement. If not, I'll take all 
the responsibility." 
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II. 
you come. 
our 
there? 
A. One to Colosse--
Col. 2:1-7. 
B. In the initial phase of this letter what 
did he want to see achieved there? 
II,J/"""'~~~Wc~~:~~!~~~~'~~~~~i~:::~~~~~' 
who've not seen my face .2ifllt) I::d .. 
1. Laodecia and Heirapolis stood in full 
view of each other on either side of 
the valley & Colosse 12 miles up 
river. 
2. So what he wants to do for one he 
does the other--there is a co~cy~ 
unity . 5}Tt~1\;(Judu 
3. Confliei' = strrlggle/ ex fre1YJ0 
4. He's in prison & can't get there. 
5. Strive as an athlete. 
~fft'~ 
B. 
based on love 
b) I know you and 
"mutual woes" as we 
be the tie. 
Unt{)~~end of allknittin.g~""' 
2, 
!Iite~e.d .. to .. Christ. /Mvt1'()1 )D7'J:t~fie&td'fenrled . WI1\ p2t>dkw.1 
. ~"(i~~)k;eac,.@\f'.~i~e .. .£_;/a~~lltJ!8tD~.~0cfw 
~ ¢ 10 Unrl_t8't~n'8i':rig';4l: ~~ pf 1/ 
. fr\, a) Tr.ue cQJl¥ietiQJl. . /llt-
b) .. U .......... lil .. GlRUQ.eQ.percepti?n. l;uks ttliihltJ 
c) '~li not some, are m Chi"ist. !) 
d) God keeps his word .1I11-nlf2-~ 
e.)! .. ~:f.~n;~~a~~)b!~.~J:~~». e{'S~~4?1J~ 
4. A;.~~~;le.4.g~~nli!.:,fi):i';;;thel.;.~s*er~!~f·'? 
GQ.q!i'an.di~I;;i*.iJ,et·ci!stbe'ri.·.afl:;Et;·i'6f·t7ftrTs'fl 
in;.; .. wJ}.2m ..... !l~~.;<.l}~g .. j~5lJ!;th(il"c;tre:a .. st1£res':i'O f 
wis.d{).ID;;'J:t{cl\ftj··Y"k::ti0'w)e d ge • 
'foh ttd1l 
5. 
W~d$i""'-Te'a~'On· 
Not deluded or led astray. 
b) sports by beguiling. 
c) Doomves, then sla}l:~. 
d) Could not ruin us if he did not 
cheat and we allow him to do it--
n9l~ta:evil m~de medai'l" a~ 
tho.U;ill helpless. 
·n· :' .... ,. • 
e) Doesn t want me decelved b¥ 
money, PQ.pularity, riches j 
recreation. 
f) Can't share Christ and error .jair:1tly .. 
6 .iloying,and:.;~ ••• ir~~\.;.~UT;';s_Me~. 
a) ~lj:.t.aJ;yterm connoting the 
51O~~!'eQ9 orderly array of a band of 
~orOoleft;; disciplined soldiers. 
So (~J ~ b) SOI(} .. :i.e. I'.-.-. $ ... 0. u ... -.. ·.D.\.·.Yk.· • .~.~. ? ~~ield$ & iQrmed It-~ q roof 4l:la;L~~t.mls~les from the 
~'tj£~/Iil4f enemies·I"\ wall. 
~lJieR 
q.~~tain.m.aAlil.R~!' ··.as the 
1\f.I,~Qin.t~AQfG.oQ .(Ch;rlst) as the 
ni~tQ;ric .S·a:vi.o1' {Jesus) and as the 
S(H,.e~if§·n H;)ord,. (Vaughan) 
b) We've.agre.edt.o take Ch1'ist in 
every relatiollship1of life. 
c) Walk .01' live in Him.. 
(1) desc1'ibe 
walk as we'U see. 
(2) Walk is living secu1'ely in 
Ch1'ist. 
( 3) Ql:lr.p;rac.tieeiSal'E~ c.onf.o1'm.:-
able to his will. 
(4.l))\.;ittil~m:el~~ll).t.o;ry o. 
9 "i·«ift~.'i·i;'i;~ 
a)p:erf0cttepse.once for aU ex-
p~r:ieillc~f.pel!@an.~n tly 1'.o.oted. 
Carry were 
taught. 
We are ever learning. 
e) Faith is the cement of the building. 
f) Continuous contact with Christ 
conforming to the doctrine 
R,pJ.J taught as you carne taChrist. 
g) Good education is vital. 
h) B~,t.·th(;)sewloo· pin t'heir faith to 
oth~~l\tl;~~!$sleevesdo not 
fol~w:Cit:tl'i$t. (Henry) 
thanks. 
Thanksgiving 2EL,;timesin NT. 
Let our gratitude incl'\ease. 
God requires gratitude. 



Pardon 
I have read of a Russian soldier who, years ago, sat 
in his tent one night before a list of debts he could not 
pay. He had written at the bottom of the list, "Who is to 
pay for all this?" As the hours went by, he finally fell 
asleep. The Emperor came by, looked in the tent, saw the 
soldier, came up closer, saw the list of debts and the 
pitiful question. It is said that the Emperor affixed his 
own royal signature to teh bottom of the list, so when 
the soldier awoke, he found his debts paid. I know that 
once I faced moral and spiritual debts which I could not 
pay. But Jesus, with the blood of Calvary, wrote, "Son, 
thy sins be forgiven thee." 
I 
Dennis J. Hester 
The Vance Havner Notebook 
pg. 242 
, 
r 
r 

did not 
d.) Not vi 
e.) General 
2. Steadfastness your Christ. 
a.) Weill meet established. W'ra better? 
Steadfast I y ished I 
b ) Abides by 
) on Pickett. 
roote 
up. 
- Moule, IiJesus Stone of the 
in which the converging lines of the structure 
hold together. 
3. Be 



Some men die by 
Some go down in flames. 
But most men perish inch by inch 
Who play at little games. 
The Miracle of Easter, compiled and edited by 
Floyd Thatcher, p. 19. 
The Floyd 
Thatcher, p. 53. 


a. ) 
b.) 
c. ) 
d.) Nouris hment. 
e,) Per{e~ form - rooted, grounded once 
f.) When roots are deep, not Iy moved. 









man to God. 
Le. 
a .) What is not is Rudimentary. 

eiii'U-!V-!i;L!,.;,\.;.wJJlLj,UJ.i:lU. Even if we 
the 
LU.:;;VlV,J<; ..... ''''. process subse-
quent presentation, we run the 
risk of confusion. For the Bible 
is also human words, so it 
demands a proper reading and 
understanding before it can 
function authoritatively. 
The task of careful, critical, 
biblical scholarship has perhaps 
never been as apparent as 
today. But even this does not 
insure biblical authority. Per-
haps the key issue in allowing 
Scripture to be heard on its own 
terms is the recognition that 
even the biblical interpreter 
m.ust be a bridge builder. 
Biblical theologians who come 
to Scripture must overcome the 
gap that separates their world 
from that of the biblical writers 
- a gap that involves language, 
thought forms, c.ultural prac-
tices, and historical situations. 
Commenting on va1yin's recog-
nition of this, j(arl BartQjvrote 
of "h0w. .. ,:~~~~lly <2~ 
th 
suEject-matter, until ~ .. di~inc­
tion between yesteraay arur 
to~~cQmes impossffire:r-~ 
Evangelicals believe that the 
biblical writers knew of God 
what others do not know, and 
their writings allow others to 
know what they knew. But only 
if weare open to biblical 
scholarship and are willing to 
undertake fresh exegesis can 
that authoritative message be 
heard in our day. As John 
Robertson said centuries ago, 
"God has yet more truth to 
break forth from His Holy 
Word." - ROBT K JOHNSTON, 
Evangelicals at an Impasse: 
Biblical Authority in Practice 
(John Knox Press.) 
-------"----
The threat to the religious 
attitude lies not in science, but in 
the predominant practices of 
daily life. - ERICH FROMM. 
May 11,1980 ----- Page 447 
"---~:C:::::"Q".""."" tOo ",'h'~~ ,~~! :t~ 
Tax Limitation, Inflation and . . - Dr SAMUEL JOHNSON 
the Role of Govt, by Milton di~ectIon, two results are in-
Friedman <Dallas: Fisher Insti- eVItable. One result is financial 
tute, $5.95,) crisis and the other is a loss of 
The future of private enter- freedom. 
prise capitalism is also the The other scenario is that we 
future of a free society. There is will, in fact, halt this trend -
no possibility of having a that we will call a halt to the 
politically free society Uflless apparently increasing growth of 
the major part of its economic government, set a limit and hold 
resources are operated under a it back. 
capitalistic private -enterprise . There are many favorable 
system. The real question there~ sIgns from this point of view. I 
fore is the future of human may say that the greatest 
freedom. reason for hope, in my opinion, 
.... One thing is. clear, we cannot is the inefficiency. of govern: .. 
···c6i'iUfinearong tbeliiles"l1iarWtF-ment;<·MaRy·"~··~plain 
have been m9yiDg.In 1928, goy- about g~vernment 'Yaste. I ~rnment at all levels _ federal, welcome It, I welcome it for two 
state, and local - spent less re~s?ns. I~ tbe first place, 
than 10 per cent of the national effIcIency IS not a desirable 
income. Two-thirds of that was thing if somebody is doing a bad 
at the state and local level. thing. A great teacher of mine, a 
Federal spending amounted t~ mathematical economist, once 
less than 3 per cent of the wrote an article on the teaching 
national income. Today, total of statistics. He said, "Pedago, 
government spending at alJ. gicaJ:abitit¥ is.a vice rather tha. n 
levels amounts to 40 per cent of ~: Y~r.tHe if: It is·· devofAd· to 
the national income, and two- teachmg error." That's a funda-
thirds of that is at the federal mental principle. 'Government is 
level. doing things that we don't want 
Where shall we go from here? it to do, so the more· money it 
There are two possible scenar- wastes the better. 
ios. The one is that we will ~n the second place,· waste 
continue in the direction in brmgs home to· the public at 
which w~ have been going, with ~arge the f~t. that govemm~nt 
graduahncreases in the scope of ~s not an.~fu:tenJ and effective 
government and government ms.tru~ent for achieving its 
control. If we do continue in that obJectIves. 
Page 448 May 11, 1980 IJJIII 

B. 
Col. 
U. 
in our text: 
"m:ap 
road. 
Bewa~;. 
1. That should sound danger enough 
don't you think? 
2. Imminence of P@riJ.presented; ••• (Wuest) 
3. Take heed--alerts one to "take 
~if'e " - "$~e;toit i'I! 
4. ltp~ntsto if'eaIGanger • 
. 5!>.~{,tij",8aI1 snow board to your peri.l.~ 
MerI~p0i1 YG,\l 
1. Car;Pyo(fas ·'·a.· booty. 
2. Ga~Wl"ea$IaiVe--slave dealer 
carrying away a conquered nation 
to slavery. 
3. MaJit,Jspoil, rob, cheat, kid,;l1ap. 
to be 
as puffed up about our 
knowledge. 
f)"ti:~ ., quote. 
3. Next·· itions of men can spoil one. 
a) Me'~$"~*w+m{}ft'.~ .. ~ft.aed down. 
b) It embraces: 
(1) Human therefore de~ftf"[fft 
3tR:llori ty . 
(2) ~~~ 
(3 ) • .M&t~ial--ngL;;",~Q~~;t~~%1;cWith 
soY1s,~4~8""'Aome . 
( 4 )N8t~{liti~·,:~ft§st • 
c) Let's examine these destructive 
tendenci~;~ia~".w~i@Y'm!ell' s 
doctrines. 
4. Examrri.;tion of Rudiments 
a) Letters of the Alphabet--the 
ABC's of somethin;g. 
stars. 
5. 
b) not author, nor 
substance their 
c) Must be captured by 
III Tl"len 1.8 Real'l 
A . ~tlg"J,(}hrlS:t in his#?Cglory. 
B. 'In Hint: 
1. In Rim is emphatic. 
2. Nowhere else will you find what 
He offers. 
3. All we need is found in Him. 
In. 1: 14 full of grace and truth 
Eph. 1: 7 Redemption 
Col. 1: 14 Forgiveness 
In. 14:6 Way, Truth, Life 
In 10: 9 Door--by me enter--saved 
row 
and 
4. Don't need astrology to give meaning 
to life. 
5. Since Jesus is complete ,,If we are in 
Him we also are complete. 
c. 
action. 
d) NQ need to turn to pagan Moses, 
celestial beings. 
e) In" Christ alone the fullness of 
deity dwells. 
2. Dwells. all 
a) He shares 
b) In Him there are resources with 
which we may be fllled--Iacking 
nothing. 
:J. Fullness 
a) Unbounded power. 
b) In absolute terms shows divinity 
of Christ. 
c) In Him everything we need. 
d) No intermediaries between God 
and us--Just Jesus. 
e) He's the whole glorious total of 
what God is. 
Here 


indwel 
d.) This was a 
lord was here a body. 
e.) In JhQLbody & thru it was wrought & manife§,.ted 



2 
the 
(Havner 
A. But what someone does once a 
c. 
can 
once 
born 
once 
even 
and 
II. What then, looking 
what have we here? 
A. Christ is so wonderfully qualified his 
c0I!!RI~~~ss allows me to be sufficently 
and cOn$equently filled. 
1. You won't find life's completeness in 
a l;lQat, sY_l'inge, b~D:k or bogIe. 
2. But union with Christ will meet your 
every eternal need. 
3. Fullne~liJ)L dJili¥,~ita-totalit}1: is in 
Ghrist. 
4. There is no element of divine nature abs~!lt _~ Christ~~--~~~-~~' 
5. No need to resort elsewhere for our 
spiritual needs. 
6 . For the Christian everything depends; 
on what he thinks of Christ & makes 
him to be. 
9. 
12. 
John 1: 16 
. Gen. 
:3 
13. 
N()_hQrnB~ope for guidance nor 
looking the 
Chri§.L.whcLhung~.t.he.m~.e . 
. We've received the circumcision of 
Christ. 
1. Under OT circumcision was essential, 
pl),ysically 
17: 10 IJr)'Jf:/~~\,e~ #"t'<J(JJ1l 
2. Outward mark that Jew knew. 
3 . ,Act onc~.J:~~~.!!_~rIQ.t:Ul~il as 
preskin removed. 
4. Christian I s is for all and without 
haii(fs:·~-·--~~--~·-~~~·~~~~'-·-··~~·~-·~ 
a-r-E'~cision from life of everything 
against the will of God. 
b) Without hands--not of man but 
of God. 
3. 
In. 5: 
III. What Do We 
A. We 
1. He died~~get 
2. Funeral service of old life. 
3. We died to former way--we cut it 
away. 
4. Bury--dispose of old way--raise to 
a new way. 
B. In Baptism. 
1. Im~~ion from bury. 
2. If's aduli, instruc~~, total 
iIllm.ffsiQp ..~--.-
3. Described 
a) "Primeval and ideal form of rite 
is immersion." (Moule) 
b) "The plunge beneath the water 
signifies identification with the 
buried Lordu!' (Moule) 
c) Immercion (~ew) 
on 
would be mere 
. (FJB) 
4. 
C. We resurrect a new man. 
1, state 
2. 
3. 
immersion grants 
4. We've a quickening in Christ. 
5. Being raised we depart from iniquity. 
2 Tim. 2: 19 
6. Faith is the instrumental cause--
without it, nothing. 
7. "Wg~~:¥l~~~~-=-=-~~~5>l!LtLJ:'l<~_<"g~Lj~_q!:<c:L!'9r 
e~~. 
8. This gives validity. 
D. This same God raised Jesus from the 
dead--the 2nd of two resurrections. 
1. His is real--He's alive & ruling. 
2 • will be if you will to 
Hixson, 
West 7th, Columbia, TN - 6/4/96 
i Old Union, Casta.lian Smjngs, TN - 7/2/96 
Brenton Jones (.I:S) 
Woodland Hills. Cordova TN - 1 96 

is most 
made up their minds to 
like Mr, 
in s or Lot' wife 
toward Sodom, are like the man in the Civil War 
who wore a blue coat and gray trousers and was shot at 
from both sides. are like a between two 
bales of - undecided as to which to eat. are 
like the son in our Lord's who said. I go 
. 22: and went not. receive the word with 
joy. but have no root nor and soon fall away. 
never make up their minds. and are like the man 
who you have trouble decisions?" 
He and no. 1I 
Dennis J. Hester 
The Vance Havner pg. 60 
I heard William Jennings Bryan say: "Those who liv~ 
for money spend the first half of their lives getting 
all they can from everybody else and the last half 
trying to keep everybody else from getting what they 
have got away from them, and they find no please in 
either half. 
Dennis J. Hester 
The Vance Havner Notebook pg. 240 

A~~~!p~m 
1. It's in water 
-2. ~lnZr~ said had 3 
(:1) adult 
(b) Ins tl't1cted 
(c) total immersion 
3. Pictures the death, 
of Jesus 
4. ~ "Primeval and ideal f0rm otrtJe 
= was immersion" 
5. t*The pJ:ttnge~e8)th the w aters~gnified 
Identification with the buried Lord. II ... 
B. Christianity is a powerful force. 
L It was God's power that raised HUn. 
2. It is thru faith in the workings of G<>d that 
raises us. 
you don't believe in the devil : 
it's because you never tried to resist him~ 
(b) Still carried all defilement. 
3."'~s~ 
(a) Sometimes sin in its less grevious state 
(b) A falling beside 

believe 
that there 
dead one, or a stll!ff€~d 
one, who 
force urges us 
. - VINCENT 
1980------
ecumenical dialoGue 
By Dr JOHN II HAYES 
One of every five adults 18 
..... r years old and over"-:31 million 
,j'\. persons - is an ~ngelical. 
V Almost one in five adults (19 
per cent) considers himself or 
herself Pentecostal or charis-
matic, but of those 29.4 million 
persgtis, .2[5 million have not 
spoken in tongues. 
Better than one-third of the 
adult population have had a 
life;:ehanging religious eXlffir-
i~ce. For 50 million people,is 
experience. Involved Jesus 
Christ, . arid for 39.5 milliQIl 
people this was a conversion 
that included asking Christ to be 
personal SaYlor. 
ltImost half - 69 million 
pe,9Ple 18 and oy:~r - are hoping 
to go to bea"en on]}' because af 
their personal faith in Jesus 
Christ. 
More than eight of eyer~' ten 
persons believe Jesus Christ is 
divine. 
'SIxBi-five million adults be-
lieVe'e Bible is inerrant. 
Fifty million go to the Bible 
first ;fo test their own religiQus 
beliefs. 
Seven out of ten adults believe 
the.JIeyH is either a perSQRal 
b~ing (34 pet cenU, Qr an 
imp.ersonal force that jnfluences 
people tQ dQ wrong (36 per cent.) 
Half,of the-'fdults in the US 
believe God created Adam and 
Eve to start the human race. 
A whopping ,M per cent 
more than ei~ht ofeve;=.;;n 
people - bJieye th ___ n 
Commandments are vaJid to-
d!}'. 
More than 100 million adults 
are members of a church or 
s~ogue, 
Almost everyone (94 per cent.) 
bel!7ves in God. .. or in a universal 
spirIt. 
Nearly 40 million go to church 
wee yan more 
than once a w . 
nl 11 per cent read the Bi 
every ay, compared to 10 ~er 
cent wHo read it week1~ an <, "I 
per cent monthly. Tpir..:..--sey@' 
mlIlion adults ne.yer read the. 
Bible. 
Fewer. tban three in teJl--
correctly identify, "Ye mnst be 
bOrD agaip," as the words of 
Jesus to NicodemUS, 
Fewer than half (42 per cent) tI. 
caqname at least five of tbe Ten- - sri{. 
Commandments. ~2'" 
Barely over 9Jle-te~ f!t~e 
pubffC tests religiQUS bkiS tiJ;t 
by w~t the church says. -
Re'Sul or a Gallup Poll com-
missioned by Christianity Today 
magazine. 
---------,,--------
To grow rich without injustice 
is impossible. - JOHN CHRY-
SOSTOM. 
May 4, 1980 -,----- Page 423 

De 
our 
II. should 
bring relief and happiness to your soul. 
A. 1l'~pgivEm 
B. ~tt:!d ti9t 
C. 1;:};j,umphed over 
III. ~:B/;:,Agmn{,,.,,"J~F01}gilvenyoll aU 'T" .... ,.,.", 
A" ,~ou' ~. BP;;a&CFvii;::' I' i!fN·~Ji!!::,f!['4 ~". ~ -: , ' '. 1~~Y~pr~{~ " 
1. D'ead in your sins. 
2. In the uneircumeision of your flesh. 
3. Pretty sad state! 
4. So you buried in bal'tism the old 
man. 
5. You experienced the circumcisiqn 
with hands "putting off,. the body 
of the sins of· the flesh . " 
,.~~r~W .. "n~W:J;;,a 
1. Have been qUltfkEmed--you are alive!' 
2. "rogether wit:@ b,im.'l 
2. 
3. A cbarge was 
accurate. 
as~~g about Atlanta:t1iglf'1: bilI--
NOl--but WFt)fl:g city listed. 
4. Law was man's debt to which he 
wl;lS bound. 
5 .W~tt~n--p~J;'lIlanent fqJ;'m. 
6. Sense of prolIli,sso;ry m~te. 
7. A written code . 
8. It's a debt bigger than our ability 
to pay--Itl:t~~aid a debt be didn't 
~We. " T,'!ih,;;; 
B. ~hat ls"blut?" 
1. C~hCe:n8;titm . 
2. Wi~out, wipe away, t~k:e away, 
t~~:r up, de,S't;r:oy, wash out;rb,lot 
out. 
3. On 
IOU. 
2. 
b) 
assessment--I was 
us. 
power 
edge to show me f;ft~\:~'fii1ii·i!i!. 
Cl'Q&lfi0t:li> but not how 
it. 
us. 
to 
C. illlJlo:w dig,~d d~al with my debt? 
1. Took: 11: away. 
a) Completely annulled. 
b) Took away and it remains taken 
away. 
c) Permanently removed. 
d) Claims now can never alienate us 
from God. 
2. Nt!.i1ed it to the cf'oss--he suffered 
to satisfy the indictment which was 
against us--thus set it aside. 
3. Removed Moses' law & my guilt. 
4 .i€!SipoFl"nailed. " 
B. 
c. 
D, 
E. 
F, 
A. 
B. 
C. Triumphed over 
Hixson, TN - 4/14/96 Jack Prangle (R) 
I 
Nailed to the was took it down and 
its contents. Written inside were their names and every sin 
ever committed. It was to know that someone knew 
these about them. There were other names and sins such as 
strife 
their friends were sinners didn't soften the 
of their remorse. Sinful scenes were relived and 
noticed something else written on the scroll. 
Written besides their names, in as if a ""","p,...""h .... "l 
were the "Paid in Full" ... .Jesus paid it aU to him I owe. Sin 
had left a crimson he washed it white as snow ..... 
On a hill far away, I'm reminded that grace is still amazing 
and He still turns water into wine! (Colossians 2: 14) 

e.) Word chei - note to 
loaned to us & will be 
note. 
w 
, if was out, 
wash over f wipe off f 
debts crossed out letter 
names & emt. 
ho'the,'" or not demons 
4. 'Demerest, 11Devil is alive & not VVfIl.'1 
B. Made a Show of Them.. \ 
1 • This is Christ triumphant entry. \ 
2. Itls more than the Jerusalem Sund~.; 
C. Openly Triumphed Over Them •. ' 
1. Li.J<:e Roman general who drags his conquered 
Kings behind him. 
2. Christ drags powers of evil defeated forever. 
3. We are all subject to Christ - need have no fear. 
I Pet. 3:22 'Who is gone into heaven, and is on the r 
4. Scott, "Jesus tied the Devil to the Chariot wheeli 
& rode forth in conquering splendor. II 
5. Display captives publicly - publicly proclaim 
,openly = absence of restraint, reserve. 
6. Jesus is the conquering King. 
7. let's live above sin. 
Gal. 6:14 "But God forbid that I should glory, save i 
phil. 3: 18-19 U (F<>r many walk, of whom I have told >1 
8. Where will you be - among captives orin. I 
A Cpnqueror's train? I ~w.''';'~P. . ~.+1trM".at~-~, 
s. 

B. 
C. 
D. 
II, 
A. 
s 
due to 
up 
2:16-17 
Faces man-made 
cond.errmlng. take you to task. 
1. Rob you of your Uberty--stay on 
your side. 
Acts 15: 23-29 
2. Test of fellowship. 
Gal. 4: 9-11 
Gal. 5: 1 
Rom. 14:1 
Mark 7: 19 
1 Cor. 8: 1 
3. Asceticism introduced. 
a) Bill Thurman's time gauge--if 
you wake up refreshed stay up 
longer. 
b) Our babysitter--never more 
than $5.00 for dress; only a 
quarter $8.98. 
B. Go to verse 
, Man's 
2 " 
coke vs. beer 
3. Was law Moses current? 
4. Do I stand 
5. 
6. How far do I go to respect a 
tender conscience? 
7. Boycott KFC--scald chickens. 
have 
8. Deal with "product of exaggerated 
and puritanical form of JUdaism" -
Laird. 
9. Allowance for pagan influence. 
10. Pine Bluff squirrel brains. 
C. God has the right to warn. 
Deut. 6: 12 "Beware lest thou forgot .. " 
Matt. 7: 15 "Beware of false prophets." 
D. But I don't have to bow to legality 
with its rules and regulations. We 
are free in Christ--no yoke, bondage 
Rom. 6:14 
Rom. 9: 4 
8: 
p, 
Exo. : 9~1l 
1 Cor. 16:2 
20:7 
Isa. 1:13 
bread. 
Sabbath 
1 Law a schoolmaster to 
Luke 24:27 
1 . 1: 8 know what the law,. 
G. Tests piety and fellowship. 
us to 
Christianity is too free and 
exuberbant to be trained sown to 
times and seasons--Eadie, 
H. Every day is holy, our moon never 
wanes. 
III. All a shadow! 
A. It's an anticipation of things to come. 
B. Don't hold to shadow, but to the 
reality (substance) --Christ. 
Heb. 8:5 
Heb. 10:1 
C. Liberty is not license and 
individualism. 
s Bend C C ~ 12-19-04 

c. ) 
d ) 
e. ) 
f ) 
g. ) 



4 
street 
to to 
con It even cross 
Paul T. 
Age 9 
Athens 
(3) 
Dear Minister: 
My mother is very religious. 
She goes to play Bingo at church every week even if 
she has a cold. 
Dear Minister: 
Yours truly, 
Annette S. 
Albany 
Please say a prayer for my teacher. 
(4) 
She is sick and if you said a prayer I she would get 
better and come back to schoo I • 
Sincerely, 
Susan C. 
Age 9 
Terre Haute 
P. S. The other kids in my class said I shouldn't write this lette~ 

2. 
3. 
Head. 
uses a 
be better than 
and 
4. Attack through 
they said was evil. 
a) Evil, indulge it. 
b) Or deny and starve it. 
c) Avenue of attack--humility so-
called and food that "perish 
with the using" - v-22. 
d) Food is destined for decom-
position. 
II. He warns "Let no man beguile you." 
A. This is a bad, perverse judge. 
B. It's like an umpire--throw you out of 
the game, disqualify you to his rules, 
cheat you, rob you, default you of 
prize, rule you out of court. 
Let no one deny your claim. 
Declare you unworthy of prize. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5 . vessel not same 
the 
~ Matth. 23: 
c. Its attack via voluntary and 
worship of angels. 
1. I'm too humble to go directly to 
God. 
2. Please remember"he who does not 
hold Christ alone does not hold 
Him at all." 
3. This humility is not commanded-
nowhere told to worship angels--
thus it's unacceptable. 
4. Voluntary- to take delight in--like 
man voted most humble in town--
got a medal--took it away because 
he wore. 
Delight only here. 
5. Never told to worship angels or 
any lower being. 
Rev$ 
tremb-
Ezek. 13: 3 
Deprive you 
Imaginary 
conceit. 
h) Puffed up--See Prov. 16: 18. 
pride before. 
i) Inflated with conceit. 
D. Not holding the heat (sovereign). 
1. Treason, disloyal to Jesus. 
2. He is supreme. 
3. By Him nourished. 
4. Anything not of Christ is to be 
lowered. 
5. False teachers lack vital contact 
with Christ. 
6. Cultism does this as major on rules 
7. Knit--continuity, development. 
8. Christ is completely sufficient. 
9. Let no one lay down rules for you. 
10. Each must hold the head for him-
self. 
13. 
E. Dead 
L 
2. 
3. 
demand. 
laws 
4. men. 
5. Nothing must take the 
off Jesus. 
6. Rules produce a pride of achieve-
ment. 
7. We daily grow stronger in Jesus. 
8. Regulated religion is usually 
negatives. 
9. Don't give an inheritance value to 
things that perish. 
10. Food perishes with using; digest, 
discard. 
11. Shadow is lifeless. 
12. Accept diversity and love him but 
avoid "inner circle" view. 
13. Ever remember you are in "the 
complete Christ." 
III. 
and we ever 
"I 
testimony-- I'll not be guided by 
private visions and your laws 
E. We cannot grow spiritually without 
help of each other--no isolated 
Christians--need the body. 
F. With Christ you died to the world 
and its regulations as death changes 
our status. 
G. Do not let the world dominate. 
H. Things based on human commands 
reject. 
I. Ascetism is a sham. 
J. Don It worship anything but God. 
Angels are servants (Heb. 1:14). 
K. You died - aorist - time definite--
baptism. 
M. 
O. 
P. 
Q. 
ruler. 
R. ,notour 
experience. 
s. Only through Jesus do we reach God. 
Pre-eminence of Christian not through 
angels, saints, rules, individual 
experience, ascetism, hair shirts, 
hard beds, silences. 
Some Scriptures That Relate: 
Mark 7: 18-19 Thing without 
Job 42:5-6 
Luke 5: 8 Depart from me, I am a sinful 
man. 
Rev. 1: 17 I fell at his feet as dead. 
Eph. 4: 4 One body, one spirit. 
1 Cor. 12:12-14 For as the body is one. 
Heb. 10:19 Boldness to enter into. 
Heb. 4: 16 Let us therefore come boldly. 
xx 
xx John 
xx 
xx 
xx 
xx 
Ezek. 13: 3 
- 12/26/ 
- 1/2/ 
~~ ~ I I • t ~ 
~ " ~ , ~ _ ' "~~ " , "~, I 7 , ~ 
M ARK TwAIN QUIPPED, "Be careful about reading health books. 
You may die of a misprint." 
Even brilliant thinkers make mistakes. 
The nineteenth-century physicist Lord 
Kelvin theorized that "heavier than air 
flying machines are impossible," "radio 
has no future," and "X-rays will prove to 
be a hoax." 
An internal memo at Western 
Union written in 1876 observed, "This 
'telephone' has too many shortcomings 
to be seriously considered as a means 
of communication. The device is 
inherently of no value to us." 
An article in The Literary Digest 
published in 1889 predicted, "The. 
ordinary 'horseless carriage' is at 
present a lUXUry for the wealthy; and 
although its price will probably fall in 
the future, it will never come into as 
common use as the bicycle." 
"Everything that can be invented 
has been invented," declared Charles 
H. Duell, Commissioner of the United 
States Patent Office, in 1899. 
In 1939 Winston Churchill said, 
'~tomic energy might be as good as our 
present day explosives, but it is unlikely 
to produce anything very much more 
dangerous." 
The chairman of IBM, Thomas 
Watson, predicted in 1943 that "there 
is a world market for maybe five 
computers." Popular Mechanics 
predicted in 1949 that "computers in 
the future may weigh no more than 1.5 
tons." Ken Olsen, chairman and founder 
of Digital Equipment Corporation, 
Even a genius is wrong sometimes 
offered his opinion that "there is no 
reason anyone would want a computer 
in their home." 
In 1956 Sir Richard Woolley, the 
Astronomer Royal of Britain, said "space 
travel is utter bilge." 
Decca Recording Company rejected 
a young music group in 1962, saying, 
"We don't like their sound, and guitar 
music is on the way out." The group 
they rejected? The Beatles. 
Even Bible publishers aren't immune 
to human error. In 1631 a careless 
typesetter omitted the word "not" 
from the seventh Commandment. This 
edition of the Scriptures was nicknamed 
"The Wicked Bible" because it said, 
"Thou shalt commit adultery." 
Human wisdom 
has its limits. 
In 1795 the so-called "Murderers' 
Bible" translated Mark 7:27 "let the 
little children first be killed" instead 
of "filled." However, in Psalm 119:161 
the version exacted its own revenge on 
its publishers with another misprint. 
Rather than the intended word 
"Princes," the verse sai4, "Printers have 
persecuted me without cause." 
Human genius amazes me .. I stand 
in awe of skillful writers who paint 
colorful words on the canvass of 
our minds. I marvel when athletes 
perform their magic on a football 
field or an Olympic balance beam. I'm 
impressed by engineers who design 
November 7, 2004 
bridges and skyscrapers, technicians 
who understand the mysterious inner 
workings of computers, musicians who 
play flawlessly in symphony orchestras, 
mechanics who know car engines inside 
and out, and farmers who can coax an 
extra bushel of soybeans out of every 
acre. 
But just about the time I'm ready to 
give humanity a collective pat on the 
back, I remember that even the greatest 
among us make mistakes. Even the 
brightest and best are sinners-with 
limited knowledge, limited strength, 
and limited life-spans. That's why the 
Bible says, "Do not put your trust in 
princes, in mortal men, who cannot 
save .... Blessed is he whose help is 
the God of Jacob, whose hope is in 
the LORD his God, the Maker of heaven 
and earth, the sea, and everything in 
them-the loRD, who remains faithful 
forever" (Psalm 146:3-6). 
All the finest human achievements 
added together-all the insights in 
a thousand libraries-are but a drop 
of water compared with the ocean of 
God's wisdom. 
"Great is our Lord and mighty in 
power; his understanding has no limit" 
(Psalm 147:5). Let's reserve our highest 
praise for him, and him 
alone. _ 
David Faust / Execunve Editor 
carcass 
because was so 
falls and fell to his death. 
And like that vulture, many times we get stuck in things and we 
cannot let go and we end up crammed into a If we are self-centered, 
we are crammed into a of selfishness. If we are always feeding on 
defeat, we are crammed into a cage of negativism. If we are hooked on 
chemical dependence we are 
on maintaining the 
mind. we are jealous or 
we are constantly anxious nCllUe:n 
live are 
themselves, Two men were working a construction 9re~7 Lunch time 
came and men were sitting next to each other. One man 
his lunch 
hate baloney." His coworker 
wife you do not like baloney." 
make my own sandwich." 
How much of the baloney in our lives is there because we put it there? 
We have a choice-we can live in a cage confinement, or we can live in a 
castle of liberty. John 8:36, "So if makes you free, you will be free 
indeed.» As we look at our lives, are crammed a cage or are we set 
free by Jesus Christ? 
- Allan Eldridge 

! Col. 2: 18-19 
I. I know 4 Things: 
A. I have a f~ward as a Christian. 
B. I can lose it. 
C. My fellow re'l ig ion ist can be the ma jor infl uence . 
D. I know the methOd he III use. 
II. Of his method I know the errorist will utilize 4 
procedures ~ 
A. Voluntary Humility. 
B. Worship of Angels. 
C. Jntruding into things He Hasn't Seen. 
D. Not holding the Head. 
III. With that CIA Report Why should I fall? 
IV. Let's elGmJne the above. 
A. I have a reward. 
1. Crown of life. 
2. See Jesus. 
3. Well done. 
B. I con lose it. 
1 • Why warn aga inst what can It happen. 
2. Grandpa used to talk about falling in dug well 
vs. drilled well. 
C. Man, Religious at That 1 is Culprit. 
1. Some men deny our claim at being ,a Chr. - it 
works both ways, what we say of them & they of 
us. ',' 
2. Some delight in your falling. Idtsn see where 
the Devil would but not where a supposed saint 
would wantine to fall. 
abandoned all 
boundaries. 
heed lest by means 

a. ) 
b ) 
c ) 
d.) reason 
e. ) 
L) 
g ,) 
h.} Often 
L) 
i .) Shut people out 
k.) Takes delight in 
- What one 
D. 





Scattered across the 
million IHl:mJ~HanL8 
located. 
informed 
semble to 
Sweden and .u"""'HU 
Yugoslavia, and 
POI' the battles won for Christ and the congregational beich 
heads obtained we praise and thank God. There are many great 
Christian men, women, and families, both Nationals and Ameri-
cans who have d6ne· and are doing a· greatahd wonderful work 
throughout Europe. Unfortunately, now while the greatest 
opportunity of proclaiming Christ throughout Europe is before 
us there has been a reversal ... the retreat bugle is heard. 
Instead of praying, planning, promoting and promising more 
Christian troops and supplies, our forces are dwindling to a 
mere handful. 
of Europe (not 
several steps must be taken: 
pray to Lord of harvest to send forth reapers. 
2. Churches, elderships, and Christians must send and 3. Chris-
tians must· be trained into quality tellms. These teams, in every 
majoreity throughout Europe, will bring about the harvest 
which the Lord desires. Where are the John-Marks, the Pauls, 
the Timothys, the Phoebes, the Priscillas who are willing t.o 
go.? And where are the elderships and church J~ade;rl? .like 
these in Jerusalem and Antiech who. are-w;lUill.g>to. send, 
encourage and make pessible these missi.onary endeavors? 
If y.ou would like to become a part .of theevangelizatio:f! .of 
Eur.ope please pray, plan and prepare to become apart .of 
"Eur.ope Must Hear!" 
590 West Valley F.orge R.oad, King of Prussia, FA 19406 
~ [457] 
plans and goals. 
In a very real sense, th~se are uDiscouragers Of II 
and they ought to be court-martialled, but unfortunately, 
is all too difficult to define some sins of the spirit. And so, 
they continue spreading their venom and are doing their 
deadly work, hindering the progress of the Lord's church. 
Beware of them ..• and beware of your own words, 
too, become a discourager of men. 
Discouragement is one of Satan's most used devices. 
One of the reasons discouragement is so destructive is that 
the devil cunningly put it into the hand of our own brethren 
to use it against us. 
Manyof the children of Israel never reached the pro mia-
ed land because they were discouraged by their own breth-
ren, they said, "Whither shall we go up? Our brethren 
have discouraged our hearts saying the people are greater 
and taller than we. fI [Deut. 1 :28] 
Let each of us examine ourselves, and ask ourselves, 
what am I saying to: hinder and discourage the Lord's church 
today? Am I going to let the devil rob me of my soul, using 
me to discourage my brother who is striving to reach the 
promised land? How many soldiers have dropped out of the 
fight because of me and what I said? How many have been 
mortally wounded? It is a serious matter! 
Selected 

L 
what call an 
D. 
II. 
B. 
Jer. 7: 
Isa. 1:11-17 
Ps. 15: 
Amos 5:21-24 
C. Defraud you as an you 
disqualified. 
D. Don't let anyone deny your claim to 
being a free Christian. 
E. Judge via: (take you to task) 
1. Meat 
a) Eat or drink. 
b) Can It judge a man by law taken 
away_ 
2. Holy days, new moon, Sabbath _ 
3. These things are not basis for your 
standing before God--Not even the 
Sabbath. 
Exo. 31:27 Sign between God & children of Israel. 
4. In Christ we have reality--not 
shadow. 
5. Rigid asceticism. 
III, 
you. 
It is a 
men 
own 
God. ( 
2. Worshipping angels. 
a) Had many long steps to reach 
Heaven. 
b) No arbitrarily invented worship. 
c) Man originated. 
3. Intruding into those things not seen. 
a) Harps on visions as he knows 
more than anyone else. 
b) Inventions of man as laws result 
in human pride & rob true 
humility. 
4. Puffed up by fleshly mind. 
a) Inflated with bellows. 
b) Vainly = without reason. 
c) Forerunner to a fall. 
Prov. 16: 18 
5. Not holding the head. 
a) Head is Jesus. 
B. 
L 
2. 
3. 
has 
ours a most 
guided by 
rules. 
3. You are Heaven's citizens, don't 
accept world standards. 
C. Cites world laws. 
1. Touch not. 
a) Any unclean thing. 
2. Taste not 
a) Any forbidden meat. 
3. Handle not 
Isa. 29:13 
Matt. 15: 9 
a) Any consecrated vessel. 
b) All negative. 
c) All perish. 
d) All doctrines of men. 
e) Warning against legalism 
f) Ascendmg scale of superstition. 
D. 
3. 
Mk. 19 
E. 
3. 
TN - 4/14/96 
Hall (R 
4. 
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status 
c, 
"",!"'!,<>n1r",,1"i as tense shows. 
- assumes 
Rom. 
D. 
2 
0.) I 
(1) ph. D. 
(2) 
(3) R. J. Smith, Dal f in early 501s contacted 
(4) Tom Hicks, 
Smith went. 
hea holding (] meeting -
ling comes 
L) c 
at Fairs. 
Bibles then confirmation I it. for 

Please r~move my name from your mailing 
list for the-Christian Singles' Newsletter. 
as I am no longer single. Thank you for your 
interest. 
,()~w~ . 
Ifl . ~IJ~ 
8~~ ............. 
Release for Publication Mter Noon Wednesday, August 20, 1980 
P ,&lIl/f!!1f:\?,;,:,:--ooking , 
Ahead 
by 
Dr. George S. Benson 
President 
NATIONAL EDUCATION PROGRA 
Searcy, Arkansas 
FACTS ABOUT 
AMERICA 
Any nation has two 
responsibilities. The firs 
responsibility is to assure 
security for the country, 
domestic and foreign. This 
means having adequate 
domestic laws and properly 
enforcing them. It means 
protection against foreign 
nations. 
The second chief respon-
sibility of a nation is to create 
and maintain a sound financial 
policy. 
Up· until 1945 America did a 
superior job in maintaining 
good laws and enforcing them 
and the American dollar had 
become the standard of 
currency valuation around the 
world. In our own country when 
we wanted to commend 
something, we had a saying, 
"It's as sound as a dollar." 
Now in 1980, we look out on a 
very different picture. Our laws 
oftentimes are not carefully 
evaluated and they are not well 
enforced. In fact, crime keeps 
growing worse every passing 
year. We no longer have 
adequate internal security. 
In 1945 America had the 
strongest Navy, the strongest 
Air Force, the strongest sub-
marine force, the best equipped 
land Army and alone had the 
atomic bomb. Today we are not 
first in anyone of these areas. 
We have intentionally and 
knowingly allowed Russia to 
surpass us in virtually every 
military ~rea. 
Russia has been spending 
about fifteen percent of her 
total gross national product 
annually on military 
preparedness. America on the 
contrary has been spending 
only about five percent o~ 
gross national product on 
llitary preparedness. 
We also know well the design 
of the Communists. They have 
two overriding determinations. 
In the first place, they declare 
that their determination is to 
free the "slaves of all the 
capitalist nations" including 
America. They maintain there 
can be no peace in the world as 
long as capitalism prevails 
anywhere. Their second 
overriding ambition is to create 
a total communist world. Under 
these circumstances, 
merica's security from 
a oad is in great jeopardy. 
e second place, we 
longer have a sound financial 
structure. America decided 
shortly after World War II to 
live with inflation and that 
possibly a limited amount of 
inflation each year would be 
good for the country. So we 
began tolerating inflation. Now 
finally, it's gotten so out of 
control that for the last five 
years we've averaged ap-
proximately $50 billion a year in 
deficit spending. This means 
we've been spending in the last 
five years about $50 billion a 
year above all of the national 
income. We've simply been 
adding that much each year to 
the national debt, which now 
approximates $900 billion and 
the annual interest alone on it is 
probably up to about $70 billion 
or more at the present time. For 
five years our government has 
been promising us it was going 
to reduce inflation. But instead 
inflation is now growing faster 
than ever. Each dollar will 
probably lose 25 percent of its 
value just in 1979 and 1980 - a 
period of two years. 
We all know what to do to 
meet this crisis. But so far we 
lack the courage, the deter-
mination and the self-control to 
do it. 
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b. ) contad' 
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5. 
a.) 



means grace. 
3. 1 
i.) If' holiness consists of avoiding contamination, 
one finally avoids everything. 
C. Lastly, they flat out do no good. 
1. "Does it make man better?" is the eternal questioi 
2. Ordinances ,then do not resultantly restrict evil 
(Erdman) • 
3. Rules can't change the motivation of a person. 
4. Eventua lIy, they produce a pride of ach ievement 
& avoid a whole soul dependency on Jesus 
(Demarest) • 
5. Human spirit cannot be transferred into divine 
harmony thru inflections. 
6. Control of Chr. life comes from within & is 
generated by a conscious union c Christ. 
7. Pu t Christ in command & one, wins. 
~~~ 

s 
showers or teas. 
came 
months bed year's 
hospital sign, ate those 
abortion pills, dressed her repeatedly--; 
like a doll. 1 
B. When both left--what have I got? 
What started with=me. 
C. Best see psychiatrist--why? 
1. Give experimental medicine. 
2. Watch test--winder stumped her. 
3. One day paper had the dreaded 
word--Alzheimer's! 
V. Earnest prayer--don't let it come. 
A. Gradual encroachment. 
1. Watch in water. 
2. Casserole of Irish potatoes. 
PJ&Jt~ 
3. additional help 
where get it? 
4. Children came--Mark walked her. 
5. Grandchildren unafraid--some 
never saw normalcy. 
6. Must not register frustration or 
discouragement, even our last 
ride together. 
7. 5 days of waiting, closed her 
eyes, closed her casket. 
D. Relief 
1. Tell me what you remember. 
2. Restraint in pattern of behavior. 
3. It was my responsibility and 
no one else. 
4. 
6. 
9 
12. 
a memory 
a) No slang 
b) No immorality. 
c) No shoddiness. 
d) No unfaithfulness. 
llome--
? 
e) May slip. Sis and her slick 
shoes, fall but get up again., 
f) I see her in my children. 
14. I kept one vow--offer her a 
person that's pure as she did 
me--faithful unto death. 
15. Vows 
Bcc. 5: 5 
Rivergate - 7/20/05 
LaVergne - 8/22/07 
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L 
been 
something. 
r:' Death with Christ involves 
participation in His resurrected 
life. 
2. ~~~~tism. is ~.essential--I:?2.,tsth!§.~ 
3. I'm iTfIedinto a higher world. 
4. I rose to God. 
D. With Christ--what ,<:!QmI>~ny! 
1. tJl~,~~_ his name . (jr'-title appears 
in tX.e.l',ses. 
2. ~,lLJiI~L!~~,.~!!~tL~Q .. 9,h!:~§LQ!l~ltLJo 
be alien to the Christian. 
3. S·oni'ifSurfe<f"witi'· ChrIst. II 
III. I Must ~~~k and§~:L 
A. §)g~]i~tbing.13 ... ~~<?ve. 
1. Seek = s,earch out, in~lJi:r..e into, ~~.J:or, ·e~~futne ... ,' st:riYe, desIre. 
hJ {J, ',"";" at l.--C t"'\? p~ / 
2. 
2. Give outward expression to your 
inward faith. ' 
3. TJlough a sojourner here I seek 
things above. 
4. Though I am free from ceremony 
(of last chapter) I am not free to 
live as I please. 
H. <2.hrist Sits--on Right Hand of God. 
1. Seated--~e, he's done his 
sacrificial work--(no chair in the 
\ 
temple.) 
2. H~ sits and p,ispenses blessings. , 
I" 3. RIght hand--su rem y." • 
I' C B . f \ . 
II i" I¢lttf~;' 1. This is my directio .~, ~ d;~ ) 'tdt~r5~ .l.~y affections ,mind) 's on J!l~. " 
, ctdBftlintJ WfIl/ffOove. F} efl1L $tJI -- : 
l r- ''ktu.ti a) It,'s Heaven that is in my tmuglltsj 
i ~'e-Jf~(tb) Seek .Heaven--Think Heaven. i 
I lcJ~;z, 3. Things Ab?ve.fk>r.;iJ~ ~/\,p »J1'dcl 'I 
I 'I ~~tJcm:lrrtlle h~% a) After hIS bapltlsm ChrIst turned . 
. ~~t~ l~~ hi~ /hough!s ,10, Heavell' I l{6n. 2 :17:1t?~e~ 'lrJrvtif~l'~hJ1iP.t-PaJ i Eph. 2:6 Rel~ tt.~ ~ "/t;~9J,.6, -S/f-J:-,e:2JIIIALIJ./ I 
: 1/:1.1 b) I've a nlw'ppst baptlsni~. ' 
i 4. ijot on Earth. 1:'6 ~lx5110 
! Pbkof) _. j a) Cht:istian sees everything in 
\ 8~V'<th) rrJl rp . liKht of eternity. 
I '1\ b) He does not live as though the 
I world mattered. 
I c) Minds things of the other world 
I more than this one. 
i ~~~ ~ ,: we~ I"tj. NowtJ'pweljf!e;l'SilYe-
L. 'flit.'; ni!-:.~. qf£~.~.~ 
World knows 
Christian. 
status 
o Christ is the believer's life. 
6. "Where the Head is the members of f(t1~UJ the body must also be. 
7. g~~~t is liff--!}~t:c~~ll, ~~~!_c, 
orr v~g~k. J;)tfrh~t>:g, 
V. But Something Glorious Is Going to Happen 
A. When . 
1. Something is coming. 
2. It's in the works--closer than ever'j 
B. Chri§:LJ.ull appear--::!tQ~lQDger. hidden .. 
1. He will come again. . 
2. ~--return. ~ 
3. Parousia--future presence, Bflq 
4. -EJ2mli~n~la --manlte~\ati<{n., visibll! 
and splendid. 10 fJj, l~.iJ h 
1 '!,plt'1 pf1!!f:ti 
appears. 
D. Glory Radiates 
1. At his coming is my hope for 
perfection as flaws of this life 
laid aside. 
2. Then, and not until, will we find 
the~~perrect-"cnurCfi":-~~~-~~~~"-~-~ 
. Woodbine Ladies-~-BIbleClass (Tee) - 4/17/96 
Hixson, TN (Be) - 5/12/96 
Neely's Bend - 1/23/05 
iMt . Ziop, London, KY (A.M) - 4/24/05 
Fishinger & Kenny - 5/6/05 
i. Funeral, Rowena O'Brien - 6/29/05 
Heritage C/C 8/7/05 
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· s.,m.;~f o~r~~st;":l~n. believe "'~ 1f,e ChrJstltln 
movement would h .. much more effective in Christianizing 
the world if in the fourth century, when great numbers of people 
in the ancient world were joining the Church, there had been a 
more complete understanding and acceptance of the really 
fundamentGd obligations of a member to the Church. Typical of 
what took place then is the story of the regiment in the ancient 
Roman Army that was baptized by immersion. During the serviee, 
however, tfie soldiers kept their sword arms lifted over their heads. 
ihey wolllt~ to be a part of the Church, but they did not wish to 
_k~ted. the right of the Church to command their entire llfe. 
~etkif19 "f this mtitude is evident in Church 'membership 
relatkms teeley. 
"Vour dit_ and You JI - &y Fred Pierce Corson - Page 151 
r 
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MORE MONEY-Mflre Sex 
Harry J Johnson, MD; chmn 
\, of NY's Life Extension 
~''\~'Thstitute, reports the amount of 
.... j an. executive's income deter-
mines his amount of sex. He 
says executives with' salaries 
less than $20,000 annually are 
near the monogamous line, with 
only 13.5 percent having affairs 
on the side. Executives making 
$20,000 and' $35,000 
jump to 20.2 percent in 
frequency of extramarital af-
fairs. When an executive has an 
annual income between $35,000 
and $50,000, 25 percent of the 
men in this category roam. 
Receivers of annual salaries of 
over $50,000 stray at arate of 
almost one-thioL==32..pereellt. 
",,,,~_~~,,",,~p¢- it1 __ ",,"-
/ '. ;, I ,- . 
_____ . __ May 25, ~_~ __ "'---
p,46. 
~:tage.Y et . the' 
4-) causes 
',JItDlb1es down 
" :a one- y ticket.. . . . . .,.. . '.' . , 
~,· .... _I. 1 believe·it,';' ·fWt.:htwmlllf'10'/uwe. ~'.' inter ... 
1Ct1ur~ beJtHe ..,rilfie. :If' the COIl[lle ". II/~ut 
<N/Qtion.thiP.' . '. " . 
'. This item represen~J~, most "~~.pJ ~popu­
niiScOilcepliotis 'about fon}8nlicJovc, ,bothforJldivid-
~ 'bd for bUrniture.sa nation.'Duriagthe ,past 
·1Hteen years we-have "witnessed the tra,gicdishltegr8 .. 
'of our sexual· JPOl'esandtraditiomti. e:GDCepts . of 
moralliy.R~I .. to ·a 'Steady -* .... by .• '~'" 
_tertai~ent industry 'and by the. media. _. ~ . 
:bave begun to believe 'that premerital.1Jltel'eoUne .~ .. 
DO~C expedence,3ndexttainarltal.·~,.· 
healthy. and homosexuality is ,aeeeptabJe. an4 ·ntcf· .. Ttl. 
'. ality is eve.tt:betteT. These views rdect 'the . 
~ pidit)r ofthcfage in which .weJiYe, yet tIleY'. 
and Appned by milliOns of- American .~,. 
. ,study of coDegestUdents tev~led :1hat ~S: p' U!. • 
"them have 'Jhared bedrooms withamembei'of1he 
. . site sexfor:llt' 'least tbreemontha. ~diDato· 
• Styles .ond· Cmn(illl$, C<mununities, . «> -. 
students . Wieve . . . 
· ~ble . bettPeen 
·~hea a ......... _ ... -
eadl. 
""W' prop .. 
dstieil' 
·'fear.~ 
,tuRes that mdJacrJl 
· aD; mdiriduat' aM a .corporate threat to' 'summ! The 
.·~om Of those· .yem has now beeii· .~nted.~' 
; ~roPc>lo8ist J .. ' D. Unwin· ~ducl<ld 11n ;ma"ve, 
.. 
" ~" ,~. 
'96 ". : .... 
'Vj;(.vU'~' is in 
nh'J~ll'~1 attraction between men and women causes 
them to establish a 
It is t.1tisforce which encourages them 
work aDd save and toil the survival of their 
families.- This sexual energy the for 
the raising of healthy children and for the transfer of 
values from one generation to the next. It urges a man 
to work when he would rather play. It causes a woman 
to save when she· would .rather spend. In 4~hort, 
sexual aspect .OLoqL.,llature ... J,Vl}en .r~leased .. exclusivdy 
withill:the Jamily:-::ilr¢uces,..stability ··and ··responsibility 
that ~ouldnot otherwise occur. And when a nation is 
composed --of . inillions·of . 'devoted, responsible family 
units, the entire . society is stable and responsible 
resilient. 
If sexua1~nergy within the family is the key to a 
.. healthy . society, then its release outside those boundaries 
po'tentially catastrophic. The very force wbich binds a 
togethertben becomes the agent for its own de-
.tt1"l,,,ti,,,n Perhaps thispoiJlt ·can beiUustrated by u 
,analogy .:between sexual energy ill the nuclear family 
. phY$ical energy in . the • nucleus of a tiny atom. Elec-
ne11trCtns. and are held in delicate balance 
within each atom. But . when that 
llel.lWblOrs are split innuclear&sion 
atomicho1rillJt theenergy which badpr<Mded 
97 

9-9'-75. 
, 
PRE(iNANC1J';s--Youth 6t' ;.c. ill' 
> K~~_i~1i ~""J formep', .cl\i~fof tI)e .. Ctutiretl's. Bureau ~~W).fii'tBt gives the fa.cts: in 
~FS. 30;000 pr.an.cies to giris 
~r 15 resultiBg in 13,000 
tirths, and 1 million pregnan-
.cies to girls 15-19, resulting in 
• ,000 births; and se.cond draws 
Gut the implicatons: infants of 
~doles.cent mothers are at-risk 
ibr a variety of developmental 
itDd physical handicaps; young 
mothers tend not to finish their 
schooling; are likely to be 
unmarried and on welfare, and 
are likely to become pregnant 
soon again. - MARGARET 
STltINFELS, Com-
1. 5~~·al,) . 
......... ..---.. -----
line: one u.un,," DrE~gnaI1(:ies 
year. 
Little .comI~~t(!arl 
tbe.statistic~ for 
14-year-olds., •..• eitber . -a c~te~" 
gory in which sexuaIactivit~.i~~~ 
aC<fele~atiqgrap~dly. There .•.. a:ti'.~·· j 
3.8 million girls. in tJijis " 
bra.cket, and 4~{l,OOO (If them 
per cent)l1avel1~d inter~~u 
The end result:39,O(lOpr~.p. 
cies a year. ~ MORT WEISE 
Family Health, 6-80 . 
the 
disease in a 
In recent 
of 
one in 
ten caseS 
The United States 
there are at least 
in need of treatm.ent for 
the Service says that one 
heart in 
venereal 
increase 
,000 new cases 
the United States 
one in two hundred will become blind. 
The American Medical Association has recently stated 
that "venereal disease is spreading so rapidly that it 
now represents the nation's most urgent communicable 
disease problem." 
The most rapid increase. 10 venereal disease in recent 
years has been among teen-agers. Teen-agers and adults 
should know that many authorities claim that venereal 
disease is the most communicable disease of mankind. It 
is communicable, however, only through skin contact. 
It has been suggested that the only way to avoid ve-
nereal disease is to steer clear of venereal disease 
carriers. The added word is: "Who can be sure who that 
is?" This is one valid reas,on for pre-marital chastity 
and postmarital faithfulness.· , .. ' 
The Conscience of A Christian By T. B. Maston 
Page No. 65 
since 
New Testament condemns 
fornication ove:r 30 times. God 
the sin and thus 
but the 
U"".IlC\~::' of sin in the mind 
on and 
be momen-
its effects 
War 
Salvation Army, 10-1-77. 
" - By 



words 
very 
and 
unknown. 
D. But 
and the 
I know what mean 
the words shock me. 
. Our verse has two! 
A. Kill, put death. 
B. Render inoperative. 
1. Suppress 
2. Take decisive action with a sense 
of urgency. 
3. Union with Christ encourages holy 
living. 
4. Rid yourself of. 
5. We are like immigrants to a new 
country, not yet completely 
inhabitated in new ways. 
C. No--don't weaken--it's kill. 
1. Dig out the roots of the old life 
and destroy them. 
6. 
7, 
8, 
death to 
One the three 
Put to death. 
9, We are 
life. but we dig out the 
utterly destroy evil. 
west who 
10, Do not merely suppress or control 
evil, but wipe out completely, 
exterminate the old way of life. 
1. "Stay utterly" as you undertake 
decisively and urgently. 
12. Our union with Christ works out 
and~ses itself in all o~r 
thought.s'_v!!c.Dons aQ!l..welation,ship. 
13. Refe1>efices: Roman~'t3. 2/vvd 
D. Translation 
1. So once for all put to death 
(Wms) . 
Crucify the flesh (Gal. 5: 24). 
Control members. 
Render unserviceable. 
I 
IV. 
3. 
God 
C, God 
L 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
sense and 
D. Our eternal blessedness has 
let us walk in it. 
3, 
E. Too many look Lazarus--raised 
from the dead but still in our grave 
clothes. 
F. How do we mortify? 
'ti1~5 CJ1CU;>~ 
Our other worl'd "your: II 
A. Some parts of this chapter I can no 
longer obey though I wish I could. 
1. V-IS Wives 
2. V-19 Husbands 
3. V-20 Children 
4. V-20 Parents 
5. V-2I Fathers provoke 
6. V-22 Servants 
7. V-22 Masters 
But 
1. ~,,;lembers 
Neely's Bend BC - 1/30/05 
Heritage CIC - 8/14/05 

THE 
L 
Rom~ 8: 29 
3. 
he .. 
I 
4, 
5. are 
6. some he said, 
B. Surely no person his right mind 
would want knowingly to ignite God's 
wrath. 
Col. 3: 5-6 "Mortify therefore your members" 
II. What are these sins? 
A. The "your" members show we all are 
subject to their enticement. 
1. I cannot know how you feel, nor 
know your battles. 
2. Age and opportunity enter the 
equasion. 
3. But since we all have "members" 
we are all subject to the warning. 
B. 
2. 
.53 
ness or covetousness, 
be once named 
becometh 
, as 
. 5: 5 know, no whore-
, nor unclean , nor 
covetous man, an idolator, 
hath any inheritance in the king-
dom of Christ and of God. II 
Rev. 22:15 IIFor without are dogs, and 
sorcerers, and whoremongers, 
and murderers, and idolaters, 
and whosoever loveth and maketh 
a li~. II f3 eRJi ef' ea.~, 
3. Defined--one can live m it. 
C. Next w~rd uncleanness ... 
1. In though~ f1;,y U+t 
2. In word. if (lh5~ 
3. In act. 
4. General term for a~th. 
5. Dirty minded. -
6. Lower earthly nature. 
7. Earthly inclinations. 
D, 
E, 
Shameful speaking 
Lewd 
5. Indecent 
6. Immodest - sign "Babes. " 
7. Passionate desires. 
Rom. 1:26 ~, 
1 ~l;e~~. 4: 5 itl /)l 
8. Deprave d passion. 
9. Remember to mortify. 
a) Deprive of powe:r - Thayer. 
b) Destroy the strength of -
Thayer. 
F.~~ w~'deJ5r~ 
·1. Desire, uncontrolled 
2. Unholy desire and greed 
Ps. 
G. 
5. 
6. 
, leads to 
8. 
2. 
3, 
me. n 
others. 
4. Everybody exists for 
5. Puts self in the place of God. 
6. Ruthless desire after material 
things. 
7. Table pleasures lead to gluttony. 
8. Keeps worse kind of company. 
9. Exo. 20:17 - things or pleasure. 
10. Envious of others. 
11. People love money more than God. 
12. We want what the other person 
has without giving value received. 
13. "To make worldly things the goal 
of life and the subject of pre-
occupation is unworthy of those 
- cont'd -
2, 
3. 
B, On 
C, 
D. 
Rom. 1:18 
heaven 
Eph. 5: () "Let no man 
words ... " 
E. Be strong card. 
F. Post-modernism card. 
G. Barna card. 
Eph. 2:2 
t Cor. 6: 11 
Johll ! 
J,k);J./11 .5 
fe, '-I 
5, 
very 
view activ~~li~'~k::e~a~b::o~r~t7io~n:-,~g~a~y~s~e~x~,!JJ!c~o~h~a::"b~lt-::a~t~lo~n~.~d~r~u·nken-
ness and viewing pornography as morally acce Ie. 
"Withutrt-some- firm and compe aSlS for suggesting 
that such acts are inappropriate, people are left with 
philosophies such as 'if !Lfeels good, do it,' 'everyone 
else is doing it' or 'as long as it doesn't hurt anyone 
else-;" it's- permissible.'" Barna went on to note, "In fact, 
the-alarmin!;ly fast decline of moral foundations among our 
young people has culminated in a on~~ord. worldview: 
'whatever. ' The result is a mentality that esteems 
----- .r----.--~---------- --pruralism, relativism, tolerance, and diversity without 
criticar reflectIon of tlie implications of particular views 
a~~ .. ~~tfuns. fI U_ 
. -vrl -over-
Jesus: That I May Know Him 
30th Annual Lectureship, East Tennessee School of 
Preaching and Missions, Knoxville, TN. 
pg. 85 
Postmodernism, which we have already seen dominates 
our college campuses, sees "individuals as products of a 
specific culture who must guard against the temptati~n 
to inflate their own norms into universal standards and 
dress up tneir own interests as objectivity. To claim 
knowre<rge as universal truth is impossible. There is no 
truth, just narratives and stories that 'work' for particu-
lar communities" (lbig.). That such thinking has 
inflUenced our entire society cannot be denied. Two 
surveys show people believe truth is relative to circum-
stan~~s. Barna Research condUCted one survey among 
adults and another among teenagers to determine whether 
people believe there are moral absolutes that remain 
constant or that moral' truth changes accordinlf to 
circumstances.· I L.-? 
.tr?- -over-
Arnold 
• 394 
Be strong! 
We are not here to play. to dream. to drift; 
We have hard work to do and loads to lift. 
Shun not the struggle; face it; 'tis God's gift. 
Be strong! 
Say not the days are evil. Who's to blame? 
And fold the hands and acquiesce--O shame! 
Stand up. speak out. and bravely. in God's name. 
Be strong! 
It matter not how deep intrenched the wrong. 
How hard the battle goes. the "day how long; 
Faint not; fight on! Tomorrow comes the song. 
(Maltbie D. Babcock.) 
-over-
~~E.A. Elam 
Notes on School Lessons 
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B. 
2, We'll see 
relate to 
to character. 
Belief to conduct. 
creature! 
are a new 
3 all, and 
C. Chapter begins Heaven (1-4) end 
kitchen (Spurgeon) 
II. Christ Makes a Sexual Difference. 
A. Five Sins all connected with sex are 
listed. 
1. A Holy God feels the displeasures of 
sin. 
2. Remember your life is hidden with 
Christ. 
B. These are to be mortified. 
1. Means put these members to death--
dig out by roots, destroy. 
2. Hard, pain, blood, amputation, 
crucifixion. 
3. It's not an easily satisfied thing--
not satisfied with achievements now 
and then. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
out. 
9. Tense shows undertaken 
a sense urgency. 
Goodness the 
. (Henry 
C. Five--All Sex Orientated. 
Matt. 19 : 9 
Fornication (sexual immorality). 
a) Signifies adultry. 
b) Sexual debauchery. 
c) Illicit sexual intercourse in 
general. 
d) Makes no provision for carnal 
indulgences. 
e) In 3 other catalogues of sins 
Paul puts fornication first. 
1 Cor. 6: 9-10 
Gal. 5: 19-21 
'Eph. 5: 3-5 
f) Any manifestation in word, look, 
deed of impure spirit is wrong. 
3. 
moves to 
d) Uncontrolled desire. 
4. Evil Concupiscence (Evil desires) 
a) Evil emotion an affection the mind 
suffers. 
b) Passion more narrow than desire. 
c) It's the outward senses ("I'm a 
dirty old man'~ car plate) 
d) Wicked cravings. 
e) Desire wrong thing. 
5. Covetousness which is idolatry--
Covetousness used 15X (greed). 
a) "That isn't sexual"--is, if it's 
neighbor's wife! 
b) It's the lust for gain by taking 
unfair advantage in pursuit of 
profit . 
c) Worship Gold instead of God. 
above 
are." 
.. III, Wrath via Walk 
II For sake the 
A. Wrath connected with 
L Without wrath no meaning to mercy 
as justice must be. 
2. Not it's the disobedient that get it. 
.2 Thess. 1:8 
3. Obedience is connected with salvation. 
4. Wrath comes & ever comes, never 
ceases against such. 
If Cometh" --continuing fact. fixed 
principle. 
5. It's a disaster--God's reaction to sin 
and it is also what sin does to hinder 
us. 
6. Once you had life in these evil 
things. 
B. Is all this past tense to us? 
1. Paul appeals to memory. 
3. now 
90 
5, 
a 


we 
3. 
a ) 
4. Riches do strange thi 
a.} We admire them. 
b.) Cove it 
c .) Des i re It. 
d.) Fear losing. 
e.) 

AMEltlCA~Averages '..) \ .' 
On an average day in Ameri-
ca: 
9,077 babies are bOrn. (1,282 are 
illegitimate.) . 
2 740 kids run away from , 
home. 
63 288 automooileaceidents occ~ . in which 129. pe(iple will 
die . 
. 5,962 couples will w~; l,~ 
will divorce. . , ,. 
56ooo.animalsaretuniE!im¥jr 
,to ~nifual sheltetS, and;., •• 
A~ _A . is are .n· ... ·death 'J\W~'" ac#" ca. ..,. ~~~ .. '/ •..••. 
there. . '. . 
1,~g;;JiieR .Win und •• ; va.· 
t9~$· ' .... , ........ .. 
3 ~ipiC)nJ,!~le '!~t~:~·the 
movIes. 
Someone is raped every eight 
m' , JlMrd'Ifi'i 27 
m ii1d'tdt}~ 78 
seconds. A burllar strikes every· 
, t& seE!lM1slJeRd r a"4;u .·,stolen . ) every 33 seconds. . ." "", "'I ;",'1*,',; •• 
d~~' cl)il~1' .~~ bi~~y 
HUNGER 
The by 
before they are twenty~five are 
practically the only ideas they 
shall have in .. their lives. -
WILLIAM JAMES. 
1, 1980~----- f}1!.4 
A in their Why do 
people still starve today? Why 
has society, in spite of aU its 
resources, never solved the 
poverty problem? There are a 
number of reasons. One is 
simply that people are different: 
some are strong, aggressive, 
clever, even ruthless; some are 
less capable. In other cases,· 
health may fail, accidents may 
strike, opportunities may· be 
denied. Great numbers of people 
begin this life underprivileged, 
and never rise above the 
disadvantaged group. More im-
portant, the Bible seems to say 
that God allows the poor among 
us to test our compassion for our 
fellow men and women. Do we 
really love the poor? Will we 
help in their need? Our res'oon:se 
front 
service to the poor. - BEE-LAN 
PRICES 
hate jogging, 
tension rising. A new device bas 
appeared on the market to help 
the uptight unwind. Called a 
relaxation tank, a sensory 
isolation tank, or simply a "Lilly 
pond, " after its inventor, it 
consists of a black eigbt-by-four-
by-four foot plastic box. Inside 
the pitch dark, silent chamber, 
one floats in a 20 per cent 
saltwater solution. With no 
interruptions and nothing to do, 
one gradually falls into a ltateof 
total relaxation. Health spas 
offering the relaxation tanks 
charge in the Vicinity of $15 an 
hour - the recommended float· 
ing time ...... Horizon •• 
iSDOthin8 . b.tt 
aDd organ1zed common s 
THOMAS H HUXLEY. 
ed 
------October 1,1980 Pag$i277 
Animals 0 bel' 
in more than 
two to one. fastest 
category of merchandise on 
supermarket shelves is canned 
dog food. Now an Iowa insur-
ance company offers prepaid 
hospitalization insurance for 
animalS, with surgical benefits 
ROBERT FUOSS, 
A.D., 10-73. 
a call on 
HOPE: "I'll never 
on a 
got 
·h.,,;~h~. back home in 
were so· poor when we 
kids, wedidn't have a fire 
- s~ we used tOhango~t 
stockmgs over a can of Sterno:" 

6. Cleanse 
a. ) 
.119:9 IWherewithal 
b.) 
la man 


MISS FORD FOR 
PRE~MARITAL SEX; 
Shares Mother's Views 
Miss SUsan Forq, President 
Ford's daughter says she shares 
her mother's views on pre-
marital sex, adding, "I agree 
people should live with each 
other . . . before marriage, I 
" - Associated Press 
.'"'"~----- . .-----.. ----........ - ~l ~edonism~ ich proposed that "goodtt is a term to ~ 5' : d 1 d II °In 1ed to whatever pro uces p easure, an eV1 
to that which results in pain, proved inadequate 
because of its lack of precision and its tendency 
to disintegrate into mere libertine behavior." 
ALL TO THE GOOD - McLAREN and McLAREN 
P. 6 
I j 
~esetireh tndteat~$ thtlt th~ p~r$On who MafnttifM vtr~tnHyuflHt..;J ... ~ .. 
adulthood better develops the ability to relate to people of bot~ .. 
sexes, for he must learn to relote to persons as persons, rather than 
as objects of personal satisfaction. Significantly, eorlyand 
frequent sexual experimentation appears to lower the chances of 
sexual fulfillment in marriage. 
liThe Issues We Face ••• and Some Biblical Answers" - Bill Stephens, 
Compiler 


One fellow com.mts,' "It's ludicrous how often a high schooler 
can fall in love forever." Maybe. But it's not funny. It's 
a very painful part of growing up. 
pg. 59 
! 








Define 


'MAN. 
A Conversation With Steven Muller 
"Universities Are Turning Out 
HighlV Skilled Barbarians" 
Steven Muller, a leader of America's higher-education community, 
is president of the Johns Hopkins University in Baltimore. 
TOM O'HALLORAN-USN&WR 
Before becoming head of this noted private institution in 1972, 
Muller was a vice president at Cornell University, where he also 
taught comparative government and international relations. He has 
written extensively about the problems of higher education. 
"The disintegration of soci.al consensus" 
The biggestfailing:infl.igl!ter ed:GiMi~~ay is that We 
fall short in exposings~~ts to~~s;We d&{l't really 
provine a value ftimewoik to Y01.mg people who more 
and rn"r~~~. s~~~)fq;l1,it~ . . ... 
This sittuttidn has come abbu;t 11 
versity is .n~otetiljn:t1'l:~i~i!M1tific , having essen-
tially fuPBe4' it~'~~k!dJ:i,Y F,elj~9~' ,J;~Y.~2t,h?stile to the 
scientifi¢.me~~d:~t,;iii;;a:"Cm:atv~~,M~S "Of inquiry, 
and it hasbeenhighl¥Jt?,p)dypti¥@~t.;ii;really doesn't 
provide a'va:lti~~~~t:i'f!'~~'h:~st1itl~ifi";lt'f&hg"time' for that 
to becQ~a."a:talil:t~a;Qse:ouiifitaditional value system 
sumved41tact for~u;~~!:a:"~:ti;~!J>!.. . 
Since World, W~l'tl, J)I;)~~~~~~!great~st 
disintegtation'of Hies ' ' .st accel-
eratedpa~~fi~eg;~~l;·bfy. As a 
result, all our.instUu '~ntsetof val-
ue~inC'ludingui:i4~ ,..... , .... , . ,~>~ what educators 
call a "felt. need" lot cO!\er€j#c . . J.,rouble is we don't 
know where. we aregoi'lig to get it: ' 
Why "students have to be performers" 
Without a value system, ftisi_rt~~b'e very 'difficult 
. tOlllairrtam 1:rlgh'st~iilia,Fm:s::ifrtlt€f~lac'j:~y. We can say ev-
, erybody is equal under God and everybody is equal uIl-
der the law, but clearly everybody is not equally gifted. 
We have to be able to differentiate without destroying 
people's egos when we say: "You're getting a C, not an 
A," or "You're flunking out." 
Looking at another aspect of the standards problem, to-
day when you say to kids, "You have to use the language 
properly," some will respond, "You're discriminating; 
English is my second language." I don't care where you 
come from, there is a basic standard. You can't communi-
cate unless words mean certain things. There is a differ-
ence between "principal" and "principle." If you don't 
know the difference, you're not communicating. 
Students are not entitled to pass a course because 
they've been at every class; they're expected to absc;>rb 
some information. Testing is not an instrumen,t of social. 
discrimination; testing is the best instrument we have for 
evaluating performance. Students have to be performers. 
There's a value system behind this. Unfortunately, the 
system is under tremendous siege, and very few people 
are really prepared to rally around it. 
"Looking for something that isn't there" 
The failure to raliyaround a s.~;t.of Y~lJ;l~S.Wearls that· 
univerSitieS are turning out potentially highly skilled 
barbarians: People who are very ~~pert i'!il.~.&elaJ~~.ra~or}l 
Copyright @ 1980, U.S.News & World Report, Inc. 
~p;atlihe compu;ter ()r in surgery()r.i~ .• ~,~£Pt 
.,~i~e n();:;r,~lunderstan~lil:gof. t~. €lW1'f'>~eeiety. 
'We are not turning out very self-confident people, and 
in a democracy that is a potentially catastrophic prob-
lem because our society depends on people who are not 
passive but active, who are prepared to make choices 
and take responsibility. That requires individuals who 
have self-confidence-and to have that confidence re-
quires a value structure. 
I hear kids today who lack' that corifidence. asking: 
"Why should I work? Where's it all going? What does it 
all mean? I don't have any control over anything. I don't 
understand anything. Why not just slide along?" There.is 
. on the fringes of campuses today the irrational: The . at,,' 
traction of addiction or mysticism or religious fundame:ri~ 
, ;talism. People are looking for something that isn't there 
and find it very difficult to function without it; 
People are aware that the society is dysfunctional. 
Their anger, confusion and cynicism all reflect that. And 
these attitudes will spread unless we restore some com-
mon framework of values. 
DRAWING BY LORENZ;~@ 1980, THE NEW ,YORKER MAGAZINE, INC. 
"I'll tell you why these kids are better off than our 
generation. They're not value ridden." 
57 
58 REPORT, 10,1980 
disservice 
This is to a 
mented undergraduate education, would be better 
if all students had an interruption between school 
and college and worked for a couple of years. There's 
H~'H'U,r.., like working to find out why you might want to go 
to 
As who have specialized narrowly become 
more adult and more involved in the world, I think that 
will begin to feel a tremendous sense of alienation 
insecurity because they lack a values structure, and 
will look for a way to address this problem. That 
may lead them to a concern about values. And so uni-
ve;sities may be offering the material to 30 and 40·year· 
olds who return for additional education rather than to 
18-year-olds, 
WeH, that's better than not offering it at all. Thewbr$!¥;! 
thing that is that the needwiH b<.~ satisfied ei-
ther by watching . the boob tube or 
LW.+r.w.",!,"+U' too many of us are doing now 
Conducted by AL VIN P. SANOFF 
universities are not producing "self-confident people. 
<1""mn,,.,.,,,,v that is a potentially catastrophic problem." 

I. Welve seen in previous verses Christ makes a sexua 
difference. Now -we see it socially. 
II. We shall deal~ith 6 .Soiled Shirts. 
A. A" are sins of the ni:>uth. 
B. They embra~:our Speech & Our A Hitudes • 
Cf These are sins that not only affect us, but also 
others. 
D.Welll deal c heart, temper, tongue. 
II. We deal with them Immediately & Dramatically. 
A. IISut Now. II 
1 • The now is an emphatic contrast. 
2. Here1s an imperative that we do not delay. 
3. Sins not a pleasure but a thing to kill. 
S. Put off a II these. 
1. OK is imperative - act upon your divestiture fro 
Sin. " 
2. $ome things you put off - I ike dothe,: eft.,.,ti 
3. O.iv~titure followed by investitute. ' 
4. Old mgsare out of plac(!) in a good r.~ .. 
5. PtJ~t off & wholly renounce. 
6. Strip like a filthy gar~~nt • 
• 1st Shirt to Strip is Aflg .. r~' 
A. Can we define it? . . 
1 • Emotions arovt~d ~ insJlt or injury. 
2. Itls continued in a ,sustained state. 
3. IfIs a sett ling. 
4. Gives inor' .te'ijesire to injure one for past 
action. .. 
5. Appetite for revenge. 
~ ... --.... -


The fool liblows his top", and then excuses his 
conduct with the quip, HIt's all over in a minute. If Well, 
so is a tornado. But look at the mess it leaves behind! 
"Happiness ... Day and Night" - By Joe Barnett and 
John Gipson 
Page 38 
down 
man and asked his 
The man his 
and Leonardo was able to return 
to his and finish I 
painting the face Jestls.-Bits l 
and Pieces. c 
GIDEON 
!u" !uur In It.-
American 
.. the following 
in Nazarene Ser-
vice: Anger is a wind that blows 
out the lamp of the mind.-
Wesleyan Advocate, 12-14-70 
... Science without religion is lame 
religion without science is blind. ~ 
ALBERT EINSTEIN 
~-------------
federal I!'!;A"""M 
drivers 
Baltimore 
It showed the dead drivers 
were loudmouthed 
individuals who were far more 
and 
than other men. The 
also showed that more 
than one-third had been convict-
ed of speeding two or more 
times, nearly one-third had had 
their licenses suspended at least 
once and one out of Ii vehad been 
convicted of reckless drunken 
driving. 
"Even though 80 percent of 
themrradrome alcohol in their 
blood at the time af their 
accident," Dr. Schmidt said 
"we found it was their explosive 
nature, not their drinking, that 
led to their deaths." -National 
Enquirer. 
7, 19'75 ~---, ____ _ 
b 
street. 
After recovering 
watch were 
"You 
owned 
old lady 
herself and said, "And some 
you motorists drive around as 
~~wned YOU:; cars." 
~ 
------- June ~ 



God hates. 
Provo 6:17 
L A 
Psalm 116: 
2. To 
3. 
statement 
teacher who teaches errors 
to be 
4. Sometimes there are half-truths 
intending to create a false 
impression. 
"A lie which is half-truth is ever 
the blacket of lies. II (Unknown) 
5. Are there "little white lies?" 
"So glad you came"??? 
B. Are there Christians who would 
not lie to a neighbor, but will to 
Uncle Sam, a big company? 
7. Satan, the father of liars. 
John 8:44 
Rev. 21:8 
8. One of ten commandments. 
Rev, 
Rom. 
Acts 
22 15 
10. 
3 4 every 
man 
II. 
13, 
house " 
B, Go to and 
5:1-11 
I. Another "certain man" - Barnabas. 
(Acts 4) 
2. This Acts 5 deals with insincerity. 
3. They wanted to deceive God and 
man. Can't God. Man at West End 
always gave a folded blank check. 
4. Some attempt to imitate good folk. 
5. Don't know w ha t they sold, nor 
size of Barnabas' field. 
6. Kept back part of price. 
a) More than they thought it 
would be? 
b) Wanted to look good in eyes of 
others? 
13:27 
E. to God 
L a 
the Godhead. 
2. Death came. 
3. "Fear on all who heard. Ii 
4. Ananias had fooled apostles 
respect for them gone. 
5. Young men buried him. 
6. Church did not honor him with 
funeral. 
7. Single lady wanted only women 
pallbearers--men never took her 
out in life--won! d do it in death. 
8. Do we honor people who dishonor 
God? 
(Brother Shrygley - head like a 
simlin) . 
F. Three hours later buried wife. 
1. Lying thus seen as an enormous 
sin. 
· 8: 11 
5. 
6. Fear came on whole church. 
wealth is 
8, Make every O"-"U"-"'T to be 

L 
II. 
• III. 
to these 
B, 
c. 
cQnditiQn. ~t#ev' 
Things IJixecutefi!(;Jo I 
A. Only time I'm tQld to. 
1. "W~. kIl9w._j:Jl~L!!l~~Qg~J21tLdQ~w.e 
kllQ~ ... tha~ti.GG2.!!. (CIQer) 
2. An immigrant to. America accepts the 
new ~Cil:Tzeiiship and new way Qf life. 
3. We _dQ .. llilL~~L~dogma withQut high, 
ethical cQnduct. (Erdman) 
B. M@rtify 
1. TQ~.:fij3~~~"4..,..-very sl~~ wipe Qut 
evil acts--slay utterly, decisiv~, 
urgently. (VliugKr'--~~ 
2. It is Qnce fQr all putting to. death 
the Qld way Qf living. (Bullard) 
3. 
4. 
5, 
6. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
the __ Ql~LmaIL_anl*~tG~·d4£.eG¥eI'-"that 
he~ g~QYld~swiIa.!!"~_~(Ln ther ) 
C. Then he names the sexual ones. 
1. t:Qrnic~Ji9n, 
a) Originally consorting with 
prostitutes but came to mean 
habitual immorality. 
b) Chrislj£!nill~"~E!m~~~ inJQ~~lL1VO!,ld 
that ~eliex~_g_every appetite 
should .. be satisfied. 
c) It rather showed "~ontrolled. II 
d) It said purity is th;goaf.--~· 
e) Are we soft on hfmm:rh 
f) No sex outside of marriage. 
lIncJeanness~ 
a) Physical impurity in word or act. 
b) Di~ll:~ . .Jnil1ded. 
::ejX)vt~::t t? t~o~t 
IV. 
3, 
4, 
5. 
3, 
ours. 
"We buy things we do not want 
tolmpress-peopre-we~oo~~noJ:::'P.ke. " 
(Arthur-arsh)~~ ~--~--~~~~~ 
What's The Results If We Give In? 
A . ~!'J!!h~.ilild-
1. It's sure to come here and h.~zfter .. 
2. It c~~~_ u~~!QJ~iEiID in yje~J)£~~~. · 
Judgement. 
3. There is a pr~sEl!!1 and f~ture ~ty . 
4. Future wrath of God is Hell. • 
r~d.---
B. 
3. a 
4. Tense shows constant 
Christian life 
4 
C. Ll§l~Jhe'!J -- ( 
1. AnK~r~~!1P 
e'if Sudden blaze of temper--quickly 
It kindled, quickly dies. 
b) OnJLJ&!!e!' __ ,§ltort~~<?L.gll~ .• 
c) Deep down resentful. 
d) Bitterness that keeps reyord of 
wrongs . fr}Jt":~ 
2 .""Wrath iii I'l 
"aY~VOICanic outburst. 
b) long lasting, keeps 
3 . __ ~alice _' q,J-j+teJ 
aT'ViCiousness ot mind that desires 
evil for others. 
b) Hidden disposition of spite that 
revenge in secret. 
hUAr 
) 
5. 
even. 
Clothes make a difference. 
We dress in football uniforms and, 
look part of the team. 
We take off old, get ready to 
put on new man. 
i\!l<:t~nt~_,tim~f:l~~baEtiz~~J~mall 
amoun~~I~clot~!!lg:-:--Gll1!1~_ol}l~ of 
waIiff~~ruLim,ew this away--given 
a n~~~ __ ~hite robe. 
e) Not changed by educatiogJ';UJ,t ___ by ChrIst -:~-~-~---~--~-~-~------"--
f) Got a new life--not spiritual 
maturity. 
VI. ~ut 0l! __ (Do~_~ITL 
A. Old man IS dead--have a new man with 
definite characteristics. 
B. Ha's renewed. 
1. Growing. 
2. Engaging in never endine: process. 
3. Does it via knowled~e--we grasp 
what we are to be. iPa.ddulA.. J. 
.a..A/J.S, Image of Creator_ /I ~ c& :i!>n""Cf , f19~ct1. That's God. a c,_/f/I 'l';'7 
J A~d 2. Looks like Jesus. lW- tlst"Qur. --re:. jl~V(p..l.Beautiful Unitllo_ c?~ ~ _-V i. Unity--not just absence 0 con ict. 
c,nVJ,';i.. 2. Barbari was the nam~myen Greeks 
to those who spoke lfBY"intelligent 
language to them. 
3. Uncivilized foreigners. 
4. Onomatopoeic word--ba! ba!ba! 
5. Matters not what man is externally. 
E. Christ is All in All 
1. Tertullian ~poke of Christianity as 
the "3 rd :Race. II 
Whitmore Rd. C/C, Modesto, CA 8/20/96 
"SIIlithvi'lle~-Tennessee. 10/8/96 
Woodland Hills, Cordova, TN - 11/5/96 
Neely's Bend - 2/13/05 . 
Heritage C/C - 8/28/05 

II. We 
A. 
B, 
III. These 
(All 
A. 
aroused 
suit , desire to hurt because 
2. Continual substained state 
3. A settled feeling. 
4. Appetite for revenge. 
5. Angry man makes himself the judge 
6. Anger is chronic. 
B. Wrath 
1. Lasting anger. 
2. Explosive outburst. 
3. Fire in a straw bed! 
4. Furious outburst of passion. 
5. Anger is chronic; wrath acute. 
C. Malice 
1. Deliberate attempt to do harm. 
2. Positive desire to hurt someone. 
3. Only Christ can make us love 
one another. 
1 In. 3:12 
I Thess. 4: 9 
D. 
E. 
1. Filthy abuse in words. 
2. Foul talk 
3. Obscene language 
4. Not clean language 
5. Loves polution & feeds on filth. 
6. Pick up words of slander like 
picking up feathers. 
7. "No ladies are present let me tell 
you a story." Gen. Grant, "No, 
but gentlemen are." 
8. His memory a magazine where he 
stores his 
9. God condemns that which excites 
wrong desires. 
F. Lie Not One to Another 
1. Some came to believe own falsehood. 
2. False hood, cunning deceptive. 
5. 
one 
6. Falsehood 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. process 
all these matters. 
IV. We Have Put on a New Man 
be 
are. 
renewal in 
A. Put off old--Put on new--who is He? 
1. Divesture followed by investiture. 
2. Put off & wholly renounce; put 
on and fully confess. 
B. We are to look like Jesus. 
1. Jesus created man. 
2. New birth once for all took place--
a new character is in the 
of formation. 
C. He makes us one--spiritual unity of 
mankind. 
1. He destroys barriers that divide. 
Distinctions on-existent. 
2. Took out the Barbarian (Sythian 
was the worst kind) and replaced 
him with a brother (Barbarian one 
who spoke ba-ba-ba) 
D. 
5. 
6. 
created. 
cannot 
he 
the 
caste 
be. 
L To to have all one 
needs. 
2. He sUbstitutes himself for all these. 
3. He occupies whole realm of human 
relationship. 
4. We appear clothed in the righteous-
ness of Christ. 
5. Christ is superior. 
6. Christ is in all Christians. 
7. We share & accept the life of 
Christ. 
8. Union so complete each believer 
is the embodiment of Christ. 
9. Christ stands at the end of the 
sentence. 
a) Common centre. 
b) Standard of reference. 
c) Sum of all knowledge & desire. 
11. 
GaL 2: 
1 Cor. 1: 30 
1:23 
4: 
12. 
Savannah, TN 
Two MEN WERE talking when the 
name of a mutual friend was men-
tioned. "Are you a friend of Harry's?" 
the first man asked. 
"Friends?" the other man said. 
"I've known him since the third grade. 
There's nothing I wouldn't do for Har-
ry and there's nothing he wouldn't do 
for me. In fact, for 40 years, we've 
gone through life together, doing abso-
lutely nothing for each other." 
botanlst. 
"When 1 was youn~," wrote or. t:arver. ., 1 asked t;od 
to tell me the secrets ot: the universe\. H~~c£P.ld me 
that knOWledge was reserved tor Hlm alone. Then 1 
ask.ed vod to tell me the secrets ot the peanut. ~od 
said, 'Well, ~e~~e, that's more nearly your sl2'!e.' .. 
t.od hel~ or. t:arver tind OVer a hundred products to 
mal{e trom peanuts. His research he.lped many tarmers 
in the ::>onth. 1)-. t:arVer was a humble man. tie was 
humble because he knew he needed t;od. 
vod considers humility a very lmportant 
characteristic. Today we'll learn trom one ot Jesus' 
parables how important humility is to our' 
relationship wlth ~d. 

2. 
3. a 
CoL 3: 10 on the new man 
II. The Real Put On 
A. You have just "put the old man. 
B. Now you "put on" the new man. 
1. In youthful days we talked of 
those who "put on" and it was 
a shame. 
2. This "put on" is real. It is from 
the imagery of taking off your 
old, soiled clothes and putting 
on the new. 
a) We had "Sunday morning" 
britches we wore--even knickers. 
b) Child was chastened because 
he fell in mud puddle with new 
clothes on--IIJ didn't have time 
while falling to take them off. II 
better. 
robe 
man. 
d) Have begun life as a new man. 
7. This new man is the new nature, 
for the creation of which God has 
provided in His Son. (B. 1.) 
C. What's exciting is that it is 
progressive in its nature, "which 
is being renewed." 
D. Paul wrote "which is renewed unto 
knowledge after the image of him 
that created him. 
1. Just as God watched over you 
in conception. 
Isa. 46: 3 "Which are borne by me from the" 
2. So he watches you daily conform 
to the image of Christ. 
F. 
2. 
own image." 
3. One translation "that 
refitted all the time for closer 
knowledge so that the image of 
God who created it is its pattern." 
4. Continually made new via 
resultant regeneration of vision 
of Christ. 
G. All distinctions blotted out: 
v-ll "Where there is neither(cannot be) GK. 
1. GK and Jew had national privilege--
not anymore. 
2. Circumcision nor uncircumcision--
rituals obliterated. 
a 
4, 
coasts 
b) , uneducated. 
Little than savages. 
d) Proverbial means little to us. 
5. Bond nor free. 
6. Christ is everything--IIHe is my 
all. " 
7. "There is neither" is emphatic, 
possibility does not exist. Christ 
is the great, uniting principle as 
you are a new individual in a new 
family where all distinctions are 
broken down. 
8. Compare with Gal. 3: 28. 
H. So we ask: 
1. Are we truly an evolving new man? 
2. Are we daily renewed'? 
3. 
8, 
honor 
9. 
Bend - 3/6 05 
- 9/18/05 
Heritage C/C - 9/18/05 
all--even 
) 
lose, the 
• some 
an art box. He sketched 
-over-
3. 
Receive God's work. Drink deeply from his well of 
grace. As grace sinks deep into your soul, Lo-debar will . 
become a dot in the rearview mirror. Dark days will 
define you no more. You're in the palace now. 
--Max Lucado 
Come Thirsty 
pg. 36-37 
Max Lucado 
Come 
. 121 
So is God. Once the worker is satisfied with the form 
of his tool, he begins to planish and pumice it. Using 
smaller hammers and abrasive pads, he taps, rubs, and 
decorates. And no one stops him. No one yanks the 
hammer out of his hand and says, "Go easy on that 
silver. You've pounded enough!" No, the craftsman 
buffets the metal until he is finished with it. Some 
silversmiths, I'm told, keep polishing until they can see 
their face in the tool. When will God stop with you? 
When he sees his reflection in you. "The Lord will 
perfect that which concerns me" (Ps.138:8 NKJV), 
emphasis mine). Jesus said, "My Father never stops 
working" (John 5:17). 
Max Lucado 
Come Thirsty pg. 121-122 

II. 
reason men curse 
word 
seven 
character. 
B. These we because. 
they are essential to our Christian 
character. 
C. But first via KJV I want you to see 
the beautiful seven words-- I know 
you know everyone of them. 
D. Turn to Colossians 3: 12. 
HI. Introductory seven: 
A. Put on--new--discard soiled. 
1. Holy Spirit is going to dress us. 
2. Words killed: Fornication, unclean-· 
ness, inordinate affection, evil 
concupiscence, covetness. 
a) Bring wrath of God. 
5. 
6. But all and in all 
B. Second put on: 
1. Put our first word--costume of 
the saints. 
a) Garments that suit. 
b) Coordinate 
c) Proper color and style 
d) Not brogans with a tux. 
e) If one pays attention to style 
much more attention to what 
God wants us to wear! 
f) Positive after negative--that's 
balance, coordination, proper. 
g) Virtue replaces vice--opposite 
of vices. 
h) Start of collective life. 
3. 
:L 
branch. 
show 
God! s chosen people. 
God's picked representative of 
the new humanity. 
c) His own--I belong to God. 
d) As God's people. 
e) Madison and Koppel cards. 
4. God 
a) Card on him--Lucado 
b) Adana Stephenson--boy drawing 
don't know what God looks like-
will when I get done. 
c) Teen card--feels right? 
do 
e 
6. Beloved 
The that someone loves 
hate 
Dear to 
Enjoying his love. 
7. Bowels 
a) Tenderness of heart. 
b) Heart of pity. 
c) Tender affectionate. 
d) Clothed self with compassion. 
e)Lytle Thomas' dead son-in-law. 
f) Splanchna 
g) Summers 
8. Mercies--comparison 
a) Merciful in action. 
Luke 1:78 
2 Cor. 7: 15 
Neely's Bend BC - 3-13-05 
Heritage C/C - 9/4/05 
Heard on Paul Harvey News --~-~--. 
"We visit Raleigh, NC, where a state cop stopped a drunken driver. While he was ticketing 
the man, there was a multicar accident on the other side of the divided highway. The highway_ 
patrolman told the drunk to wait. The patrolman went across the highway to sort out the 
accident. After awhile the drunk figured he'd waited long enough and he drove on home and 
told his wife that if anybody asked she should say he had been in bed with the flu all day. 
Within the hour, two state patrolmen appeared at the home of the drunken driver and asked to 
see him. He came from the bedroom wrapped in a robe and coughing and wheezing. The 
patrolman asked if he'd been drinking that evening, and he said he'd been sick in bed. They 
apologized for bothering him and asked if they could take a look at his car. The drunk escorted 
them to the garage and inside was a highway patrol car, the blue lights still flashing." 
The fourth presiden.t of the United States, James 
Madison, observed in 1785: "It is the duty of every man 
to render to the Creator such homage and such only as 
he believes to be acceptable to him. This duty is 
precedent, both in order of time and in degree of 
obligation, to the claims of Civil Society. Before anYLlan 
can be considered as a Llember of Civil Society, he Llust 
be considered as a subject of the Governour of the 
Universe. 11 
--Pepper dine University 
2003 Annual Report 
--Janes ~.'Iadison 
pg. 9 
/ 
you can see is true in 
of an unseen power which can neither be measured 
nor There is and inner peace to 
be found in compass that 
of fashion or trend." 
THE DEATH OF ETHICS IN AMERICA - Cal - P. 136 
For our God is in the 
and he does as he wishes. 
(Ps. 115:3) 
From eternity to eternity I am God. No one can oppose 
what I do. No one can reverse my actions. (Isa.43:13) 
Only I can tell you what is going to happen even 
before it happens. Everything I plan will come to pass, 
for I do whatever I wish. (Isa. 46:10) 
He chose us from the beginning and all things 
just as he decided long ago (Eph. 1:11) 
Max Lucado 
Come Thirsty ~ 
Pg. 91 
Jesus: That 
Tennessee School 
TN, 
, 84 
?onsibilities. It is n~! Dalton Key wrote the 
owing article entitlJd /I A Good Christian ?": 
I have a good friend. She doesn't drink alcohol 
or abuse her body with tobacco. She does not 
destroy her mind with drugs. I've never heard 
her gossip or tt~ll a single lie. She does not waste 
her time in night dubs or dance halls. I've never 
heard her speak with profanity or vulgarity. 
She has never cheated a soul in a business deal. 
Many people would call my friend a "good / 
Christian." And yet, you ought to knowthat I 
have been describing my dog, Paisley. 


ore 
obedience. 
b.) God con - He 
tnr'""c;;,"I.W who 
011 

& K " 1& 
FRIEND 
MY friend, I stand in judgement now 
and feel that youtye to blame somehow 
On earth I walked with you day by day 
And never did you pOint the way. 
You knew the Lord in truth and glory. 
But never did yo~ tell the story. 
MY knowledge then was very dim. 
You could have led me safe to Him. 
Though we ~~ved together on earth. 
You never told me of the new birth. 
And now I stand this day condemned 
Because you failed to mention Him. 
-~ 
You taught me many things thatts true 
I called you friend and trusted you. 
But now lIve learned that it's too late 
You eould have saved me from ~ fate. 
We walked by day and talked by night 
And yet you showed me not the light. 
You let me live and love and die, 
You knew I'd never live on high. 
Yes, I called you friend in life 
and trusted you through joy and striae, 
And yet on coming to the end, 
I cannot now call you ~ friend. 




" ' ,I,', 
The average intellect"l eon· 
trasts authority and f~m. I 
say that freedom i~, imPossible 
without authority. 1'be absence 
of authority is at:l~chy '- and 
anarchy is a th •• Jld-headed 
tyrant.,- ERIC HOFFER. 
_
___ LJJt£ 
~ 30, 1980 pr-
I 
As an illustration of what the apostle means by humility and 
severit~ to .... the body, we may take the modem instance of l~o/daire. "Immediately after Mass, and while his face was yet 
lighted up with ineffable joy, he would seek the cell of one of his 
brethren, kneel humbly down, and beg for the full severities of 
discipline. Rising from it, all bleeding, he would press his lips on 
the feet of him who had chastised him, and overwhelm him with 
expressions of gratitude. Sometimes he would place himself under 
the monk's feet, and remain there a quarter of an hour in silence; 
sometimes he would not be content without the bestowal of stilt 
roder chastisement--he must be boxed on the ears, be spit upon, 
be ordered about like a slave, IGo, wretch, brush my shoes, bring 
me this thing or that;' he must even be spumed like a dog. Once 
in the convent at Chalais, after having del,ivered an affecting 
sermon on humility, he felt irresistibly impelled to follow up 
ume 20 ~ H.D,M. 
Joseph 
Colossians - Page 143 

!Phil. 
tl~.~P~u~t~::::::::::~~~~:=::~~g~races 
of the .new life. 
2. There will be 
3:12 
a) Some 
b) 
c) 
3. 
(Titus 2: 10 
4. I~~~~~~~~~~~.~_~~~). 
~man. 
5. So. you count them as I name them. 
C,,,.~;~;~'f_t~>;_fif; ;i~~Y~'e'cMI'$,¥ou . . 
1..~~ ~ff!W:f'~~~r self 
to the Christian life. 
This is your school colors, your 
uniform. 
4 
Mk. 1 24 
b) s 
In. 17: 
We 
a) 
b) 
3:17 
loves us. 
was his Beloved. 
c) Let the similarity continue. 
d) You are dear to God. 
: III. i\~;.~~>~m~~eto~tnfl:~~s'~ 
A. Pu:t ~,,~"lJe+·tlndel't~~B+"wi.~' sense of 
u~g,§Jncy 
B. :~~Jf." 
1'. We:·"~_~~~s. 
}. We speak of bIdf~rt. 
3 .. ~--we get a stomach~ch~. 10 ' 
Th1·S l·S ~~~ ';1 .. , r~/!" r .• ,l.i./·t(; ~~~l.. Jl>~/;/ [):I~I/'t~:J(#,b" 
"I f ai'fectiohsa'1"e' ..everytffinw·fji 
el'S'Efl§t'fbuT'et'fbllow . " (Thomas) 
V a:fdti'i;'on;;A'fric'lr~":flWflat;:"'~e:s'60d 
exp~;';us+'fUno?" 
Those who owe much to must 
:erciful. 

and 
corne = (}aS~4t4$j0~D~a:m~ 
Christ. 
If Jesus forgives us, we must 
have to follow in relations ,to his 
servants. btifH2)/".I 
As Christ acted so must we. 
2, 
, 6:14 
. 4:3 
3. 
4. 
5. Love 
Rom. 5: 5 
b) 
c) This is our lifestyle 'A 
!Be:than!:f C.hWLC.h, FJtanllin, KY - 8/7/94 
{Hixson, TN (Be) - 5/26/96 
2- evV'/ J /lJf 
. Neely's Bend (Part I) - 3/27/05 
i Neely's Bend (Part II) - 4/3105 

Card 
Card 
Bend 
Jackson 
- 3/ 0 05 
The survey was commissioned by the National Associ-
ation of Scholars. Stephan Balch, who is part of that 
group, said, "The results show the dominance on 
campuses of postmodern thought, including the belief 
that objective standards are a sham perpetrated 
powerful to serve their own interests. II 
Jesus: That I May Know Him 
30th Annual Lectureship, East Tennessee School of 
Preaching and Missions, Knoxville, TN. pg. 84 
wrote, 
values 
Jesus: That I 
30th Annual Lectureship, East Tennessee School 
Preaching and Missions, Knoxville, TN. pg, 84 
Our seu:~m(lU1~~ent 
mistaken 
to 
~ev« paid ~.t~t __ ll 
8Uieid~Nwhy 
producing pornography. to gllIlnOlUe ViC __ 
legitimate homosexuaIity--why not? There are groups 
to be judgmental! 
UllCMliOn to 
such things, and it's just terrible 
Religion has had very tittle credibility for mOOnmllrtg this tide. It discredited itself tong ago with 
its abuse of po~r, hairsplitting judgments, neglect of the very with whose life 
circumstances Jesus was most directly involved. 
So today every child athlete gets a ribbon; male athlete gets a pass behavior. 
Fifth-graders all get smiley faces and As; every college student needs cOllfllieliIlil; 8 D orred 
ink on a paper. Immature children are permitted to throw tantrums as seljt;'mwr.~sion: employees 
can't understand why promotions and raises automatic. Could these connected? 
Psychologists and educators who blazed the of boasting self-esteem and pr()te.:mtlig 
from failure are now reversing course. The unyielding realities of an adult 
showing up, doing real work, and being accountable have combined to pop the 
praise. Self-esteem really is important, but "Whatever you do is great!" is neither true 
helpful. 
The answer isn't cumbersome rules, hypocritical religion, and nitpicking morality. It is mutual 
respect lImong persons who see the image of God in one another and who create communities 
where right and wrong can be distinguished. 
Article by ... The FAX of Life 
· 122 
i;;I.ilU .llleVtl" btl"W, III lil~v HJ..J.V.l.'-' '-'VUJ,...:. .... V"" .... .l.J ........... "',. "' .......... ..... --~""----~ --~--~- ~~.t --"¥-O 
that he stated anything which he .. ot firmly believe to. bethe fact. (The Duke 
oj Wellington.) Love of truth,' One drizzly March evening,. Stonewall Jackson 
was about to. start at dusk for J e .residence of a friend a mile. distant. "18 it 
imperative that you go to.night ?~he waEiaskad.':' Not . specially so," he replied. 
"Then whywalILJl,:niiTe::::lQJ,har.aiIl.ii .to.-inorrill'L .. IDlL.do..as.well?" "Well, I 
was talkiuf;L}vI£h Colonel M-.-. -. ~li~mor~g,and-toid.him.that my conver.sation 
wilh Cadet t>---=:'w'ji-s'h;e1<fTn barrataks on i!:tonda.y .. I have since r.ecQ.H~tM that 
it was liJetd O'J'l tene pa;i;.de:sroli~~t.ha,tJ.t'\Y.ll.3..oo'I'uesday." "Dol;)$ Anything 
dEipeud on this statement? ,J "1;il"o;iliingwhata"iel:."."W.hy,in the name of 
- March 2005 . 102 


2. 
3 
a man was 
Iy. 



HUGS 
A dOlllen bugs . a 
ministered by a loved one, is 
what social· scientist Virginia 
Satirpreseribes for the blues. At 
the American Orthopsychiatl'ic 
Association in Toronto; Saul' 
told the delegates, "Our pores 
are plaCes . for messages of 
love," and that physical contact 
is very important. She added 
speeifieally that "four hugs a 
day are neeessary for survival, 
eight for maintenanee, and 
twelve forgrowth."-Health. 
8-80. 
15,1980 ----- Page 247 


D sent. 
L~~ 2.  
was was t me 



v. 
A, 
1.1 
2 It 
3 It 
4. W$dlhealthy 
5. It's 
a ) 
b. 
B. 
if 
3 1 
our 


was hope! 
Like inhabitants of Thyatira, Christians need 
to hold on to their faith in Jesus. "Faith is 
the assurance of things hoped for, the convic-
tion' of things not seen" (Heb.ll:l, RSV). 
Candles in the City 
by G. Curtis Jones 
Page 53 
"Go amid the noise 
and haste and remember 
what peace there may be in 
silence. As far as 
without surrender be on 
terms all persons. 
your qUietly and 
ly, and listen to others, even 
the dull and ignorant; they 
too have their story. 
"Avoid loud and aggressive 
persons, they are vexations to 
the spirit. If you compare 
yourself with others, you may 
become vain and bitter; for 
always there will be greater 
and lesser persons than your-
ism. 
"Be 
not 
to whatever 
many persons 
and 
life is full of hero-
be about 
the face of all and dis-
enchantment it is as perennial 
as the grass. 
"Take kindly the counsel 
of the years, gracefully sur-
rendering the things of your 
youth ... 
"With all the sham, drud-
gery and broken dreams, it is 
still a beautiful world. Be 
careful. Strive to be happy." 
- Editorial Indianapolis star, 
1-71. 
_________________ Page 107 
sins. 
of "1'4'."<'" '" 
Ellglish wor.d 
comes from. the same Anglo-
Saxon word from which is 
deriyedour word "think." If we !r 18, 1979 ___ _ 
wqtdd stop· to. think, we would 
pause to be thankfuL-BILLY 
GRAHAM, Decision, 11-76. 
Page 447 
sold: one of his 
. pulJlisl1er for a 
nl~m'ett out to a 
ABrrtishI..6fd 
... J~Yin~that he 
wWhadbecomeso 
and· an·· he···· coUld 
w.as one w.6t'dfor W'hich 
epct9se.d a. ~h)Uing, Wihle 
. thif$l1iUinganu sent ba'fka 
.. ·e'6l'paper ··with one 
ii~s}" ... 
a 


one those to shore 
went after another. In all, he 
The strain on this 
which 
to a wheel chair for life. On 
someone asked him to relate his most vivid 
memory of that dreadful day. He "Not one 
of the 17 returned to thank me." 
It's an old story. One day Jesus to 
10 lepers ... and only one of them returned to say 
"thank you." 
"Gratitude is a debt that is hard to collect," 
someone has said. A man who had given away 
millions of dollars once said, "Don't look for 
gratitude except in the dictionary." 
Gratitude surely is one of our most neglected 
virtues. We should cultivate the habit of: 
· .. writing letters of appreciation, 
· .. saying "thank you" for extended favors, 
· .. being and kind. 
if we have forgotten 
R. BARNETI 



! songs. 





C. Breakdown in one area 
weakness another. 
II. we must not be content to be 
makers. 
Pa. 95:1 "Come, let us sing unto Jehovah, 
let us make a joyful noise to the Rociit our 
salvation. 
A. Let's sing scriptural songs. 
1. II Low to earth all prostrate bend .. " 
2. "Years I spent in vanity ... " 
3. "Angels singing"--"Hark the herald" 
4. Skip what you cannot conscientious-
ly sing. 
B. Sing intelligently. 
1. "Holy lays". 
2. "Panoply of God ll • 
3. Ebenezer raised. 
4. Read it through if time--if not just 
listen. We are not using "unknown" 
tongue. 
5. "0 Happy Day" --washed, wilt 
pardon, cleanse. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
D. Expect a 
1. G. C. Brewer: "Sing a better 
gospel than we preach". 
2. Youth: "Camp songs" 
Chants 
Rounds 
3. Welcome variation of types. 
4. Emotional charge. 
5. Determine to improve. 
6. Remember: 
Psalms 
Hymns 
Spiritual songs. 
7. Worship (Kiss the hand toward) 
God. 
Philippi 5/3/92 (Sunday Bible Class) 

I 
L 
3:17 the word 
II. The 
A. Let 
L 
2. 
the 
used 
3. It's Christ--holy relationship 
like unto nothing else we receive 
eternally. 
4. Speak often of Him. 
5. Salvation (Pittman) of Bible and 
He's the cause of it. 
B. Dwell 
L Think often of the doctrine, dwell 
on truths. 
2. True devotion. 
3. Does the word have warm reception 
to you? 
4. Is the word the controlling feature 
of your life--you thus have to 
know it. 
c. 
Rom. 15: 
3, 
Dan said Jeus had to be baptized 
to keep from sinning. 
3. He also said when he made water 
into wine it was unfermented--
fermentation took four days???? 
4. Songs must show wisdom. 
E. Teach and admonish. 
1. Do this for yourself and for others 
(it's a pronoun of third person 
but also used for first person -
Acts 23: 14). 
2. Use wisdom in teaching. 
3. Our songs must reflect this. 
4. Singing is a means of doing this. 
F. 
stand. 
2. Psalms set to 
3. solemn 
4:. Spiritual songs--echo experience 
of Christian life. 
G. Sing 
1. Vocal vs. instrumental. 
2. No morality or spirituality with the 
instrument. 
3. Two types of music--a book is not 
music. 
4. So full can't help but sing--enjoy 
it. 
5. Great way to communicate emotion. 
6. Singing always a good test of 
spiritual state. 
7. Songs can convert and win. 
8. Sang alternately--no four parts. 
H. Grace 
results. 
I. Hearts 
L than 
is the 
authorizes. 
2. 
Ps. 57:7 
J. Lord 
1. To God we convey our love. 
2. He is our audience. 
heard. 
3. If in your heart, find conveyance 
in your lips. 
4. Honor God, the Father. 
5. Our first and abiding audience. 
Neely's Bend & Heritage C/C - 5/29/05 
1000 
morning worship, 
without instrumental aC(~Ornp:alllmfm 
quite different from what I am 
but I must admit L was impressed with the 
simplicitX"9:1!g~gen1!!neI1e~~2LitJJi~ltJik~~we=w"ereacl1t'!lly~"singing to God--not 
jus!"!!!~~audienee;!! 
ObvioJJsLy,thereweJ:e,ahundanLllmsicalinstrumentsforworship in the Old 
Testalllent,YetJhe~9.r:~hipjILthe"cl:nn:cau£ths~J~{ew.Testame1:rtisvocal,"without 
acco11!panjment ofm"~(;hanical ins!!Jl1p.entsof lI!~sic. Christianity isa singing 
reUgiQn.~ When we contemplate all thafGodha~~;aone for us we have joys about 
which we must sing. God has extended his grace to us through Jesus Christ. We 
are redeemed by the precious blood of Jesus. Our hearts are filled with the hope 
of heaven. How can we keep from singing? 
Worship in tl'leQ!<i 1'e§taJllentgaYe errmh'lsi§JQPriests and their assistants who 
represel1teCl the people ill. ~()rshipt9.QQfl:Jt:l: "Christ'schurch.alL Christians are 
priests, with Jesus as the".high~priest. Notice the expressions in the New 
TestCiment:"IwilLsing ... Singingand~makingmelQgy"jn."your .... heart"to the 
Lord .. .Il1the"midst.ofthechurch"~ill I sing uIlt() Jhee" .(1 Corinthians 14: 15; 
Ephesians 5:19; Hebrews 2:12). . ... ~." .. """ 
It tSQnlyjnrecent centuries that mechanical instruments of music have been 
used in worship. JohI1 Wesley vig()rousry()pposedtheuseof an organ or piano 
in worship. . 
Prayer for Today: Be with me, 0 Lord, as I sing praises to you. Although my 
talent for singing is limited I know I can make melody in my heart as I praise 
your holy name. Thank you for your countless blessings. In the rtame of Jesus. 
Amen.- Virgil Bentley, Glory Days I 

B. name. 
that means, 
whatsoever ye do 
do 
call 
here--He asks 
us to 
2, That's why we will share 
avenues of worship. 
a) Sing 
1) Praises 
2) Teaching 
3) Pray 
b) Give 
1) Know what my check is. 
2) Schools second to church. 
c) Preach and teach. 
1) Preach Jesus, not Mary. 
2) Truth 
3) Understanding 
d) Pray 
e) Lord's Supper 
6. 
Never rob. 
to name a 
motel. 
D. Wear His name. 
Acts 11:26 "And the disciples were called 
Christians ... " 
26: 28 "Then Agrippa said unto Paul, 
Almost persuadest me to be a 
Christian. II 
1 Pet. 4:16 "Yet if any man suffer as a 
Christian, let him not be 
ashamed; but let him glorify 
God on this behalf." 
1. Not given in contempt. 
2. Name means authority--check or 
credit card. 
3. Do nothing that dishonors Jesus. 
4. Honor the family name. 
B. 
thanks~ 
1. Tractor . team. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Wake up 
command Jesus 
Neely's Bend ctc - 5-15-05 

3,) 

i 
l 
The j\P'Y finally returned to 
the cOl1l:ttoom after deliberating 
three (;fays .. 
"HaVe yo~ reach¢ a ver-
dict?' f the judge asked. 
"Yes, we have, your Honor,'! 
the forem~n s~id~ 
'.'Please tell us your decision," 
the judge said. . 
Tlleforeman cleared his 
throat and· d~clared! "We, the 
ju,ry, have decided not to 
become involved." c 
f 
I 
Norris p. 67. 


B. 
a.) Dobson's "Woman's movement card. 
b.) We differ I I -card, 
3. Man I 
cas un don't do it. II 
Free Press - Colo. 
(2) Letter & Button. 
(3) Thimble 
(4) Sheen & eggs. 
e.) 

is 
I, it "male!! ar IIfemale" the mament 
of life to the point death. The Bible says emphatically I "Male 
and fema created he them" (Gen 1 KJV I emphasis 
one sex, but two! 
II to Men r II _ By Dr, c. 
162 
STRAIGHT T AU( TO MEN AND THEIR WIVES 
By Dr. James C. Dobson 
~tl"l. Conclusion hi." V J/.f'· s a summary to these chapters dealing with male and female ~~'f identities, let me offer two opinions with regard to masculine , Ie . p. They are as follows: 
I. Because of the fragile nature of the male ego and a man's 
normous need to be respected. combined with female vul· 
rability and a woman's need to be loved, I feel it is a mistake 
to tamper with the time~honored relationship of husband as 
loving prottK:tot: and wife as recipient of that protection. 
2. Because two captains sink the ship and two cooks spoil the 
pteSCribed i. 
Creator of mankind. 
opinions.. If I understand rhe 
assigned to the man of the house. 
his crew to mutiny by heavy-
feelings and needs. He should, in 
his family above his own, even to 
Nowhere in Scripture is he 
or slave-owner. 
teamwOrk have been 
but I've seen many ~plic.· 
where the man was passive. weak. 
leadership. NOlle of the modem 
the traditional, masculine role as 
It was, after aU, inspired by the 
If this be macho, sexist. chauvinist. and ste 
I'm guilty as charged. (Please address all hat 
secretary, who has a special file prepared for it.) 
r-~:, ~r':~-i~~some,,;()ung 
rb~~illes~J!iy~ ~~l her '~usb~~<l 
t, ope. aJte~n00I¥: At,~~y. w~r~,goirig 
i ",tjl,QWn;' OIl;) th~~r~toF,lt~l>l)P~~!lnd I, ':o.Gt:aIl:~sej:}r~t:;t!:yg()i:oIhPol<" 
i :t::~g ,,' " ,bu~iI}tlssllIan, ,in " the', ribs; 
I,';~~~~,;winked 'anq",safd.>' "1ie~~o;cuti,e 
",' we~ 'lJn~rtu~bea, the youngman s I. wife leaire~ foyvard the secr,et;uy and 
isl!iiie~ swe~tiy: "1;~>Mrs:Pie,:> she 
I said.' ~ E}lberton ' Sta.r.' . 
LL_~._~_._ .. _____ ~ _: __ ~_">~_~~~~~_ 
II Wi!! J. 45 
At six o'clock in the evening, however, you should 
look attractive and smell sweet. Perhaps your husband 
has worked all day with some beautifully groome:. young 
ladies who wouldn't mind in the least flirting with him. _ 
If he comes home to a dowdy, ill-kept wife he might 
begin to take notice of some of the girls in the office. 
Meet your husband at ~,the door with a smile and a kiss. 
Help him forget the pressures of the day. Perhaps his 
ego has been deflated, and it's your job to build him 
back up. Certainly you have pressures, too, but wait 
awhile before spring'£ng them on your husband. I III ~ll 
you about thei~sband who loved his wife very much, and 
~ :for· no P1U"ticui'ar reason deeided to bring her flQwers 
crhe ~vening. When she say him with the flowers she 
burst into tears. She sobbed out that the baby was 
I 
I 

III Ma our tar is only eight long, go 
ahead and put whatever part of it you are able to get on 11 
"Commentary on Galatians, Ephesians, Philippians l Colossians II 
by James Burton Coffman (Col. 3) Page 413 
!" 
"I know," he retorted. "It 
should be on yours." 
Th; late Bishop Fulton Sheen reported enteri!'lg a greasy spo<:>n 
restaurant for breakfast one morning. The waitress, whoseelJ1~,9 
half asleep, asked what he wanted to eat. 
lIBring me some ham and eggs and a few kind words for the day; 
he said. 
She returned 15 minutes later and set the food before him. 
llThere, 11 she said. 
"What about the kind words?" he asked. 
The waitress looked him over for a moment and then replied, 
"I'd advise you not to eat them eggs!" 
"Straight Talk to Men and Their Wives II - By Dr. James C. Dobson 
Page 171 
A woman attending a Chicago suburb marriage enrichment 
conference defined her love as something her husband gives to 
her. She seemed unable to comprehend love as something she 
gave to him. Her love was contingent on how he treated her, how 
he reacted to her words, actions, and embraces. "I love him when 
he treats me right, II she unhesitantly said. For her, love was 
based on his actions and reactions. If these pleased her, she 
loved him, otherwise she pouted. Love originated for her in him, 
not in herself. 
How Do, I Say "I Love You Jl - By William J. Krutza 
Pages 9-10 

if she gives no son. 
child. 
C. As it is fit 
1. It means what is becoming & proper 
2. Means to to! to I due one f duty. 
3. A II addressed are continually 

households change or break up, 
children are increasingly under 
the care of a single parent, a 
working mother, a day nur-
sery-,-or the television set. And, 
in a growing shift from the past, 
more than 450,000 youngsters 
are living with their divorced or 
separated fathers.-US News & 
World Report, 10-27-75. 

little while ago I 
Napoleon 0- a UH'fSkUU ..... 1H 
almost for a deity 
cophagus of rare and n,unej,l;!SS 
last the ashes of that r"'''tl''''~'' 
"I leaned over 
the career of the fSLI~at""H 
I saw at Foulon. 
thought about 
the modern world. 
walking upon the 
suicide. I saw him 
streets of Paris. I saw 
him at the head army in Italy. I saw 
crossing the bridge at Lodi with the tri-color 
hand. I saw him in Egypt, in the shadows of 
pyramids; I saw him aJps and mingle the 
eagles of with of the crags. I saw 
him at Marengo, at VIm and at Austerlitz. I saw him 
in Russia when the infantry of the snow and the 
cavalry of the cold blast scattered his legions like 
winter's withered leaves. I saw him at Leipsic in de-
feat and disaster - driven by a million bayonets back 
upon Paris clutched like a beast ~ banished 
per; 
a week. 
Nursemaid-45. hours at 
; a 
Dietician-1.2 hours at per; 
$4.80 a week. 
Food Buyer-3.3 hours at $2.70 
per; $8.91 a week. 
Dishwasher-6.2 hours at $2.80 
per; $17.36 a week. 
Housekeeper-17.5 hours at 
$4.50; $78.75 a week. 
Laundress-5.9 hours at $3 
per; $17.70 a week. 
Seamstress-1.3 hours at $3.50 
per; $4.55 a week. 
Handyman-1.7 hours at $3.50 
per; $5.95 a week. 
Gardener-2.3 hours at $3.50 • 
per; $8.05 a week. 
Chauffeur-2 hours at $10 per; 
$20 a week. 
Total 99.6 hours, $333.69 a 
week; $17,851.88 a year. 
HUMAN RIGHTS 
To improve their lives, the . 
world's 10,000,000 Gypsies are . 
seeking better education and 
Page 152 _____ Augus~ 
) Some of the harried husbands in 
the neighborhood had formed a 
"Henpecked Club" which met Satur-
day afternoons in one of themem-
ber's garage for a little beer and 
poker. The newest member was deal-
ing the 1st hand when his wife sailed 
into the garage, collared her spouse 
and, . as she shook him, exclaimed 
"What do .you mean by joining thi~ 
club? You're certainly not hen-
pecked!" - C KENNEDY. 
c 
house ?" 
~riend: "Well, my wife assumes 
command of the children, the ser-
er 
word. In . . I'm 
when she gets tait. " 

IX 
X. 
of 
ways unto the Lord 
children shall ise up 
and call thee b essed. 


II. ) since 
condemned 
Matt. 5:19 
D. Apostles condemned 
III. What Jesus taught about marriage 
condemns same sex marriage. 
Matt. 19: 3-12 
A. Benchmark passage on marriage. 
B. It covers all that would invent the 
unreasonable and unholy. 
C. By telling what marriage is, he 
precludes all that is is not. 
IV. Just what does the text present? 
A. First there are God-given regulations. 
1. Faithfulness in marriage-- "shall 
cleave to his wife." 
B. it was 
was not so. 
Matt. 19:4 
:8 
2. Note word "made" --God made them 
male and female. 
3. Homos say II God made me this 
way. " No, he made male and 
female. 
4. The same sex has no science or 
Scripture to support it. 
5. Homos not intend of creator. 
6. Adam got a helpmate: meet 
(suitable) for him. 
Gen. 2:18 
I 
heterosexuals. 
Male and male 
cannot become one, 
11. Heaven blesses 
Heb. 13: 
12. 
13. 
14. 
C. Heterosexual monogamy. 
1. One woman, one man as long as 
alive. 
Rom. 7:1 
Matt. 19: 6 
:9 
2. Divorce by hardness of heart. 
Matt. 19: 7 
Mal. 2: 14-16 
3. True marriage suffers from today's 
abuse. 
4. Some define marriage without any 
consistent objections. 
5. See Card. 
Prov. 7: 29 
Ps. 106:29 
Rom. 1:26 
Pleasure also $ 
3. If tempted toward homo, since sin 
is by consent (Prov. 1:10). 
4. A void enticement. 
James 4:7 
Matt. 19: 12 
5. Be celibate. 
Heb. : 4 
Peter 
9@ Homo 
Lev. 20:13 
18:22 
Rom. 1: 24~26 
1 Cor. 6: 9 

:1 
Titus 
makes 
God champions marriage. 
Christ honors it. ./" 
C. But does any bOQk have t!lig/simJ;1le to 
outline. J./ '\ " \~ , / .iff, " 1. Wives submit ' . 
2. Husbands love f ( / 3. Children obey \ r,"ft, / 
4. Fathers, provoke \lOt. ",;';ij'V // 
D. We will study PauPs tkrds of".~~O:Y: 3: 
18-21. .. ~".-
II\~jt';1_~1'tit'~~~~i1fline 
1. S.mwit" 'et!'J: ~"'P !!!8W·ftI!'~H_~ . 
a) To some "submit" is an ugly word.' 
2 : 
, 5:23 
2:5 
2. Noteit's to her own husband. 
3. "It is fit in thetord. II 
a) There are obligations on both 
sides. 
b) She is not defenseless. 
c) Inth~E:) siI!lp~~iE:)_~!_~"_~~!!1E:)~!i~~~~()~~~erns 
the~(:li~~}J>leshouldever . keep_in 
mind the -hlgh~cIaims-6I-C-hr:i.st. 
d) NO"~acrOrn:re""ciiti=J5e"~]er[Qutside 
thesacr~deJ}GJQJsul!e of his ever-
laifing love. (Meyer s) 
e) The Lord and his authority are 
made to furnish a higher sanction 
for each of these natural duties. 
(P.C.) 
3. 
. 1 
Cor. 
has to be a 
not 
(2) Conscious 
(3) Not an an action 
Not sentiment but sacrifice. 
(4) Not govern but love--so don't 
marry unless you can do this. 
b) He delights in her. 
tProv . 5: 18-19 FeiJ 
i c) Pleases her. 
11 Cor. 7: 33 If<:'"u 
. d) Cherishp. .. ~--
·1 ."'ftm~~­
e) Prot 
1 Pet. 3: 7lil)e 
f) She 
!1 Cor. 11: 7 
3. 'lI~~~""'~ 
Absence of selfishness, ill temper 
inconsidera tion. 
L 
manner. 
Home must 
rude, uncouth. 
b) each subordinate figure comes 
the reminder of the responsibility 
to the 2nd party. 
c) He will stress reciprocal duties as 
fitting in the Lord . 
. ,,~2~ ___ Obey 
. /,?- a)"Honor, respect parents. 
: /4' --lYJ.4-uthority exists and should be 
/ ; jrespected. 
! \ " yr' This obedience to parents may find 
. // the child doing things contrary to :<',-=,_~,_",~~~,"4" his incIination' or opinion. 
d) Let them show reverence. 
'L~ 
e) They should receive instruction. 
P~r:s-
f) They at 1st are utterly helpless. 
Gen. 19: 14 
j 
,Lu.2:52 
an UA':>iJ'U 
b) An obedient 
of God & man. 
5. Note in the Lill'd. 
a) How do we get in Him? 
b) How do we worship Him? 
c) Is the church first? 
!'L 
d) Solemn duty to bring them up 
in LOrd;j~rf ft!f}~ .~ ~~!lt{!j~~~!)f~1l'f!fi~;f)F' . t\ '(It::t i A 1t:J l18~i. l 
1.  U.~ri . q T.eei' # 
a) Ultimate responsibility. I 
b) Paul saw no danger from the 
mother's side. 
, .----~_,Provoke note . 
·e ~) Maintain discipline--not harslmess.' 
At 'b) Use not severity but kindness & • 
...... gentleness. ' 
frozen. II 
lose heart. 
Go about their task in a listless, 
moody, sullen frame of mind. 
We can hold the rein too tight. 
~~fir··~~~in 
N.T. 
e) Sullenness can lead to recklessness. 
f) Youth is a time of hopefulness. 
:Savannah, TN- 10/2/90 
"""UHF, ""."U,","", SO a 
wBmtlmg a home-cooked meal. Not surpris-
ing, another survey reveals that 60 percent of Americans 
polled believe that the use of disposable tableware is more ac-
ceptable today than ever before. 
Travel 
IT WAS LITTLE Mary's first day in af-}>,( ternoon kindergarten. The teacher was 
7" busy getting acquainted with her new 
students and arranging for seating 
them properly. "Here," she said to 
Mary, "you sit in this front row seat 
for the present." 
When little Mary was telling her 
mother about it that evening, she said, 
"And I sat there aU afternoon and the 
teacher never did give me the 
present." 
Time -
BY VIRGINIA FORTNER 
HEN I GOT home from 
school the first night, my 
family asked how I liked first 
grade. Well, it's hard sometimes. 
Story time came. We heard 
Alexander's Terrible, Horrible, 
No Good, Very Bad Day, and 
the class laughed and laughed. 
But I felt like Alexander. 
I talked too much, and the 
class got noisy - and I got in 
trouble! 
Someone took my pencil, and 
I ended up with a chewed-up 
one left over from last year. 
n was hot, and I was 
thest one from the fan. We have 
to sit and sit when I would really 
rather be outside taking a bike 
ride. 
There was this kid in class 
with a cast on his arm. I'm the 
one who gets to sharpen his pen-
cils and cut out all his pictures. 
I had only one bowl of cereal 
for breakfast, and we had beans 
and weenies for lunch. I'm the 
only one in my class who 
No ... it was gradual. .. your boat was new, 
And I left you alone to try it out. 
I walked the shoreline for awhile, and you 
Held to your course with confidence, not doubt. 
But when the night grew chill, I went inside, 
Leaving you, Son, alone with wind and tide. 
cups 
Little things, . . one 
One big world for me. 

forQ~~~~7x~3!J?~~~~~'Q;~nd . 
d) This submission is ~_d by 
two things: fit~~_~(i,Ct_;Ji;Qrd 
and to a Ji;~~Q~"b~nd. 
e) W~'~iia$Yi"uik~~i~6',;1;~;'~_~ng 
cr~t~~1\yjiJ1t~~,.~ll~;~~;I.~pd . 
f) Fit1z:;~~g-- i!.,cg;:ti~lJJ~tlOper. 
B. ~~htip:~~'tIltle • t( i~; 
C. ~e i{3 i:ategra1..t~ , 
1. Clip on Priority 
2. Rules - #3 
3. Ed Gray - #4 
4. Boundries - #5 
HI. ,~~~t,,~l~fsbang;§,; 
Col. 3:19 "Husbands, love your wives" 
A. ;at~ ()rtrit~l:l:Df;bu8iness--Iove your wife. 
B. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
word, 
3: 21 "Fathers. provoke not" 
A. ~Q:§a~~,~,;£~t,~lii~~~~~'!~~"Jt~m0to rear 
<x~dl'€n: (Lipscomb) 
B. W~y,'ke'''OO'0&Ht'i''·'sa~'ki~~ .1tlD3;~N.g (earn 
l~ll~81")'~~'';'S1:Iee~S'fPff*'r;'+et~~) 
C. ~(!JiSlil';'t~::t~d;1i~~iJl~,!xri~~~~~~y. 
1. Clips #9 and #10. 
2. 3 from Harding--ll, 12, 13. 
D. W ~.as:v.a,bOliJ!it·y;Jf'~~V~ .. ~W1d::;,;:-but a 
diti~eiJliy.y.ki~.'!~f"~l8'poilage • . 
1. P"II,~~1~{j;~?~g~lt. 
a) ~otism 'is"fatal. 
b) 3"'.~J!!es~:ofJ!!att'en t s . 
(1) All'ttbo'l'Itariam--do it because I 
said so. 
(2) P~lI\~llll'is.e--no restraint. 
(3) An"ttto:fttttti~e--listen but still 
directs. 
E 
4. Becomes either 
L 
2. 
3. 
n~.~~i1 name. 
4. B~n'tabdica1e--mother had strap with 
II I need thee every hour on it. n 
5. D<Tn't use sarcasfn. 
6. Don'temba.rrags. 
7. Don't crush or dash daydl'eams. 
8. Don't be afraid to ·admit mistakes. 
9. Standal'dsvary-~ftlture from*now, 
parents from us, don't send a child 
to hell for 2" of hair. 
10. Do:n"tforg-et to explain--IItil ~ftt1ff' 
do us part. II 
eentei\1ilP~~~~t~1f~~~~1~ra·:RS!!~4~~~gr&·e· 
Hixson, Tn - 5/26/96 
Neely's Bend - 6/5105 
HerItage ele - 10123/05 




Opportunity 
o The unhappy little man was 
arrested for hitting his large, 
buxom wife. 
"What made you do such a 
thing?" asked the judge. 
"Well, Your Honor," said the 
defendant, "her back was turned, 
the broom was handy, and the 
back door was open, so I just 
took a chance." 
- JOAN I WELSH. '. '. L:J.~~) 
Fl'rst Woman:' '-'''husband~s . an ' -:-/ . ,~. "~«.~ ~a 
efficiency expert. - ",,,,:i/X'",,, 
Second Woman: What does an 
efficiency expert do? . 
First Woman: Well, look at It 
this way. If women did it, they'd 
call it nagging. - Scope, 11-1-68. k 
Page 415 

"I 
was 
the time!" 

B. marry. 
C. Once married husbands love 
1. Three loves. 
Eros Prov. 5: 1 ; 
32-35. 
b) 
Agape - this is the one used, 
Paul defined Eph, 5 
Servant Clip #0. 
II. Marriage needs growth and increasing 
devotion. 
A. Want to use seven stumbling blocks. 
B. Mayall marriages reach a higher 
level. 
6/26/05 Neely's Bend BC 

may 
stumble, 
That is the reQ2!:t of Belgian wives. who were queried by the League of Large Families, with its 
lii-~-- ~~_'.-=-""=~4-4C"~=~ 
headquarters in Brussels. It is particularly interesting to find tha t these seven obstacles are also reported 
by American or Canadian wives, and probably one would find them repeated in every civilized country 
and some of the uncivilized ones. The Italian magazine, "La Casa," reprinted them with the statement 
that they applied equally to Italy. They are such standard hazards that every husband ought to know 
them by this time. 
~.of teQSierness was put at the head of the list by most of the women, reported "Le 
~ ........ ....~'9 --
Ligueur," the weekly journal of the Walloon group oftfie Belgian League. "A man full 
of energy and ability is to to a 
diffidence or false modesty often prevents it, fI one wife complained. "If he could only 
be a little less self-centered. Ifhe could only whisper '{ you' once in a while. He 
is able to complain when things go wrong. Why can't show a little appreciation 
when things go well, as they do most of the time?" 
Cl_!~L~f>mIQs~n 120litenes& , It is remarked that any 
marriage would be successful ifhusband were as to each other as they 
are to total sometimes, the present case they 
were the ones who were is impatient, but sees no reason why 
his wife ever should understand his wife might be tired, 
too. After all, She was at where she could rest 
any time wanted to. He forgets to a little consideratiorl, which he expects 
in large measure from her. 
3. ~~it~ is, the family c~Il?e next on,the list of 'lUll litie~ dtSi~'My husband is the 
most entertaining kind of person when he is out in company," one wife says. "Why 
can't he be entertaining at home once in a Why must he be brilliant only when 
he is among strangers? He has been away from home all day, and we'd appreciate it if 
he would bring some of the outside world to us, if he'd tell his wife and children what 
he has seen and heard, what has been going on. Instead, he slumps into a grouchy 
silence as soon as he crosses his own threshold. II Of course the would like him not 
merely to be good company at home but to take her out once in a while into good 
depreciatory remarks and t"y,'tit'lllOyt"1O 
ruinous to discipline and family solidarity. 
.. ,,.Jalll,,, doles out It little money for 
somehow I the magic of 
"",''''1<,,,,,, was ct)lninually commenting 
it cost them 
the f<tmily 
in the presence of the 
7. FJpallY+$in, honesty, .1l1a ill .trv,thfulU5:Ss , pia in stra igbtfQrwru:do.ess. are 
supposed be masculine qualities. Why aren't they shown in dealing with a wife as" 
well as in dealing with a business associa te?" Few things lower a man in the eyes of his 
wife more than to catch him in a deliberate and unnecessary lie; she feels that it is a 
forerunner of bigger ones. Many a tin1e he gets the habit of misleading her, concealing 
what he is doing, what his means are, where he is going, whom he has seen. When she 
can no longer trust him, she finds it hard to love hin1. 
Those are the seven threats to the success of a marriage which, in the opinion of these Belgian wives, 
were entirely under the control of the husband. He is not born with any of those defects. Ifhe wants 
to be a satisfactory husband and have a satisfactory marriage, all he has to is to take account of these 
seven faults and avoid them. 

3. Women Trnr1 .. ,n 
0.) Solomon 
h.) 
4. 
b. ) 
e ) 
2. Love is 
a.) Bare sa 
no man wlo 
b.) I 
I: 

" Do I Say 'I You'll - Will j - Page 48 
(ove -does-flof keep records -or wrongs 
llyou think you1d know after 25 years of marriage. You1ve 
done it wrong at least a thousand times! When are you going to 
learn I don't like crisp bacon for breakfast? No more burnt 
offerings, please! II 
"I've given up hope you·JI ever change, II she screamed. 
IIYou've treated me like mud on your shoes ever since we got back 
from the honeymoon. II 
Some couples keep marriage scores, and usually exaggerate 
their own lopsided losses. 
How Do I Soy "I Love You II - By Wi lliam J. Krutza - page 73 
Why do I place such importance on the involvement of men-
in determining the survival of a culture? Because no mode~ 
society can exceed the stability of its individual family units, and 
women seem more aware of that fact than their husbands. Consider 
the evidence. Who reads the books on family living? 80% are 
known to be women. Who attends seminars on meaningful family 
I ife? The majority are women. Who enrolls in Bible study classes 
devoted to Scriptural underpinnings of the family? Women 
outnumber men by an incredible margin. Who listens to family 
radio programs and cassette tapes on marriage and parenthood? 
Once again, they are likely to be female. 
"Straight Talk to Men and Their Wives II - By Dr. James C. Dobson: 
Page 22 
Her remark reminded me of the 80 year old man who said, 
"If I'dbeveknown I was gonna live so long I'd have taken better 
care of myself! 11 
l'Straight Talk to Men and Their Wives 11 - By Dr. James C. Dobson 
Page 213 
I 
I 
r 
I 
to 
"Well, honey, your and I can't live together anymore." 
"I know that, but I mean why do you have to leave town?" 
"Oh. Well, I got someone waiting for me in New Jersey." 
"But, Daddy, willl ever see you again?" 
"SUfe you will, honey. We'll work something out." 
"But whatl I mean, you'll be living in New Jersey, and I'll be 
living here in Washington." 
"Maybe your mother will agree to you spending two weeks in the 
summer and two in the winter with me." 
"Why not more often?" 
"I don't think she'll agree to two weeks in the summer and two in 
the winter, much less more," 
"Well, it can't hurt to try." 
"I know, honey, but we'll have to work it out later. My plane 
leaves in twenty minutes and I've got to get to the airport. Now I'm 
going to get my luggage, and I want you to go to your room so you 
don't have to watch me. And no long goodbyes either." 
"Okay. Daddy. Goodbye. Don't forget to write." 
"I won't. Goodhye. Now go to your room." 
"Okay. Daddy, I don't want you to go!" 
"I know, honey. But I have to." 
"Why?" 
"You wouldn't understand, honey." 
"Yes, I would." 
"No, YOll wouldn't. It 
44 
to own to 
regard for the welfare of their families. 
,!l11le kids will get over it," goes the rationalization. 
i Every form of mass communication seems mobilized to spread 
the "me first" philosophy. Frank Sinatra said it musically in his 
song "I did it my way." Sammy Davis l Jr., echoed the sentiment 
in "I've gotta be me." Robert J. Ringer provided the literary 
version in Looking Out for Number One, which became the best~ 
selling rook in America for forty-six weeks. It was flanked by 
Open Marriage, Creative Divorce, and Pulling Your Own Strings, 
among hundreds of other dangerous best sellers. The est program 
now sell$ the same sickness under the guise of psychological 
health. l 
It'all sounds so noble in theory. It's called "the discovery of 
personhood." and it offers an intoxicating appeal to our selfish 
lusts. But when this insidious philosophy has wormed its way 
into our system of values. it begins to rot us from within. First, it 
encourages an insignificant flirtation with sin (perhaps with a 
man or woman from New Jersey) followed by passion and illicit 
sexual encounters, followed by camouflaging lies and deceit, 
followed by angry words and sleepless nights, followed by tears 
• Reprinted by permission from American Girl, a magazine for all girls 
published by Girl Scouts of the U.S.A. 
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insu.rance 
and 
learned that husbands kiss 
their wives before leaving for 
work in the mornings live five 
years longer than the average 
male. They also have 20 to 25 per 
cent higher incomes, lose only 
half as much time through 
illness, and have fewer aCci-
dents. 
Writing down what one means when he says 
"I love you" is a testing experience for most 
people. It excites some, disturbs others, 
threatens a few. Yet it is one of the most 
challenging experiences to which marriage 
partners can put themselves. Get out paper 
and a pen, go to a quiet place, think it 
through, write it down, then share all your 
meanings with your mate. 
Here are a few responses from marriage 
enrichment conference participants: 
A man, married sixteen years, wrote: "I 
love you means you attract me physically. I 
do things for you sometimes that I don't 
want to do. I thank you for being mother to 
my children. I put up with your being late. I 
13 
OJ"" ... ..,."'" ... you love me, because you 
are you, he(:ause you are stuck with me, be-
cause you furn me on." 
Aftert:hirty~four years of marriage, a 
fifty-one~year-old woman made this brief, 
hut potent, exclamation: "I love you is to say 
that at this moment I feel a complete one-
ness with you." 
A thirty-year-old woman, married ten 
years, declared, "I love you means that when 
you don't have time to mow the lawn or do 
other things arQund the house, I do them 
without disagreeing. It also means that I care 
about your joh and the problems you bring 
home from work. I love you means that I try 
hard not to take you for granted. It means 
\; 
MAY S T R E E T C H U R C H War 
------------~------------------------------~ 
For Husbands and Wives. 00 \ 
"\..-
A while back when we gave a sermon on 
t.he hom~, sorrie o( the members indicated they' 
would like a copy of a couple of pieces,we, 
quoted at that tim~. We give them below 
for yqut;o have ~ yes .. ,'" bue also to use I, 
, ' 
I 
TEN COMMANDMENTS FOR HUSBANDS 
I. 
II. ' 
Remember that thywife"is thy' par't: \ , 
Tier! and not, thy property. " ',' '1\ ( '; 
Do not ,expect thy wif~tob~~ t,hy wife II 
an~ wage~earner! atthe. same ~ime. -' :\' 
III.' Thlnk not that, thy buslnessl,s none ;: 
!\;I;'O~h thx~~:.u:&~~<S~j)~~in!~ss 0 ,;'~,~" ! ,II 
IV'. ) ThO,u, ,Sha,H' hold thYWif7'S'\ td,V.e-hY :{%1 
the same means\that thou dldst win it.d 
V. '" Thou j3ha, '1 t .make:, ",t"h, e,' ,( bUpdi ng Of\):~y, \',l\ 
• home thy first business,', ,I'.!~ 
VI.j Thou~halt co-op,e-ratewith thywif'e/i 
in",estab,lis?ing/fami:ly discipline. 'jl 
VII"Jhoushalt!i'nter',intothy ho,use;with II 
/c.heerfulnes,s. , \ " If! ,J) >, I 
)V~IL ' Thou shalt not,l,:t anyone critic:i~e; I 
,thywife to thy· face and get away·; ( i 
with it; ne~the:b thy father, nor, th'y ! 11 
,mother, 'nor' thy) bret.hren, nor' ;t;hy ',,' ,i 
J:X. 
s ~~ter.s, nor'~?y of. thy, relat ives ',j 
Thou, shalt ,not t,ake thy'-.~~fefo:( " I 
X.. '.. '. ~~;::=; t h Yhif~. ;'"d l< ~eP. i.t.!1I' ~ • Ie I 
". )~Wb1Nr-7~:.~~~ !~J 

II. course 
about 
to the Lord 
1. Man & Woman 
2. task 
of the Lord. II 
B. Abnormal 
1. Give me children or I die--
Rachel and Jacob. 
2. We adopt--greatest love. 
C. One Parent--death, divorce, admire 
those that succeed. 
Ill. Bible speaks often of children--see 
these references: 
Ps. 127 
Provo 19:18 
Prov. 22: 15 
Provo 23:13-14 
Ps. 128:3 
Jesus--Come Unto Me 
B. 
a pig when he grunts and 
a child when he cries and you 
will have a fine pig and a bad 
child. Thompson 
2. The dutifulness of children is the 
foundation of all virtue. Cicero 
3. The child is the father of the 
man. Wordsworth 
4. Give us a child for 8 years and 
it will be a Bolvshevist forever. 
Lenin 
5. The child says nothing but what 
is heard by the fire. Herbert 
6. What children hear at home soon 
flies abroad. Cotgras 
9. 
on 
used 
T. Fuller 
are a constant torment 
and nothing more. Tolstoy 
14. Br8.d Adcock article. 
Neely's Bend - 7/10/05 
Heritage CIC - 11/6/05 
rvu 
TEREISA BLOOMIN .. 
au~hor ;- A four-year.old, wh~ 
deliberately sasses his fat~r 
di~obey~ his mot~, .• n.J' 
?rives hll~ grandma lJP the wall 
IS begg\jng for punishment. 
Don'tde'l,lY him. 
Learning the truths and principles is not 
enough for your child's spiritual development. 
Parenting also involves helping her "internalize 
the disciplines of spiritual life. Spiritual 
disciplies are the traditional activities 
people of faith have entered into fro many 
years as a way to connect vIi th God 1I"ere'-"a1$...e 
a few of the more central ones: -. h~/) 
. Exposure to the Bible: he ringI~~?:~dil1g 
studying, memorizing, and 1tating 
. Prayer: personal communication with 
God, individually and in groups 
-over-
John Townsend 
pg. 1 
Children Cornell - B. • 68-69 
o 
do not understand these \:U.I.I\:t:! 
have a rude some 
the real world. 
.214 
ilLer the Children Cornell - By Elizabeth B. - Page 17 
I () ~~,::r,C)",T EAC~ H yC) lliZ 
~LLD DISCIPLINE 
1. T,lke ymtr ehlidren tL) JL1\'cmlc coun to listcn tll some 
cases. Afterward take them out for a soda and discuss 
the subJect of "consequences." 
2. Have them study a musical instrument long enough to 
learn about the discipline of practice. 
3. Enroll them in a team sport where their faith ful atten-
dance and participation is required. 
4. Assign cLtily chores and hold thern responsible to per-
Cmmthem 
5. Have them tithe every Sunday from their allowance. 
6. !\'bkc SUIT thm they complete humework. 
7. Have them write to a missionary once a month. 
8. Give them an alarm clock, show them how to use it, 
and have them assume the responsibility of getting up 
on Lime for school for a whole year l 
9. Help them memorize an elaborate poem. 
10. T3ke them to a junkyard and show them the wreckage 
of cars im'olved in alcohol-related accidents. 
Creator of The Total 
Transformation "''''''''''"m 
for Parents 
Today, I was browsing through box ofletters, 
found some "Letters to God" by children. They too 
were innocent, joyful, loving, kind sweeter than the 
authors could have of your kids or mine, 
or maybe even you or I when we were young. 
~Dear God, please put another holiday between Christmas 
and Easter. There's nothing good in now. Amanda. 
Dear God, Thank you for the baby brother n. but what I 
asked for was a puppy. I never asked for anything before. You 
can look it up. Joyce. 
0ear Mr. God, I 
people to come apart. I 
Janet. 
• ~earGod, 
not make it so easy for 
three stitches and shot. 
don't 
Ifet me be Janet l'IOrmll1'--/)';>C;.l 
as somebody 
I hate her. 
~,Iread 
will tell me, 
I~ear 
rou that 
Dear God, Is it true 
uses his gold words in 
~ear I 
Yin the 
and I can never 
~arGOd,Did 
do unto you?" If you 
brother. 
Dear God, I 
one of 
does 
won't 
house? Anita. 
for you to 
are only four 
Nobody 
Who told 
if he 
everybody 
our family 
mean "Do unto as they 
going to even with my 
about Noah. was the best 
some good ones. I like walking 
you are a 
you wanted. Jane. 
Dear God, How come you did all those miracles in the old 
and don't do any now? Billy. 
~ear God, Please send Dennis Clark to a different camp 
this year. He is a Peter. 
Dear God, Maybe and Abel would not kill each other 
so much if they each their own rooms. It works out O.K. 
with me and my Larry. 
Dear God, I keep waiting for spring but it never did come 
yet. What's up? Don't forget. Mark. 
~ear God, You don't have to worry about me. I look both 
ways before I cross the street. Dean. 
Dear God, if you will watch church on I will 
show you nt'!W shoes. Barbara. 
Voear Is Reverend Coe a 
know through the ",,,,n',.,,,,:/! 
In Sunday 
it when you 
In school we 
Sincerely, u'""u" ...... 
I do not think that anybody can be a better 
God Well, I just want to know that I'm not just 
v<;\.,OU')" you are already God. Dick. 
Special note: Dear God, I 
just the way you made them, You're majestic and 
full of goodtll~ss and grace - just like them. Is that why you 
wrote, "And he took a child, and set him in the midst of them," 
and said, "assuredly I say to you, unless you are converted and 
become as little children, you will by no means enter 
dom of heaven. Therefore who ever humbles himself as a little 
child is the greatest in the kingdom of Whoever re-
~~ar 
~as a little boy. Just how 
UH,''''»''"' when he celVes one child like this in My name ,..",r"n""", Me" (Matt. 
Dennis. 18:2-5). Jesus Name, Amen. 
FEBRUARY 2005 21 
The supporters bill say preventing abuse, not vr()selcutmg 
parents. Recently, the city of passed a non-binding resolution 
encouraging parents not to spank. A to this question was offered online 
asking people to respond as to how about such a bill being passed. At last 
count, 12,643 people had voted. 11,149, of those polled, disapproved of this bill. 
1,060,85 of those polled, approved while 3% were not sure. 
lt is surprising that a state would attg!ffil:>t to stop parents from disciplining their 
children. While you can appreciate to stop abuse, one must understand, 
however, that there is a difference and abuse. 
Weare living in a world 
increasingly true among the children of 
punishing their children for improper 
no respect for authority. You can go 
Children are telling parents what to do ''''''''",'''H 
With any QUt;rStl()D 
we consider the LV';'''''''"'''' scnlptlJrres 
the Lord." 
While 
us to do concerning 
to discipline ",U.Ll""",U 
exclude the :use 
hand and keep 
So then, 
clearly teaches that corporal pmusl1me.nt 
as parents to train our children in 
for parents, and for those in authority. 

2. Ogilvie, HOur lives must be mcrked II 
ness to be guided 
tcsk. II 
3. Defined: 
c.) & out 
b.} 
c. ) 
3. Demerest - 3 
c.) A so. 
weU 

A FATHER was telling a friend how 
he finally cured his seventeen-
year-old son of habitUcUly being 
late to school: "I bought him a~ 
car." 
"But how did that help?" 
"Well," replied the father, "he 
has to get going an hour earlier to 
I find a place in the school parking 
lot." 
'! A FOUR-year-old was. ove.rhe@,.~.. ' 
i ,~a1king with a· playmate one day· .. 
, When 1 grow up, I'm going'to 
i marry Billy." .' . 
. "Why are YOlrl. go,ing to marry 
J Billy?" her playmate -Inquired. 
"Well, 1 have to. I'm not allowed 
to cross the street where the other 
boy'liV~' 
T·be apartment was va~nt, 
but the lanEBerdwas fussy abwt 
• t~. was rented teo One day a 
y_,:£qapappear~. ~ 1'.y childi"en,.mdios, phona-I' graphs, cats,'ftegs, CHfpets of any 
ldftl:t~" asked the landlord. 
/ 
. "Na/' the yOUl'lg man answer-
ed: "But I thinklioRlht to wam 
y' at 1 have a f_tain pen i 
i'atches a little." 
b 
/ 
HUNGER 
For some 800 millj,en P'ople 
arou~n .. d ... ,t.h " ... ' Qrld, about haIfo .. !them .. t •. . ~er five, t~re 
won ... '. . ..!leh dinn,er ~t all. 
~count ~bem~.ute.s .. A .•..seae ... hOJ) ... e passes, twenty~ cJa.ildr.n die 
somewhere of . starvat~')D. In 
1979, the Year of the Child, 
UNICEF estim,ates some twelve 
million chiidJ'en ~e<t.of hun.ger. 
- Commonweal, 12·:19·80. 
1. 
':l.~4¥TTRUMAN DAN-
IttAsthe mother of four 
tree! that I have been 
r .atoy store in my hOIPe 
for the last. 22 years, and;Ithink 
OOys are fun. Play i,s .a~~~,d's 
wo~k. T:o~s are the tOQl~ <:If f'tll~t Y 
WOrk WhICh help to frame a I) 
child's future physicaft'y, 'emo_ 
tionally and socially; But ttie 
greateSt infimmce on a child's 
attit~$les '. ~ls originates 
wJth . paret' ndnis peerS~': 
A f~w years ago I passed out a questionnaire to tee_gars, ask 
askillCthem to name the issues of most importance to taeir 
pareDis. At the top of itIe list was plenty of money aad education! 
so they could make a JJOOd liv1R1. :Ouly ODe pers.ol1 ~ ffrela-' 
tiORf!lhip with God aDd Christ" as a panmtal top priority. 
""'e were the children of the elders aad deacou in the church 
...". were servingst tJhe tim:e. Now I realize cI!B.ldren often mis-
i~rettheir parents. Bu.t it doesn't do any good to have fine 
itIIM ltJiess they cometbrough lo.ud and clear to our children. 
IIIIIIIlstones, here we come! 
Ha.vi You Se~n ¥l Father? by Judy Norris, p. 52. 
HIl ¥OI)'NO MOTHER looked 
into the nursery and found 
"'
I her six-year-oM son laboriously 
putting a bandage on his thumb. 
"What happened?" cried the ex~ 
cited mother. 
"I hit it with a hammer," said 
the boy» » 
"You poor dear," sympathized 
mother. HI wonder why I didn't: 
hear you cry." 
"What was the use of crying?" 
shrugged the lag. ,"1 thought you 
were out" »» ' ! 
in which our children will,be raised! 
"Straight Talk to Men and Wlves ll - By Dr. c. 
1 
T Beltline Beacon 
A PUBLICATION OF THE BELTUNE CHURCH OF CHRIST / DECATUR, ALABAMA 
( uSPS 354· .M» 
WOULD HAVE'S 
••• by Erma BoiTibeck 
s •••• : ..... ; .• " ...... t.,If I had my 1 i fe to 
live o\#.er, "",I.~+'."f. Myth!I'I,,' M~ anawer was No. 
But then lthought about it and have chanleel ~ .ini. 
I f I had my life to live over again, I would MV' 
waxed the floor less and list.ened to my family mor •• 
t would never have ins i stedt.he car windowl be rolled 
up on a summer day because my hai r hadJult been 
teased or' sprayed •. I would have invit friends over 
to dlnner ev:en if the carpet was stained and the sofa 
faded. Iw~~ld have eaten popcorn il\ the "good" living 
roorn and worr'ied less about dirt when the fi replace 
was lit," ., would have taken time to U.ter'!. to my 
grandfather ramble about his youth. I would have burnt 
the p ink candle sculptured I ike a rOI' before it mel ted. 
wh i lebefng' stored •. I would havesa'\ Oross-legged on 
the lawn and. never wor'r ied about gra •• tains. I would' 
have cried ahd laughed less while wa.t:ohing television, 
and more whi lie watchi ng real li fee lJ would have eaten 
more +ce. :cream"andlessp ~e chee.. I would have 
ion."!;t~~~...,,,~,,,.. wt.cI .b' ,'pretendJ~. thtt""~#!JlIIIIi 
eadh would"lo into a holding .pa~terl"l if I weren t 
there fdra.' day. I would nave never bought 'anything 
just because, it was praoti calor wouldn't show I,oil or 
was ,guaranteed:to last a Ii fet imti. ' W~en my' ahlld kissed 
melmpetuQusly, I would never have saId, "LAt.r, now, 
go get washed ,up for dinner." ,There would have been 
more'q . love you' S" ••• mor.e ,~II'm sorry' S" •• ;.more U I'm 
··listenil1g,lt bl.ll mostly, given another shot at life, I 
would s'eize every minute of",it ••• look at H and really 
see it~.~try iton ••• live it ••• ~xhaust it ... and never 
give tha'h minate back'un,tU:there was nothinl left of ih .. ' . . 
-Selected 
, 
eat's in ~ 
Little boy blue and the man in the moon 
when you comin' home, Dad 
I don't know when 
but we'll get together then-
you know we'll have a good time then 
My son tumed 10 just the other day 
he said, Thanks for the ball, Dad. com'on let's play 
Can you teach me to throw? 
I said not today, I got a l.ot to do 
He said, That's okay 
and he walked away but his smile never dimmed 
it said I'm gonna be like him, yeah 
you know I'm gonna be like him 
and the eat's in the cradle and the silver spoon 
Little boy blue man in moofI 
when you comin' home. Dad 
CA 1"5 IN THE CRADLE. Words and music by Sandy and Harry Chapin. 
© 1974 Story Songs, Ltd. All rights reserved. Used by permission. 
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I've long since retired, my son's moved away 
[ called him up just the other day 
I said I'd like to see you if you don't mind 
He said, I'd love to, Dad-if I can find the time 
You see my new job's a hassle and the kids have 
but It'ssl,Ife nice talktnto you, Dad 
Itts been nice talking to you 
Andll$1 hung up the phone, it occurred to me--
he'd grown up just like me; my boy was just like rot 
and the eat's tn the cradle and the silver spoon 
Litdeboy blue and the man in the moon 
when you cornin home, Son? 
I don't know when 
Do those words strike home to anyone but me? Have :YOW 
the years slipping by with far too many unfulfilled promiRe 
your children? Have you heard yourself saying, 
40 

II. 
we trust 
3. T1'9uble. 
4. ImpQSS101e to understand. 
5. UJ¥wanted. 
B. c';!,hIow d~s thieJ'lJible identify theiri? 
1. Psalm 12'1 hassometerrns.c 
a}'!a;~~i~;;t.I~,I'; '~r;.g;ij;t-:;",.P'erhaps an 
"a'$s~gn~rtt." See God assign and 
commission a duty that is not to 
be wasted--so immediately we seek 
to answer what can we do for them. 
b )"!;D~w~.rd~t,,:;~not synonymous with 
curse, tragedy or accident--but 
an expression qf 09's favor. 
(Hendrix) .~}~ .... . ....•.. 
cH!~~row;s" --pre'Supes a target! 
also defend, support, protection--
strength and aceuracy. 
2. 
3. 
IsB.. 38: 19 II 
4. 
Rom. 
own 
I Pet. 3: 15 !!Be~~~cd~tlilWl~}f~to~ive 
5. lnt;t;>o,<i'~e;'01'til}~;j tot.l'le!.oTCll. 
N eh . 8: 8 "S:o'the~,;r~~~jIl theb()OK in the law 
of.G~d'df'S~i¥~t1}f ~ndgavethe sense 
an~,.~~~dth~ffi' tottncterstahd" 
IV. .h0;:ElseIs lnvolved In T,· is?;~;' 
A .;'Parents.~~.vi~Us~y., .;J;.~ rtokJjll. 
1. J?:~.o;v'l/de. j,; .• ll1lt,?:: 
a) Sense of worth. 
b) Basic needs. "A~~jj~ltp) 
c) Life experieN.ces. 
d) Fenc,e.s--time limits, panel fence. 
e) Diseiplirle--_tj;;~,w$·t:t";ap . with·· 
WO~,~;j!:t/I;j:need thee every hour" 
on it. 
f) Responsibility. 
g) Goals 
Home AR 4 
creator and 
man, we 
if 
f 
souls, 
inciples 
of the 
tables some 11 
br all 
... Eddie Lewis 
The Wedding's Over ... 
What Now? pg. 114 
childrEm in 
~~~~:~~~~t~~~.~·two~.· ·~·· · .• ~c~··hil~··.·~l~dr~~e~~~~~~:~ 
aOl1"lD1~.Ci!·~l.· a.Ca.mpUs.~~_AIl·m .. ~th~ .... ~ . 
. ground for ih~faffiiJt~·f!~c 
, - ,- ~--
Single ·.t\dultClilldreB 
A ·phenom~non~otWesremworld culture today is the large 
nmnl>efot cMdren. who grow up .and never leave home, 
~stponing marriage or deciding against it. Many choose to 
.. ~?-li\r~a . ............ ..~tlieiJ;·pa:rents..for.a while~a-ndtb~~1"~~ .. . 
.. ~ honte.ne reeeni·stUdy reported that among twentY-five to 
v1...
.•....•..... .. .en ...... -. nin .... e-year.'-OJ:.· ..... .. ~.. ' ...... 16 ...... p. ercent of the men and. 11 per-c;:. . cent of wornell haVe· returned to or ad never left th ir 
parents' home.. Yoong adults actually supported by their 
c;;;.;;.~R~clltS.1'!~c:~~~);hirty-y~ar.h~s!!~(,l){1,~:-.¥()mfng ~ ... 
~... ... N~s,~July 20,1988 from. CurrenrPopulation Rep 
... SoCi~logists explainlhat reasons are unclear, but delaYs~fu 
• '11 _' __ '_! __ '_ _ -' 
A boy was told by his father not to go swimming. 
When his father caught him in the water, the boy said, 
"I didn't mean to do it .," "Then why do you have your 
swim suit with you?" he was asked. "I brought it along 
in case I was tempted," was the reply •. So do we make 
provisions for the flesh. 
Dennis J. Hester 
The Vance Havner Notebook pg. 274 
When we look into the eyes of young people, we can 
catch a glimpse of at least a shadow of their world. 
Christian leadership will be shaped by at least three of 
the characteristics which the men and women of tomorrow 
share: :iJ!,~"'I>S, fatherles~ness, and convw.,si:w;e,nes.s. 
The minister of tomorrow must indeed take a serious look 
at those characteristics in his reflections and planning\ 
We might therefore term this generation the inward ' 
generation, the gel'l!eTation witholJtt fa-there, ana thee 
convuls,ive generation. Let us see how these character .... 
istics help us to understand more fully the men and 
women of tomorrow. 
Henri J.M. Nouwen 
The Wounded Healer pg. 27 
David Riesman says: "As adult authority disintegrates, 
the young are more and more the captives of each other ••• 
•• When adult control disappears, the young's control of I 
each other intensifies." (Psychology Today, October 
1969) Instead of the father, the peer becomes the 
standard. 
Henri J.M. Nouwen 
The Wounded Healer pg; 32 
consequences 
adult and take 
or --to use a 
Henri 
The 
is to 
of a future~ 
term ~ 
pg. 33 
an :>n,,,ro,n,.., 
The more obvious dimension of of 
expression-pertains to sender. In strong HUll tAu.",,;:> , 
to communicate feelings, opinions, wishes, and desires in a forthright 
and unambiguous manner. In such families there will be a minimal amount 
of deceptive game-playing. Clarity in sending messages is often a result 
of agreement or congruency between the persons words and body la~- I 
guage. Care in this area will go far to ensure effective commun:~ 
) 
STATISTICS I 
, 
in U.S.: 1 child dies every 53 min. from starvation. (27) 
1 child runs from home every 26 sec. (3,323) 
1 child is abused at home every 47 sec. (1,838) 
1 child drops out of school every 8 sec.(1~~0 
17 ch~ldren are murdered - 1 every 92 min.~b~· . 
Hotline for "abuse" in Shelby County, Memphis, TN receives an 
average of 10,000 calls a month. In the Beethoven Elem. School, l 
Chicago, IL 80% of 2nd graders are either crack cocaine addicted 
or HIV positive. ' 
IIIIftlrs 
Only 39% of American children born 'in 1988 will live with both 
parents through their 18th birthday. There are 23 million single 
parents and countless other'non-traditional families forced to 
raise children outside God's plan. 44% of fathers who divorce 
ttle mo~het§ never lIee thei'r children again! Children of single 
parent families are six times as likely to be poor: two to three 
times as likely to \ have emotional and behavioral problems: more 
likely to drop out of school and be expelled or suspended from 
school; more likely to get pregnant as teenagers: and more likely 
to use drugs and ' 
One out of three high schoolers get drunk once aweek.The average 
age of 1st time drug use is 13! Teen pregnancy 1s up 62% from 
1940 
NOW LET'S GBT A LITTLE CLOSIR TO BOME! 
Reported Abuse/Neglect in 1993: Ohio - 147,106, West Va. -20,302 
and KY - 57,706----That's a total of 225,1141' 
Children placed in "o~-of-home" care in 1993:0h10 - 15,922, 
West VA - 2,483, and KY - 3,363-----That's a total of 21,7681 
9,360 of these went into Foster Care. In 1993 West VA and KY 
had 1,246 children available and waiting for adoption. Children 
living in pave among three states totaled 1,305,054 - 31% 
of the 
Summary: Since 1960: 560% increase in violent crimes in U.S. 
400% increase in illegitimate births 
A quadrupling in divorce rates 
A tripling in the % of children living with 
single parents. 
200% increase in teen suicides 
80% drop in S.A.T. 
The major problem with chidren in the 1930's and 40's was death 
of the parents. TodaY, the problems are abandonment, physical, 
and sexual abuse, poverty, violenc,e, drugs and divorce! 
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1 . The primary responsibility for the provision of authority in the 
home has been ass igned to men ~ . 
It will not be popular to restate the age-old Biblical concept 
that God holds men accountable for leadership in their families. 
Nevertheless, thatls the way I interpret the Scriptures. I Timothy 
3:4-5 (Phillips) states: 
He (the father) must have proper authority in his own household, 
and be able to control and command the respect of his children. 
Whether women's activists like it or not, a Christian man is 
obligated to lead his family to the best of his ability. This assign-
ment does not justify iron-fisted oppression of chi Idren or the 
disregard ofa woman's needs and wishes, of cOl,Jrse. But God 
apparently expects a man to be the ult.imate decision maker in his 
family. Likewise, he bears heavier re~ponsibility for the outcome 

men 
had problems as. 
youths were more likely to be 
divorced, emotionally constrict-
ed, .fearful of sex, and to have 
maladjusted ~hildren. - JACK 
KAHN. 
chair, 
ten me a " 
between yawns. 
"Wait your father gets 
home," fumed his mother, "and 
he'll tell us both one." 
II _ By 
Over 400 years ago, Michelangelo wrote, liThe more the 
marble wastes, the more the sculpture grows. II This statement 
also applies to the psychological and spiritual development of 
our children. Approximately 85% of the adult personality is 
already formed by the time a child reaches his sixth birthday. 
After the sixth birthday I a parentIs primary task is to chip away 
at the last 15 % of marble in an attempt to sculpt his child into 
a Christian young adult. . 
"Family FouPldations" - By Paul and Richard Meier - Page 19 
But out of all the hundreds of criminal types we have 
counseled as psychiatrist or pastor, approximately two-thirds came 
from homes where at least one parent spoiled the child excessively 1 
'thus teaching him that he could always get whatever he wanted if 
he manipulated enough. One-third came from homes where at 
least Ol")e parent was physically abusive or severely verbally 
abusive. In nearly all the casesrof sociopathy we have c.ounseled,. 
parental inconsistency was a major causative factor. 
"Family Foundations" - By Paul and Richard Meier - Page 90 

IlS traight Talk to Men and Their Wives" - By Dr. 
62 
c. Dobson 
* Please donlt do over 
that my efforts didn!t quite measure 
it's hard, but please don't try 
ter 
* 
vacations 
to 
as 
to Sunday 
to follow. I 
I 
Somehow that makes me 
your I know 
me with my brother or my sis-
Kids need 
vacations from kids. Be-
that your is ver:-;j ape"-
Dr. Kevin Leman 
Church of Cl:rist is 
to Mount Vernon to join them. If 
Pboenix and talk to Rosemary 
~Cost of the bus will be 
have 
call 
The Work 
.00. 

10 
II. 
not subvert 
it would be 
over 
slaves 
1. In some households the master was 
not a Christian, the slave was. 
2. Remember at Col. Philemon and 
Onesimus - "brother." 
3. Bit complicated when both are 
Christians. 
B. Arnold wrote IIChristians are to live 
within the parameter of thoroughly 
entrenched spcial and economic 
structures. 
1. Confederate Hall stays at Vandy. 
2. $50,000 to put it there. Maybe 1/2 
million to remove. 
C. Paul does not attack slavery, he 
transforms it. The slave knows him-
self to be the Lord's free man, 
transfigures his situation by accept-
ance, uses it to serve Christ and 
-cont'd-
D. 
E 
harse 
such 
finally destroyed 
it. Chritians are to obey their master 
in all things. (D. Lipscomb) 
F. Slavery was an established institution 
in Paul's day. At least half of the 
people were slaves. Many of them were 
well-educated people who carried great 
responsibilities in the homes of the 
wealthy. In many homes slaves helped 
to educate and discipline the children. 
(Weirsbe) 
G. Why didn't the church of the day 
openly oppose slavery and seek to 
destroy it? 
(cont'd) 
H. thou 
servant) care not 
be made 
rather 1 
I, The church was 
souls, not 
o Had the 
banded 
1. What about marches. segregation 
(and at DLU) names, clement 
"what do I call you without 
offense?" 
2. What about muslims? 
3. Ira and night clubs. 
4. Secretary asked to lie - "I'm not 
here." 
5. Preach in denominational churches. 
III. What did teh Holy Spirit say do? 
Read these: 
Col. 3: 22-25 
Col. 4: 1 
(to slaves) 
(to masters) 
orders 
to 
master or not 
recognize or reward him. II 
(Weirsbe) 
2. B rings in to play crooked bosses, 
unions. sweatshops, youth 
services. 
B. We serve not with eye service as men 
pleasers. 
1. We all have bosses, overseerers, 
supervisors. 
2. Even elders and preacher relation-
ships. Heb. 13: 7 ,17 vs. lording it. 
3. First precept - obedience. 
Second, manner of obeying 
Third, servant acts from the 
loftiest religious principles. 
9. 
10. 
must be watched to see 
properly is not good. Aim of 
service to be faithfuL Dad Bergner 
went to the field to watch - "I 
make good wages. II 
11. Remember a Christian servant 
owed complete obedience to his 
master as a ministry to the Lord. 
C. Rather we serve "in singleness of 
heart fearing God." 
1. Some slaves thought we are above 
servitude, particularly if their 
master was a pagan" "What right 
have masters of servants of 
satan any mastery over me, one 
of Christ's free men?" 
4. 
the Lord. 
demanded as 
commands 
and we also noted 
demanded executing them. 
6. All and honest we 
obey. Won't lie. steal, cheat. 
7. "This gives moral dignity to the 
most menial employment and exalts 
the common drudgery of toil to a 
means of religious refreshment--
thus do it heartily. No work is to 
be done with the heart not in it. 
(Have you heard all the commercials 
"I don't want to work--I want the 
car at your discount"). 
D. There is a day of reward and 
righting wrongs. (Verses 24-25) 
3. 
4. 
5. 
E. Some 
L The church, or the worker, 
needs constant exortation and 
compelling accomplishes little. 
2. The master is only an earthly 
master. Slavery is a physical, 
social, temporary condition in the 
world order. In the manual an 
ultimate destiny for the slave is 
Christ's free man. The slave is to 
offer the day's work as serving 
the Lord, not men. This transforms 
slavery to a vocation. (Broadman) 
3. Slaves may have possessed nothing 
no rights of inheritance, but they 
do in the Lord. 
to man. He serves the 
6. the unusual 
Paul uses 
Lord and 
mane Jesus as well as 
out 
phrase "so work for the true 
master, Christ." 
Neely's Bend - 7/31/05 
Heritage - 11/20/05 

iII. 
c. 
free men in some areas. 
4. Estimated at least~il(olk 
were slaves. 
had 
They were c1:tt~~us the first 
hearing to trea£"'lhem fairly was 
rid~cul?us--do~~~:::_y 
o~~~~~~ 
v. 
VI. 
? 
w. 
shows we are all one 
in st Jesus. 
c. Situation where I was a man's boss 
during the week and he was mine on 
Sunday in matters. 
Render 
Was he tu.u~n. •. u 
households as some teach? 
3. Obviously a Chrillll!lfllll~etter 
s6. . 
4. S 
B. ·N'(;)tYit;h"'~Y'~s~~v;i~. 
1. Some act one way when observed and! 
anothe,r when lef} to ourselves. 
fPfo/eIJ - d J 
:VII. 
c. 
D. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
E. 
3, 
B. 
2. 
3. 
C/C 8/61 
to 
h,.",~",hll7"",·.,t boss started as a 
Miller's first book, The 
want to put it 
opinions," he 
for them to vent." 
has now prompted 
or so entries and 
""<"Il<n:: them into a book. 
results are turns upunmg and trou-
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6 
7. 
not man 

2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
IIStraight Talk ta Men and Their Vlives ll - By Dr, 
Page 141 
C. Dobson 
iiThe kids will get over it,11 goes the rationalization. -::Ifff 
Every form of mass communication seems mobilized to spread 
the lIme first11 philosophy. Frank Sinatra said it musically in his 
song 111 did it my way.ll Sammy Davis, Jr. echoed the sentiment 
in 111 've gotta be me. 11 Robert J. Ringer provided the literary 
version in "Looking Out for Number One~ which became the best-
selling book in A merica for 46 weeks. It was flanked by IIOpen 
Marriage, Creative Divorce" and "Pulling Your Own Strings", 
among hundreds of other dangerous best sellers. The est program 
now sells the same sickness under the guise of psychological health. 
"Straight Talk to Men and Their Wives" - By Dr. James C. Dobson 
Page 45 
; 
~ 
THOMAS JEFFERSON'S 
I'BAY~ .' 
A1m~Shty. (rod, who has given 
. us tlIis good land for our 
J herit1\ge; we humbly beseech 
Thee that we may always prove 
ourselyes a PeQple mindful of 
'".Iy favor and ghid to do Thy 
wIll. Bless our l.anO with 
'" ~ Mbor~bleindqstry, soUnd learn-
l\in,~~!~~j:o:a:r::~e, ~scord 
, apt! C~)1if~Sioil, fr()Ol pride and 
~'{ '1!~,andfrQ>m every evil 
W" . d. ()Uf" I1»eniu and 
() 
. QJle · .. "·:;·h~d .. ·" ... "'c; 
," .,.UQ~ •.. pq~ 
....... 'b~erQijt 
;.~iH~S. 
,·~Pi,rAt ... ,q/, 
~v ~.;.,.,,-; ... ~, , 
: ~".P'~ ·.",WtaY$~ow; pt " '. ,":1· tlIena Ions ~a.. .......... . ..', 
·.·lnt~~()rPro~p~rity, till our 
hearts{~ith tH~pfdUJn~~, aiidiri 
tlIe day of trouBle! s' 'not Our 
trust in.Thee1l(j.itfitil;:'twhtCh 
we ask through jglti ' st oUr 
L0t:ct Alliert' p' ·,:ti' t, 
"""S~bmi1ited bYJ!}fe~Ror Gay 
Lee\cWbfJ.,tbiRlis~.lF'~an use it 
td:W_Rttiwel~ay;;i .' 
~"---.---- ~ _~." ".)' "f, ';' \: ; \'l! ff1i."", ~ .,.~; 
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- cheerful 
II 
no court - so gavE 
a 
Heaven. 
1. No grudge or toward hold 
2. Reason their Idren -


s 
· II. 
D. 
: Matt. 2 
v. 
B. N~"""_~~""""~ C. MonElf··;s~·,c.t~~t ;,if:R .• t~ed.ay;s,.if .all were 
freej:tb~Q.omp·0!ti:tion would be unbear-
able1.'tInterpreters) 
D. S "_ifj~_~~him 
Spirit. 
__ ed. 
D. 
Ee 
Fe 
G. 
Job:n: 
.VI. 
Servants are to be 
Hillsboro CI C 
Neely's Bend C/C 
Heritage - 11/27/05 
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Col. 4:2-4 UContinue in prayer 1 & watch in the 
C. I want you .to, see ~ ... _ Etl'ise from this Col. 
study 9f prayer. 
II. We cite the rays. . 
A Yilt~·;tezrl.·"""""" 1Iir~. iJ.4 ~I.~"~,,,,,,,,,,!"""., r ~T-' "" 1 
Col. 4:2 "Continue i r 
;\::r-
1. lie eIL_.,' . /0 prayer'l I Henry. 
2. At time prayer s~iling hut d"'. -
, . I .. ~'7~~"~ 
.. goon'., j . 
3. Ged notmo .< y _ei!t,""_ . 
. \ .~ •. ~ IIS,vt when ye pray use not vain 
~. let reipOOds t,. •• "hlllll"~·" 
~tI:~_ .. to tnis end thQt .men ought " 
E,~.l~ .. ~,..,W'!m~~,'$Up. . 
~~'.'p; .. ' ." -r:'Soco~tinu~ . -. ~~~t~~~:.~:a,r:~/~.~6ui'Y 
. .to .... ~rDX ......... d .. ".~f ..f:l~~H ..• &)~ ... , thi~.d;,~ .. :",:,,,,~ng j .~.>'tf_~. .' ' 
6.ff "J'.~.I\'!""~-.•• ~ the spirit of 
prayer. >, 
7. t~ .!i:t~mtl"lld 



Brother Jack Zorn relates a story of the late Olan Hicks 
about old Spot, the family dog. Every time the team of horses 
was hitched to the wagon, old Spot would run ahead of the team 
with head in the air, wagging his tai I. Spot would lead the way 
until they reached the crossroad. At this point Spot would start 
running in circles waiting for the team to turn on chartered course 
As soon as the team indicated which were going to 
pursue, then Old Spot led the way er Hicks said, 
"Ql,d ~t followed out front." Many leaders today 
\ ~fi~til they can determine the by the ;, moi<>rity, then they take their stand. out front. 
ti 
~from "The Church, The Body of Chri $t" 
',~ .J 
Hard.. ege 
- One of the tr(:lgedies of the nineteenth century W(:IS the career 
of Oscar Wilde. He had a brilliant mind, and woncfhe highest 
academic honours; he was a scintillating writer, anl~on the 
highest rewards in literature; he had all the charm in the world, 
and he was a man whose instinct it was to be kind; yet he fell to 
the temptation of unnatural vice, and came to prison and disgrace.· 
When he was suffering for his fall he wrote his book IIDe Profundis lli 
and in it he said: liThe gods had given me almost everything. But! 
I let myself be lured into long spells of senseless and sensual ease ~ •... ' 
••• Tired of being on the heights I deliberately went to the dept 
in search for new sensation. What the paradox was to me in the ! 
sphere of thought, perversity became to me in the sphere of passio 
I g.rew careless of the lives of others. I took pleasure where it I 
pleased me and passed on. I forgot that every I ittle action ofh the 
common da~ makes or unmakes character, and that ther.efor~ w at I 
I 
'I 
_________ ~-----.---~- _~ _______________ J 
f 
! 
/ 
one has done in the secret chernber lone has some day to. cry aloud 
from the house-top. I ceased to be lord over myself. I was no 
longer the captain of my soul, and did not know it. I aHowed 
pleasure to dominate me. I ended in horrible disgrace. II Desire is 
a bad master I and to be at the mercy of desire is to be a slave. 
And desire is not simply a fleshly thing; it is the desire for any 
forbidden thing. 
liThe Letters to the Galatians and Ephesians ll - Wiliiarri''Barciay 
pp •. 116-117 
, a true Cockney 
nhis first outing 
) had just seen· 
's shop on a 
his parents. 
to his school 
saw a man who 
He had nearly 
we passed by. 
on his hind 
B GRAVES, 
Mag, England, 
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irre$ponsibility that neglects duties and drifts through life kiKlng 
but not giving; rugged individualism that brags about self-reliance 
or independence and bulldozes its way through life without regard 
for the needs or rights of others. 
II Colossians Speaks to the Sickness of Our Times ll - By David Allan 
page 14 Hubbard 
I 
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In far too many churches the excitement of a new discovery 
has been slowly replaced by a dutiful adherence to boring ritual 
and routine. Consequently, there is more dustClbout us than dew. 
Because the natural and necessary effervescence of genuine faith 
has fizzled out, most of our "goodness" has become calculated and 
organized. Our giving is too sensible, our devotion too controlled 
our service too predictable. The electronic calculator has become 
a more appropriate symbol of our faith than petfume bottles. As a 
result, our books are balanced, but our lives are not. The heart 
has gone out of our giving, partially.because we keep at least one 
eye on the I nterna I Revenue Servi ce instead of both eyes firm I y 
fixed on external Christian service. 
"Throw Away the Garbage" - By Buckner Fanning - Page 82 
At a presidential prayer i 
breakfast in March, 19tH, Pres I 
Lyndon B Johnson. said: "I rise ; 
to speak, remembering the most . 
. '. popular pr:eacher who ever! 
'l came to our Texas hill country. 
\" His popularity was due, he said·, 
to the fact that. 8e offered< a 
si.lent prayer •. forhimself each 
Sunday morning before his 
sermon. 
"It went like this: 
'Lord,fill my mouth 
With worthwhile stuff, 
And nudge me when 
I've said enough.'''. 

1. Who has not been touched a 
2. Who has not been quoted what 
he said? 
a) Arthur Smedley in born two 
times dies once. 
b) Some man at Lone Oak service. 
c) Louis Rutherford profane. 
Psalms 119:97-105 - READ 
II. So how we conduct ourselves is open for 
observation. 
V-5 "Walk in wisdom toward them that are 
without, redeeming the time." 
A. I call this the 3W verse: walk, 
wisdom, without. 
A. 
1, 
2. 
3. you just at church 
Market place--how do I treat 
clerk and one who gives me 
credit --pay bills? 
b) At entertainment places ball 
(bitting), dancehall, lottery 
tickets, business meetings. 
1 Cor. 10: 32 "Give no offence, neither to 
the Jews, nor to the Gentiles, 
nor to the church of God." 
c) Our living is authentic. 
d) "The Christian life has a 
public circumference." 
(Broadman) 
that 
share the 
3. 
. 3: he must have a 
the 
two 
out. 
2. Paul uses 
3. meet them 
market place. 
B. Some Scriptures 
and 
1 Cor. 5:12-13 - For what have I? 
C. What do I want to do with them? 
Bring them in. 
D. Is there anybody without? 
v. Wisdom 
A. From Zingers 
1. Advice is like snow, the softer it 
falls, the deeper it goes. 
2. A stiffneck usually supports an 
empty head. 
6, 
8. man knows more than 
he tells but a tells 
more than he knows, 
9, A born diplomat is someone who 
remembers your birthday but 
forgets how many. 
10. No man really becomes a fool 
until he stops asking questions. 
11. An efficiency expert is one who 
is smart enough to tell you how 
to run your business and too 
smart to start his own. 
12. The beginning of wisdom is 
silence--the second is 
listening. 
13. Diplomacy is the art of telling 
your friends the have "open 
minds" instead of "holes in 
their .i:l.Gt>.0.6. 
16 
. Redeem 
. 5:16 
are 
Bend C C 8/2 05 
no 
me for revivals because I am too conservative. 
right will not have me for a gospel meet-
ing because I am too liberal. 
The Left 
In the following material, I give illus-
trations that tell something about the left 
wing of the Restoration Movement. Dr. 
JelTY Jones, a dear friend and brother, was 
speaking of these people when he said, 
"Jim, the church has moved off and left 
you." 
Recently after a Bible class in my 
home congregation on a Wednesday night, 
I said to one of my brothers, "Surely, 1 
the right to 2:38 to a 
and tell hirn and 
tized to 
gift of the response was, 
"That is just your are 
trying to play God. 
and said it was about most 
by a fellow Christian. I have 
years. 
We are also 
between gospel and 
the gospel to be a child 
bind anything on 
repentance of sin:;, and imlTlersion in name 
are preaching another gospel. This is done so 
tinction will be made he tween and 
... the argument is not 
about pattern but about 
the size of the 
pattern.The larger the 
pattern, the smaller the 
fellowship. The smaller 
the pattern, the larger the 
fellowship. But there is 
pattern morally and 
religiously that people 
must 
use instrumental music in worship. However, the 
is far broader in application than just 
To preach another gospel is to condemned 
If r attempt to prove that elders and deacons are to lead-
ers in the local church, that communion is to be only 
was no pattem. I i 
said about baptism was or 
I then added if 
volves pattem in 
ing loyal to him .. When another disciple 
told me there is no pattem, I said there must 
be 
the same is also true 
uu.uu;,,, I were to say that LarinlOrc, 
were righteous 
Would you not consider all 
James urged brethren 
of patience (J as. 5: \ 0-\\ ). \ 
Jewish ignorance. If Job 
on the first day of the week, that the church can go into is not a would it not follow that all 
apostasy (2 Thess. 2: 1-12), and the danger of teachers· others mentioned in would also be imaginary persons') 
(2 Jno. 7-11, 1 Tim. 4: 1-2), I am guilty of dividing the church Back to the question instrumental music in Christian 
72 GOSPEL LIGHT 

II. 
B. 
c. 
A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
yo 
: 24 'f 
5: 14-15"" :2J.. 
E. Daily-haOftual--lIthe soul is a stupendous 
want, having its supplies in God."(PC) 
F. Prayer is the expression and index of 
the soul's vi tal ap peti te . 
G. As need is perpetual so is prayer 
necessary. 
H.~ 
f. When we are least inclined to pray 
we are in most need of it. 
2. Pressure of business. 
3. Den of world affairs. 
4. Uncongenial society. 
5. Too absorbing church work. 
6" Physical weakness. 
1 . 4:9 
e) With consistency. 
2 Cor. 6:4 
!2 
f) With fear. 
Cor. 4:8 
g) With faithfulness. 
'1 Cor. 4:2 
h) With zeal. 
2 Cor. 5:11 
1 Thess 2:12 
i) With Heaven's approval. 
;2 Cor. 2:17 
4. "Prayer is the abnegation of self-
confidence and the prostration of 
the soul before the Lord." (P. C.) 
For us 
L Be others. 
2. There are none who do not need 
B. For 
L 
door. 
Door 
does not 
2. But open door useless unless church 
is ready to enter. 
3. Lit. "door for the word. II 
4. To all races. 
C. Utterance to Speak 
1. Words spread the cause. 
2. There is value In preaching. 
3. Opportunity to preach if he can get 
out of prison--if not, do it while 
there. 
4. Cause of his imprisonment was his 
preaching the gospel of Jesus. 
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wttnt t'O <;Ki1V(tfl:ce the CCJtj$e. 
'Off with the Word - "can't alter 
' .. 
tvrn'On~ ()ff'~l11h me. 
C. Paul gives me Some guid.n'Ult'. 
Col. 4:5-6 
tt. Aret~se featvr~ fJ;I,i~e? 
A. Wa~k in wisclom teward them 'hot (Jre without. 
1. I'm tGdo'flQ>,thing to en covrGte the h.",~~ in 
vice ordtscwrage the.reEtd of fthe~t. 
2. I must.e the f~t there are t~ {~w.ithout : tI , (c) Notw. "-church. . .. '. " 
... ~~~'(~,iA_~,'f~# i.e., 
.... " •• 1- .-. . 
j 
\ 
... ';"'!<' , .... '::.':., .' 
i~ vsby ~f,"9Ct~~ •.. m: <I"lUI!1IIt'·' __ ' 
, " " , /"',' ',/ '. ' ,'. " 
r;~h. 4:17 If This I soy therefore, ond testify in the lo 
B. Redeem the Time. 
1. Prudence will avoid persecution & give time for 
gospel IS spread . 
2. Let me not increase prejudice against the church. 
3. Chr. on the outlook for every opportunity. 
4. Buy back the present 'fime from evil. 
5. Do you see time as short. 
6. Seize the initiative. Days are evil (E~. 5: 16) 
C. Let Speech Be (i Grace. " 
Eph. 4:29 II Let no corrupt communication proceed 
1. Not enuf to ans. correctly; must also answer in 
the right manner. 
2. Commend message c charm & wi t • 
3. Let it be full of the gospel, thus a limit on how 
far we can please men. 
4. We need charisma. 
(). Let Speech be Seasoned c Salt. 
1. Soh preserves. 
. 2. SaltmakesPQ1QtQble. 
3. Ou r dls!;:ourse must not be corrupt. 
Milrk ~:50. I'SOh is good: but if the salt hav, lost his 
I Pet. 3: 15 "'~ut sa nc tlfy the Lord God in your near_ 
4. GK. for salt meant wit, piqvant, not empfy~ 
5. Not insipid. 
6.tet th.ra be consistency of life & speech. 
7.Qff color language off limits. 
'. ~.tvll Answer. 
t,. Right Answer de~nds ~ 
(9) Right time. . 
\. 
r (b) Right person. 
(c) Right material. 
(d) Being patient. 
2. Note it says II Know how" to ans. 
(a) Understand person to whom you speak. 
(b) Catch mood of moment. 
(.) Note also every man - each a bit different. 
3. Demands we know reality of our faith. 
~~~~~-.3-7S' 
\, 
\. 
L 
the 
wosdom toward 
are not 
But I have an 
them. 
Walls are invisible, but 
are there. 
are 
f) Some are shut out--we are not 
if Christian. 
2. Walk in wisdom. 
a) We must be wise in action 
toward those outside the church. 
b) What impressions do we leave? 
c) Discreet conduct will commend 
the gospel. 
d) World watches our behavior. 
e) To know how to proceed is one 
thing--the strength to do it is 
another. 
B. 
2 
3. to use 
at advantageous 
make the most of each chance. 
4. Lord wants us ready for those 
He's made ready. 
5. Joy to be awake--to be drowsy is 
to be discouraged. 
6. Be ready at all times, but 
especially at precise moment. Who 
kisses hello on a date? 
C. Thirdly let your speech be always 
with grace. 
1. Hard to be courteous in speech. 
2. Harder to always be. 
3. Sometimes it's easy to be sweet. 
4. Don't be too hard on heathen 
customs. 
2. 
3. 
• 4:29 
Mark 9:50 
1 Pet. 3: 
seasoned 
the dull. 
makes 
5. Greek work means ,piquant, 
not empty speech. 
E. Fifthly that ye may know how to 
ans wer every man. 
1. Meet inquiries with grace. 
2. Deal with each man individually--
not one stock answer--little boy 
selling peanut brittle "it's finger-
lickin good--if I'm a lyin then I'm 
a flyin. II 
3. Not asked to withdraw from 
ordinary community life. 
4. Let your answer be accurate and 
full. 



4. 
5. 
6, 


~ VVV' """x.YY'J'JA/'J\~ . Never throw mud. You may X: 
. 
miss your mark. ; but you:Just have dirty hands. 
• JOSEPH PARKER 
" ~ A V l("I( "vY:...f../'..x., Y ~>f.../'0 
never 
don't cost yet 
other people good 
image on men's souls, and a Uv"'U~'HU 
They do more. A physician 
some remarkable resu'hs: 
of his more petulant patients,uicers,he 
gave this odd prescription" typed on a prescription 
blank: .. "Sayso.lllethillg kina to somebody - anybody -
three times a day, and at bedtime -especially at bed-
time." The patieI1t, finallY convinced that the dodor 
was seriQl).s, agreed to tty it. 1n less than a month his 
ulcers gave himno more trouble. 
There's magic in kind words. They can cure a lot of 
things, 1lot just uleers- disappointments, unpopularity, 
a testy disposition. Skepficlll? Try using them! 
Gerald Horton Bath 

@ 4 6 
s 
4, The be under the 
control 
5@ It, my the most 
effective tools me and it is 
highly personable; it is not a team 
effort, but privately it is me. 
B. What does this verse outline as to 
method and procedure? Shall we take 
it apart, word by word? 
II. "Let" 
A. It is something I can control. 
1. Let - allow. 
2. I am not called to be a "loose 
cannon." 
3. This is not exclusively tied to that 
which some call "witnessing." 
PeL 
B. 
1. 
2. You cannot my 
• but you can 
them. 
3. Note it's "your, II "my" personal. 
4. It can be speech that is brash, 
boring, complacent, irrevelant, 
instructive. 
5. "Be" is implied--it is alive. 
6. Alex Selkirk--Robinson Crusoe's 
four-year isolation--spoke just 
half words and they thought him 
"wild. 11 
7. Look to no one but yourself for 
this assignment. 
C. Always 
1. Not seasonal, but constant. 
2. Can you think of a higher re-
straint - always. 
6, 
2. 
3. 
and 
then open 
it." ( 
5. Universal demand 
Christian man and woman. 
E. Seasoned with Salt 
1. Salty speech in a good way--not 
tedious, monologue. 
2. Judicious use of humor, wit. 
3. "Not insipid by wholesome." 
(Lipscomb) 
4. Salt preserves, enhances, purifies, 
makes things better. 
5. Thus modified. 
F. May Know How 
1. So glad he did not say "what" as 
implied perfect knowledge. 
G. 
H. 
4. 
L 
3 
the 
or closet. 
to be 
1. Implies the outsider can be inter-
ested in our faith, 
2. Some questions are predictable. 
a) Only one saved. 
b) Why no instrument. 
c) Why baptize? Weekly Lord's 
Supper. 
d) Teetotaler. 
3. Their question implies an ignorance 
of a matter--as does mine--I can 
win an argument or lose a soul. 
4. No shame as Ed Craddock asked 
Dr. West in public for man "Is 
that the way you wanted me to do 
it?" 
Bend 8 

Burks. 
B. 
what 
2. 
3. Is he a 
4. How old is he? (Is he to 
play professional ball or box?) 
D. Tychicus had an enviable one--let's 
study it. 
II. Impressive Resume' - Col. 4: 7-8 
A. Who is a beloved brother? 
1. Understands the fellowship in the 
family of God. 
2. Some never unpack--can't leave 
past work. 
3. Trials of life good to have a 
brother at our side--shortly Allen 
told doctor he had 39--men's class 
P,rlfv;l~p ff '"'t tlfjj!/"P'l .... """,., 
6. 
John 13: 
1. Love 
Mark 12: 31 
2, 
Phil. 2: 3-4 
3. 
John 13:34 
PauL 
s needs come 
thank 
We are to serve Christ 
complaint or grumbling. 
!L 
e) Not the "I'm tired" commercials. 
Paul had many enemies--not easy 
to be his servant. 
No too dirty, 
,)j; 
d'fr."'/- ~" 

A@ He 
B. He 
L 
runaway who may have stolen ~ 
to my account. 
. What do we know about 
A. From 
Col. 4: 9 II One of 
Philemon 10 
number .. II 
B. Was asIa ve . 
Phil. 16 
1. Belonged to Philemon. 
2. Carried a short letter to him. 
3. Philemon perhaps wealth and 
prominent member of Col. church. 
C. Ran away as a slave. 
1. Went to Rome. 
2. Subject to harsh law . 
D. Ran into Paul. 
1. Paul in his own hired house. 
2. A prisoner, military custody. 
3. A preacher. 
6. 
and beloved 
9. 
consent. 
10. Commended as faithful--no longer 
a runaway thief, now a Christian. 
11. Receive him as my own heart -
(v-12). 
12. Now trustworthy and a reason to 
love him. 
13. Receive him as you would me. 
14. As a Christian and with Paul's 
letter he is not afraid to return. 
E. Need to stop and note waht change 
being a Christian makes. 
1. Does not tell Philemon however to 
set him free. 
2. We are not told how this all turned 
out. 


names. 
1.. We them to our 
2. Due to meaning or sound? 
C. We have one today - Aristarchus 
Ruler) . 
n. What do we know about him? 
A. My fellow prisoner. 
1. In Rome. 
2. Sent salutations. 
3. Must loved the church. 
B. Acts References 
1. Acts 19121 
a) Re-baptIsm illustration. 
b) Synagogue. 
word. 
2. 
3. 27:1-2 
a) He's from Thessalonica. 
4. Thus with Paul in exciting times. 
a) Faithful in prison - how he got 
thel~e? 
b) Was he the brother? 
2 Cor. 8: 18 
Neely's Bend BC - 10/9/05 
Heritage - 1/15/06 

Mark. 
L 
3. 
to John Mark, 
4. 
, the 
blotched and championed. 
5, He had some of the greatest 
challenges, certain windfall. 
6. No one had superior association 
nor were closer to the Lord. 
D. Things for which he is credited. 
1. Wrote gospel of Mark. 
2. Was an early apostolic helper. 
3. Had fine kinfolk. 
4. Early church member. 
5. Greatest missionary companions 
Paul, Barnabas. 
6. Part of the biggest fuss in the 
Bible. 
7. Learned much from his mistakes. 
Testament 
. Events in 
Acts 13: 1~3 ( 
L 
to 
Paul moves to the 
b) Acts 13: 13 - Paul and 
companions. 
Paul 
c) Did this irritate Mark with his 
uncle in second place? 
B. Then comes a strange note: 
Acts 13: 13 Then Paul and his companions 
put out to sea. 
1. Don't know why Mark left and 
returned to Jerusalem. 
2. Was it because: 
a) Grew timid to cross Taurus 
mountain? 
b) Didn't like demoting Uncle 
Barnabas. 
c) Why directly to Jerusalem 
instead of an Antioch report? 
Acts 
c. The 
15:36-41 
work. 
Jerusalem 
Acts 12: 12 
work 
Note the Jews are not 
seems all 
experienced. 
Acts 
1. Jews demanded circumcision. 
15:1 
15:5 
2. Does this damn 
get over it? 
2 Tim. 4: 11 
COl. 4: 10 
Eph:-2~%I1J" 
Phil. 24 
LJ~e1_~~.;.13 
Mark ~~ 
Mark or does he 
4. 
5. 
III. We do know he had 
Acts 12: 12-13 
mother, 
A. Peter came to her house on release 
B. were 
to prayer. 
IV. He had a good teacher in Peter. 
V. Spirited writer of one of the gospels. 
VI. Was he the one that fed naked? 
VII. He overcame mistakes. 
Neely's Bend - 1/1/06 
Mark the Evangelist - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia Page 2 of 4 
book the things suitable to whatever makes for progress toward knowledge. Thus he composed a more 
spiritual Gospel for the use of those who were being perfected. Nevertheless, he yet did not divulge the 
things not to be uttered, nor did he write down the hierophantic teaching of the Lord, but to the stories 
already written he added yet others and, moreover, brought in certain sayings of which he knew the 
interpretation would, as a mystagogue, lead the hearers into the innermost sanctuary of that truth hidden by 
seven veils. Thus, in sum, he prepared matters, neither grudgingly nor incautiously, in my opinion, and, 
dying, he left his composition to the church in Alexandria, where it even yet is most carefully guarded, 
being read only to those who are being initiated into the great mysteries. 
Legendary details 
An extensive and satisfyingly circumstantial account of Mark's life was 
written by Severus, Bishop of AI-Ushmunain, in the 12.th_~. According 
to this account, ar was t e nephew of Barnaba~ho was cousin to Peter's 
wife:_~ark was one of the serv~~~~t the ~~ana who poured· 
out the water that Jesus turned to wine. This is Jesus' first public miracle, 
however it is not related in the Gospel of Mark. Mark was 'one of the Seventy 
Apostles sent out by Christ; he was the servant who carried water to the 
house of Simon the Cyrenian, where the Last Supper took-place; and Mark 
was the one who hosted the disciples in his house after the death of Jesus, and 
into whose house the resurrected Jesus Christ came, although all the doors 
were shut. . 
The following details are also based on Severus' account,and need 
corroboration before they are accepted as more than 1 Othcentury pious 
legend: He eventually went to Alexandria and was the first to preach the 
Gospel there. He is said to have performed many miracles, and established a 
church there, appointing a bishop, three priests, and seven deacons. 
Mark is considered by this writer to have founded the School of Alexandria, a 
school that encouraged studies in science, philosophy, music, math and language embraced by the early Coptic 
Christians, who believe such disciplines are not contrary to religion, but lead believers to a true spiritual life. The 
pagan Library and Musaeum are ignored. 
When Mark returned to Alexandria, the people there are said to have resented his efforts to tum them away from 
the worship of their traditional Egyptian gods. In 68 A.D. they killed him, and tried to bum his body. Afterwards, 
the Christians in Alexandria removed his unburned body from the ashes, wrapped it and then buried it in the 
easterly part of the church they had built. His remains, excepHor the head, were later stolen and taken to Venice 
(see below). . 
Representations in Western art 
Mark is frequently depicted in Western art, especially Medieval and 
Renaissance art. Like the other 3 evangelists, he is often shown holding a 
book with the text Pax tibi Marce evangelista meus (Latin for "Peace to 
you, Mark, my Evangelist"), but his special attribute is the winged lion. 
As the patron saint of Venice, he was a particular favorite of Venetian 
artists and their patrons, and paintings of his life and mirac1~s are a feature 
of some of the greatest Venetian art. His lion is ubiquitous throughout 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wikiiSt. Mark 
'1M ," -
111912005 
Venice, 
In 828 
In 
St Mark were 
there to house 
of the saint remained in 
"h,.,,,i-,,,, the COlmnlenloratllon 
a new basilica 
However, it is said that "the saint 1>11.""'''''' 
location of his remains ... by extending an arm from a pillar" [1] 
3 
(http://www.basilicasanmarco.it/WAI/eng/storia~societa/sanmarco/interne/sanmarcoJitrovamento.bsm). The 
newfound remains were placed in a sarcophagus the basilica. 
In June 1968 the Alexandrian Pope Cyril VI sent an official delegation to to receive a relic 
from Pope Paul VI. The relic was said to be a small piece of bone that had been given to the Roman pope 
Giovanni Cardinal Urbani, Patriarch of Venice [2] (http://www.egypttoday.com/printerfriendly.aspx? 
ArticleID=3374). Pope Paul in an address to delegation said that the rest ofthe relics of the saint remained in 
Venice [3] (http://www.vatican.va/holy Jather/paul_ vi/speeches/1968/june/documents/h(1'-
vi_ spe _19680622_ cattedrale-cairo _ fr.html). 
The delegation from Alexandria consisted often metropolitans and bishops, seven of whom were Coptic and three 
Ethiopian, and three prominent Coptic lay leaders. The delegation received the relic on June 22, 1968. The next 
day, the delegation celebrated a pontifical liturgy in the church of St Athanasius the Apostolic in Rome. The 
metropolitans, bishops, and priests of the delegation all served in the liturgy. Members of the Roman papal 
delegation, Copts who lived in Rome, newspaper and news agency repOlters, and many foreign dignitaries 
attended the liturgy. 
On June 25, the Coptic Church celebrated the inauguration of a new St. Mark 
Cathedral in Dair EI-Anba Rowais (also known as Dair EI-Khalldaq) in 
Egypt. 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/St._Mark 111912005 
Mark the Evangelist - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia 
For this occasion and for the return of the relic, a great religious celebration 
was organized. The celebration was headed by Pope Cyril and was attended 
by Egyptian president Gamal Abdel Nasser, Emperor Haile Selassie of 
Ethiopia, and many of the heads of different religions and representatives of 
churches, including Mari Ignatius Yacoub the Third, the Antiochian Patriarch 
for the Syrian Orthodox. 
See also 
• St Mark's Basilica 
• Four Evangelists 
External links 
• St. Mark's detailed biography by H.H. Pope Shenouda III 
(http://tasbeha.orglcontentlhh _ books/Stmark/) 
• St. Mark the Apostle, Evangelist, and Preacher of the Christian Faith 
in Africa (http://www.copticchurch.netltopics/synexarionlmark.html) 
• History of the Coptic Orthodox Church of Egypt which was founded by Saint Mark (http://st-
takla.orgiCoptic-church-l.html) 
• The return ofSt. Mark Relics from Italy (June 1968 - zipped RealVideo) (http://www.zeitun-
eg.netlstcyril6/stcyril6 _v 18.zip) 
• St. Mark's New Cathedral, Abbassyia, Cairo, Egypt (inaugurated in 1968) 
(http://www.coptichymns.netlCoptic_Photos-thumbnails-album-36. htm I) 
• Catholic Encyclopedia, 1908 (http://www.newadvent.orgicathenl09672c.htm) 
Retrieved from ''http://en. wikipedia.org/wikilMark_the _Evangelist" 
Categories: 63 deaths I Christian martyrs I Coptic Saints I Saints I Patriarchs of Alexandria 
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Documentation License (see Copyrights for details). 
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too 
down to three. 
1. are 
2. He can name 
Jews who stuck 
them. 
A. " 
B. 
c. 
D. 
E. 
Acts 19: 29 riot 
Acts 20: 4 Goes to Macedonia 
Acts 27: 2 Sails with Paul to Rome. 
Philemon 24 -- Sends greetings. 
Col. 4: 10 -- Greets Col. church. 
F. My fellow prisoner. 
3 
1. "My" --he I s a real burden bearer--
one of 3 Jews with Paul. 
2. Prisoner - one taken in warfare, 
knew scars of battle. 
3. Did he volunteer to share imprison-
ment so he could help Paul; OR 
4. Spiritually was he captured by 
Christ as Paul was; OR 
5. Did he break a civil law in preacl1ing? 
6. We know little about him but he was 
there when Paul needed him. 
G. Sends his salutations. 
III. 
2. Barnabas a 
3. 
9: 7 
5. 
c. In the 
Acts 12: 12 - Peter delivered to Mark's 
Acts 12: 25 - Took Mark on missionary journey. 
Acts 13: 4-5 - Minister at Salamis 
Acts 13: 13 - Perga - Pam - departed. 
Acts 15: 37 - Take Mark again - No. 
1 Peter 5: 13 - Babylonl'fll't 
Col. 4: 10 - Come - receive. 
2 Tim. 4: 11 - Bring - profitable. 
D. Paul and Barnabas blow up. 
1. Results in 2 mission teams not 1. 
2. Early apostles had fallouts. 
3. Broken relationships can be repaired.· 
E. Commandments--either by an earlier 
messenger or letter not preserved. 
F. Receive Him. 
1. If Col. knew of Mark's departure 
this letter would restore confidence--
Perga 110 miles away. 
5. 
IV. Now 
B. 
c. 
All we 
bore a name 
men. 
D. name your son 
E. 
F. But 
1. book. 
2. great 
3. He was on a noble mission. 
4. Holy Spirit content to leave him as 
just a name. 
5. Everything I know is good. 
V. "These Only" 
A. Paul felt alienation from his own 
countrymen. 
B. One -- fellow servant. 
One -- Prisoner 
All workers. 
C. Are we disappointed by how few stick 
with us? 
E. 
3. 
5. 
Hills Cordova. TN - 1 96 
Bend C/C - /16/05 
Heritage - 1/29/06 
Love 
11(new ryou'tfCome 
I heard this story from George Romney, then 
Governor of Michigan, in 1955 when I was a junior 
in high school. It made a deep impression on me, 
and I have never forgotten it. It is a story about love. 
I have made up the names, but the rest of the story 
is told as I remember him telling it. 
In the great Ohio Valley, where the fertile, black, 
loamy soil produces the wheat, corn, potatoes, and 
other staples for the tables of Detroit and Chicago, 
there is a small town called Steubenville. It is an old 
town. Two hundred years ago-and before that-the 
area was settled by German immigrants who were 
dissatisfied with life in their native land. What they 
found, they liked. They cleared their land, they built 
their homes, they established towns, schools, 
churches, they had their families-and they stayed. 
There is a very old family there named Hansen. 
It is said that there have always been Hansens in 
Steubenville. The Hansens are good citizens, close-
knit, solid, dependable, courteous, loyal, and 
helpful. It is a great tribute to the Hansens that, 
whenever· a Hansen son or daughter is sent to 
15 
school, every teacher and administrator is pleased by the 
prospect. 
Some years ago-in the early forties, actually-Lutz Hansen 
and his wife, Gwendolyn, had two sons in successive years. In 
fact, they were born eleven months apart. One, the older, they 
named Travis; the other, James. They had other children-older 
and eventually younger-but between these two, there 
developed a closeness, a relationship-a tie-that even in a close-
knit family was remarkable-they were inseparable. 
Blond, sturdy, intelligent, both were good athletes and good 
students-they were always together. They worked, played, 
even studied together. They were a year apart in school, but 
with his parents' permission and understanding, Travis stayed 
out his freshman year of high school so that he and James could 
play sports together and graduate together. Stories are still told 
of the way they blocked for each other in football and passed to 
each other in basketball, how Travis pitched and James caught 
in baseball, how they always double-dated, and how the girls 
said it didn't matter which one you went with, because you had 
a feeling that you were out with both of them. 
When they graduated, it was the time of the Korean conflict. 
They both registered for the draft, and when inducted under 
the "buddy system," they went to basic training together and 
later were assigned to the same unit, the same company. They 
arrived at the Yalu River, north of Panmunjom in January, 
1961, in time for a major offensive. 
Normally they took their duties together, but one night, 
James was assigned to a routine perimeter patrol designed to 
prevent enemy encroachment upon their position. The patrol 
was ambushed, and only two members struggled back to the 
camp to report the disaster. 
16 CHRISTIAN 
James did not come back. 
When word reached Travis, he went immediately to his 
commanding officer and requested permission to go and search 
for his brother. It was denied. The place of the ambush was 
assumed to be in enemy control, and it would be suicide to send 
a rescue squad. Travis quietly explained his need to go, and even 
here, in this cold, barren, forbidding setting, a commanding 
officer realized that there was something unusual here, 
something not to be treated with normal rules. He also realized 
that the boy was going to go-with or without permission. 
He finally said that although he could not grant permission, 
he would not prevent his leaving. Travis spoke to the two men 
who had made it back, learned the location of the ambush, and 
set out. It was completely dark, it was unbearably cold, it was 
a hopeless task, and even if found, his. brother had little chance 
of being alive. 
All through that dark night he searched, and just at gray 
light, he located the place. He moved quickly from one frozen, 
shattered body to another-not him-not him-and then he 
found him, nearly frozen, mortally wounded, but alive. He 
cradled the head of his dying brother in his lap and wept. James 
opened unseeing eyes, and with the last of his strength 
whispered-
"Is that you, Travis?" 
"Yes." 
"/ knew you'd come-
I've been waiting." 
It was the last thing he said. A short time later, he died. 
APPEAL 17 
in power love itself, 
to sJ;ay alive-to wait for him to come. 
We trust God because He has shown us and taught us love. 
His love has created a covenant between us and Him. We trust 
God because we know Him and believe that He loves us. We 
trust each other for the same reason. Because of our absolute 
faith in God's unfailing, steadfast love, we find the patience and 
the courage-in the hour of our greatest need-to overcome this 
world and to wait for Him to come. 
18 
When every other reason falls, 
love will find a way. 
"The steadfast love of the Lord never ceases, 
His mercies never come to an end; 
they are new every morning; 
great is your faithfulness. 
'The Lord is my portion,' 
says my soul, 
'therefore I will hope in Him. '" 
-Lamentations 3:22-23 
CHRISTIAN 

2. 
B. 
names 
, Sue 
number. II 
none no 
3. on a - 5th one 
named Thomas. 
4. Searcy "Here's the man two 
first names. II 
5. Mix me with BBB - your work on 
the NKJ - not me. 
II. We come to a man of whom we know 
little. 
Col. 4: 11 IT And Jesus which is called Justus. I 
A. Name changed from Jesus "salvation" 
is of Jehovah - Latin name. 
B. To Justus (righetous). 
1. Of the circumcision - Jew. 
a) But I never see race or color. 
E. 
2. Personal at Rome. 
3. - church, 
- all we know 
III. other Justus? 
A. 1:23 
B. Acts 15: 22 ( Born on Sabbath 
c. Acts 18:7 
D. Was he dropped from . 24? 
IV. Other men named Jesus? 
A. Some say part of Barabbas name. 
B. Luke 3:29 Jose, Jesus, Joshua 
C. Acts 7:45 
D. Hebrews 4:8 Jesus, Joshua in margin 
E. Col. 4: 11 Baseball Jesus Alou 
V. Would you name your boy Jesus? 
Joshua? Matt. 23: 8-11 
Resect only Father - Pope 
Matt. 23: 8-9 
V-8 
5. 
6, V Reverend 
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2. 
30 
4. 
5. 
6. Barsabas - son 
Jews and 
name. 
a heathen 
- i.e. born on a 
7. Some think Barsabas. true 
he's a brother of Judas Iscariot. 
8. Or with preaching of Paul the synagogue 
was split in Corinth, the House of Justus 
became Paul's centre. 
9. Other MMS have his name as Titus or 
THius. 
10. Some identify him with Gaius of Corinth. 
11. No proof he was Titus of Paul's letter. 
12. Was his name dropped from Phil. 24? 
15. 
16. 
. 
19. 
season ) " 
So water 0 
Thus to save must pass 
water to be saved ?1 
to read 
Nelson 
Means 
Three men New Testament had this 
name. 
a) Josephus had Justus, a surname also 
Barsabas (Acts 1:23). 
b) Godly man of Corinth - Paul stayed 
with him (Acts 18: 7). 
c) Jewish Christian in Rome who sent 
greetings called Jesus. 
20. Know nothing else but in good company. 
--JBM 



e will 
19 "Cir . is nothing &: u ... ~~\.IJ 
.12:50 "For~whosoever sball~ 
. <i;.At a.Baptist encampment at Bra~n~Y5 
quot~d favorite verse and he s:at'd "bet 
rio man ask what can my country:do for 
rnebut what Cal'l I do for my" 
(l)Can we do part of wi11- '!"worsbip Wl:I~:J;!l.\!lf~ 
instrument but with envy? 
.(,2)Must be bap:tized but notgive'f 
d.lt was maturity and stability wantef~:J 
in the saints . 
C. How d{d he ,}2rQQ9.Ae.J:o flCCQI!1~lish tlllfs~ 
1 ~)\1;~a~s. { ..., " ".. •.. , ' '~--,"'~ 
a. Flow long is our alwaysc'i 
was 
'~'J"u,,", we pray 
tion we couldn It 
d.-Towns N. side of Lycus valley, a broad 
level terrace juts out, overhangs with 
~tecipitious sides. Over side tumbles 
c~a;cades of pure white stone, deposl¥B 
:of. calcareous matter from streams--
glistens like foaming cataracts froz,en 
in: the falL 
S,fW ,P';ta)!e3k. 
a.'Thiscrosses all barriers of time and 
$pace. 
Let it be the universal usage of every 
CilrU;tian. ' 
~'l,t17;hey succeeded--we will wbenweQQ 
',' rheydt;d! " 



~m"vlsitil1g in ~ nursinghome at I~Y;i&oir,-
one of the ladies who was confined tQj,erl)ed aBked us 
to ,have prayer with her. After we had led,the prayer 
she said "Oh I wish I had asked you to pray for my 
children." It might be that if more paJ"ents both active 
and infirm had such a spiritual interest in their chU.en 
that this world would be far better off than it is . 
• 2 
- QD '., 1 
, ~') 

B. 
went door to 
3. Johnson 
4. Started Bible company, bought 
Thomas Nelson. 
5. Now biggest in world--over 
3 million Bibles published. 
6. Last night (11-17-05) su!prise 
salute. 
7. Two Bushes sent regards. 
he 
8. Ned Ray McWherter, Bill Pursell, 
Pat Robinson, Jerry Falwell, 
authors, all preceded me to 
platform. 
9. Joe Powers said company has 
$147 million in bank. 
C. Now contrast with Epaphras. 
1. N arne means charming or foamy. 
III. 
4. 
covers 
4. think 
spending time praying for you. 
5. We will subsequently learn how 
he prays. 
B. Next identified as Servant of Christ 
1. This a term Paul uses for himself--
bondsman. 
2. This shows Paul's esteem for him. 
3. Is this the only place Paul 
identifies anyone as a bondservant 
of Christ except of himself, say 
some commentaries. 
4. What about Timothy? 
Phil. 1: 1 Paul & Timothy servants of Jesus 
5. His ministry not a lordship but 
a servant who labors faithfully 
in the work. 
7 
8. 
9. 
10. 
fullness to 
11. Need to be earnest in prayer for 
self and others. 
D. Praying always stand firm. 
1. Prayer had several purposes. 
2. Stand firm--maturing in Jesus. 
3. Prayers need to embrace. 
Purpose--not just "bless us Lord"-
bless us with firm convictions. 
4. Firm persuasion. 
5. If all were doing this would we 
be in trouble we are with some 
using the instrument and 
fraternizing with error? 
E. 
1. Know the word. 
2. All word. 
3. Devoted to truth 
4. More 
God, 
5. be 
knowledge, 
Heb 5: 11-14 (READ) 
James 3:1-2 (READ) 
6. Have grasp of God's will so via 
daily study of it nothing can 
shake us. 
7. We are grown up--not babes. 
8. "Mature & fully assured" on 
every doctrine. 
F. Hard work for the Brotherhood. 
v-13 I vouch for him 
1. Mindful of Liodicea & Hierapolis. 
2. Labors painfully. with deep 
anxiety. 
IV. 
8, 
9. Wants 
up. 
10, know 
Are we 
preachers as much as 
visiting, preaching men? 
1. Do their prayer closets mean 
much to us? 
2. Do we single out praying 
preachers? 
B. Is this not something we all can do? 
C. How much are we praying? 
D. How deeply are we interested in 
others? 
E. Are we ever in agony in prayer as 
was Jesus in Gethsemane? 
F. Has the Devil. discouraged our 
prayer life? 
K. Do we ever 
1. Paul 
2. Jesus says 
self Gethsemane. 
3. Jesus knelt--intense verb--fell to 
his knees repeatedly--would try 
to stand but knees buckled 
under him. Get up, stagger and 
fall again. 
4. Saul was told he'd die next day--
power drained out of him and 
fell to the ground. 
5. Do we interceed? 
a) Abraham for Sodom. 
b) Moses for his people. 
c) Epaphras for cities. 
6. Let I s exert ourselves on behalf 
of others. 
Romans 15: 30-33 (READ) 
Neely's Bend - 11/19/05 
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y 3. 

the close of a 
Hall. a 
Miss of 
outside his 
an autograph pad. 
your fingers are tired, 
sir," she said, "but mine are too 
-from clapping." 

n. 
Pettus ~ 
to the scope 
work when he never calls 
learn Luke the 
B. 
C. Never name, thus all we 
know is what he wrote 
of association with others or what 
gospel writers tell us of his works. 
D. Thus from these sources we learn 
about him. 
III. One of the most distinctive things is his 
accompanying of noted r,]en like Paul on 
second and fourth missionary journeys--
Book of Acts. 
A. I.c~ILhiInDr ... Us and. Them. 
B. By the~·employ~;;;,·:r~of~"us·'i·~to show 
he was on the journey and "them" to 
telegraph he was not with them. 
Acts 27:1-28 
Luke 
the above we see 
references. 
Phil~. 1\1. A. D Lucas my fellow. 
me. " 
Col. 4: 14. "Luke the beloved physician, and 
Demas greet you." 
(These three are the only New Testament 
references) . 
A. Reveals the humility of the man. 
B. Also the esfeem ."' 
C. His QccupafiOii"CC" 
D. His obvious h~mgU.y and his talent .. 
V. We learn other things. 
A. Luke from Lucious= light ... giving and 
I umfrioi.is;·Tucanus:···-~-~·-·~····~~· 
··""·<····'·~<"'·v-V.vv.<M""'"'~ 
c. 
travels. 
most 
Best IJterary 
Beautj:ful stY1~. 
Scholarfy"':"':Luke Acts 1: 1-3. 
Wrote as a dOGto~. 
a) Uses medicaLterms lU{.e 
surgeoll's needle."" 
b) Great fe~~er. 
Luke 4: 38 "And he arose out of the 
synagogue ... " 
(Peter was married). 
6. Genealogy - L!lR:e 3;23:-. .38 
Joseph to GodY~~,.A(I~g!: 
E. 
· Jesus shares our woes and 
L Knew 
Travels 
3. Faced Rome and 
the sea. 
4. Understood physical needs. 
Luke 8: 55-56 Jairus' daughter. 
Acts 28: 8-9 Healings 
5. Some say brother of Titus. 
2 Cor. 12:18 
F. Most quoted Scripture at Christmas. 
Neely's Bend - 12/18/05 
Heritage 2/12/06 

2 
c. Demas 
24 
Lucas, labourers. 
:14 , the beloved 
.4: 10 
1. 
2. 
3. 
and Demas, you. 
Demas hath forsaken me .. II 
A tragic example of backsliding. 
All of us hurtingly know some 
modern day Demas I • 
Let's study what we know, each 
syllable of word so powerful for 
it we can gain something. 
II. Let's start with his name--does it fore-
cast something? 
A. Demas means either popular or ruler 
of people. It is a Greek contraction 
of Demetrius or Demarchus. 
1. Did Christianity not give him a 
popular status? 
17 
B. 
III. our Demas. 
24 .A.D.L. my labourers." 
A. In great company work. 
B. All important in the church. 
especially Mark and Luke. 
C. Paul compliments with terms "fellow 
labourers. " 
1. Lit. "co-laborers." 
2. Paul puts them on an equality 
with him. 
3. All equally esteemed. 
4. Even gone to Paul in prison. 
5. Would you be pleased to be where 
Demas is in this reference? 
IV. Now let's go some time, maybe a year 
later. 
B. 
L 
name. 
5. 
3. 
labors? 
that 
once 
6. Had I been Paul as 
what would he say about me? 
Weaker or stronger? Laborer or 
not certain? Faithful or here 
occasionally? 
7. You fill in the blanks: 
a) I'm struggling. 
b) I have questions. 
c) I'm not sure it's what it is 
cracked up to be. 
d) I'm about ready to throw in 
the towel. 
e) I'm not sure it's worth all the 
necessary effort. 
8. What he said of Tim. 
Phil. 2: 20 "I have no man likeminded ... " 
. Is 
he 
V. Now what one calls that heartbreak 
2 : 10 hath 
. Just 
1. Is that 
his heart? 
2. Did he really want to serve when 
he came to Rome? 
3. Does he see contrastingly the 
great halls of Caesor, the 
gorgeous homes of the rich, the 
halls of music and go back to 
Paul's prison cell. 
4. Is this glory of Rome greater than 
the glory of simple New Testament 
christianity? 
5. Do the charms of the world 
glisten more than an imprisoned 
preacher? 
L 
4. 
5. I 
6. Barnes " not mean 
necessarily that he was an 
avaricious man, or that in itself 
he loved the honors and wealth 
of this world, but it means he 
desired to live. He was not 
willing to stay with Paul and 
subject himself to the probability 
of martydom, and in order to 
secure his life. departed to a 
place of safety." 
a) Persecution and tragedy will 
on a misunderstanding of 
Scripture can cause one to 
lose faith and turn back. 
b) Read: 1 Peter 4:12-19; 
Galatians 6: 1-3. 
Matt. 
Pet. 
:29 to rather 
than men. II 
Eccl. 12: "Let us hear 
the whole matter,. 
- 12 /05 
- 2/19/06 

L 4~ 
. I started to call s lesson 
woman 
trans~ 
1111 not 
but that 
II. 
is 
is 
of t.he team 
II Paul has just told of the 3 
Jews that are 
Ar~starchus, Mark and Jesus cal 
Justus - brave to accept new 
movement - christianity. 
IV. Now he names 3 Gentiles and of 
one we know little. 'They are: 
A. Luke, the beloved phepicean. 
1. Prominent in Acts (he wrote 
it), also gospel of Luke. 
2. Three other times in New 
Testament when not in Acts. 
2 Timothy 4: 11 . J'i..t/(i. 
Philemon 24 
2 Corinthians 8:18 
Colossians 4:14 (makes the 4th) 
3. Since Demas such a question-
able one, hard to image 
Luke with him. 
Mark 
4. 
5 We see 
the same 
wonder 
B. Demas is 
the 
3. Why did 
here -
4. Sad to 
s 
and 
of s 
1 journey ~ even 
way. 
Paul say 
suspicious? 
desert in 
still hopdmg 
- so said nothing 
6. Someone said Demas pre-
ferred a whole skin to a 
clear conscious. 
C. Then Nymphas 
1. Demerest says she was a 
woman, Nympha, the back 
bone of the church 
2. Can't prove the sex of 
the name. 
4. 
5 
house. 
not know. 
D. But we do know 
1. met w S 
Romans 16:5 
1 Corinthians 
Philemon 2 
Aet-&~~4B2 
a. 
b. is as 
never the place. 
c. Name? after person or 
after streets? 
d. Church and house 
dif 
e.Size has nothing to do 
whether its the church 
versus mission. 
f. Literally - assemly 
E. Lessons 
1. Honor those who serve 
the church 
2. 
3@ Whatever our 
Church 















